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Preface 

The iStar workshop series is dedicated to the discussion of concepts, methods, techniques, 

tools, and applications associated with i* and related frameworks and approaches. Following 

successful workshops in Trento, Italy (2001), London, England (2005), Recife, Brazil (2008), 

Hammamet, Tunisia (2010), and Trento, Italy (2011), the 6
th
 International i* Workshop is 

being held in Valencia, Spain. As with previous editions, the objective of the workshop is to 

provide a unique opportunity for exchanging ideas, comparing notes, and forging new 

collaborations. 

This year, the workshop is co-located with the 25th International Conference on Advanced 

Information Systems Engineering (CAiSE'13), benefiting from the common interests shared 

by the workshop and the conference. As with past editions, we have tried to keep the format 

small and informal so as to maximize interaction. We are holding a discussion-oriented 

workshop, as outlined by the CAiSE’13 guidelines; as such the main criterion for paper 

acceptance in iStar’13 is relevance and potential for raising discussion. Presentation times for 

each regular paper, ranging from 10 to 20 minutes, have been split equally into presentation 

and discussion.  The iStar Tool fair session included short presentations and 30 minutes for 

open demos and discussion.  The program included a keynote given by Prof. Roel J. Wieringa 

entitled “The Role of Goals in Design Reasoning”. A wrap-up session summarizing presented 

work and discussing areas of future investigation. 

Concerning the review process, each of the 27 submitted papers went through a thorough 

review process with three reviews from a programme committee, providing useful feedback 

for authors. Revised versions of the 26 accepted papers are included in these proceedings. 

Proceedings include 20 regular and 6 tool papers. We thank authors and reviewers for their 

valuable contributions. 

Last but not least, we want to deeply thank the organizers of the CAiSE conference for 

their great support. 

We look forward to lively conversations and debates with old and new friends at the 

workshop, in the wonderful surroundings of Valencia, Spain! 

  
Jaelson Castro, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil 

Jennifer Horkoff, University of Trento, Italy 

 Neil Maiden, City University, London 

Eric Yu, University of Toronto, Canada 
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The Role of Goals in Design Reasoning

Roel Wieringa

University of Twente, Department of Computer Science, Information Systems Group
P.O. Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands

r.j.wieringa@utwente.nl

Designers reason from real or imagined stakeholder goals about a problem
context, to desired properties of artifacts that should contribute to these goals in
this context. The general pattern of reasoning is the same in software engineering,
information systems and industrial product design: Given stakeholder goals G
and assumptions about a context C, find artifact requirements R such that
C × R ⇒ G. Design reasoning is creative, as goals are usually not given ready-
made to designers, the problem context is often partly unknown, assumptions
about it are usually incomplete, and the artifact does not exist yet. Increased
understanding of one of the three components (goals, context, artifact) changes
the designer’s understanding of the other two. This is not a stepwise refinement
process but a non-monotonic process in which earlier beliefs may have to be
retracted. The result, the contribution argument C × R ⇒ G, is defeasible (it
may turn out to be wrong).

After an analysis of design reasoning, I will zoom in on the role of goals
in this kind of reasoning. I will define goals as stakeholder desires for which
the stakeholder has committed resources (time and money) to achieve them.
Stakeholders have different levels of goal awareness, ranging from unaware to
actively pursuing the goal. Goals change, and in particular they can change by
introduction of an artifact. Pursuing a goal entails having a problem theory that
provides explanations, right or wrong, of the current state of the world, and
predictions, right or wrong, about the future evolution of the world, and about
the impact of different possible events on goal achievement.

I will end the talk by discussing implications for goal-oriented requirements
specification languages such as i* at two levels. At one level, my analysis has
implication about what aspects of goal-oriented design reasoning can be repre-
sented in a goal-oriented language. At another level, my analysis can be used to
assess the role of i* as artifact used in a requirements context to contribute to
goals of requirements engineers.
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An Ontology-Based Methodology for Integrating
i* Variants

Karen Najera1,2, Alicia Martinez2, Anna Perini3, and Hugo Estrada1,2

1 Fund of Information and Documentation for the Industry, Mexico D.F, Mexico
{karen.najera, hugo.estrada}@infotec.com.mx

2 National Center of Research and Technological Development, Cuernavaca, Mexico
amartinez@cenidet.edu.mx

3 Bruno Kessler Foundation - IRST, Center for Information Technology, Trento, Italy
perini@fbk.eu

Abstract. Many variants of the i* Framework have been developed
since its definition. For instance, i* -based modeling languages have been
proposed for agent-oriented and service-oriented software development,
for modeling risk, security requirements, and so on. The integration of
models expressed in i* variants poses interoperability problems. This is-
sue has been faced at different levels, e.g. through unified metamodels,
or with an interchange format to depict i* models. In our research work,
we propose a practical approach to tackle the interoperability problems,
exploiting ontology-based techniques. In a previous work, we presented
an ontological representation of the i* metamodel and a tool to au-
tomatically transform an i* model to an instance of this ontology. In
this position paper, we describe a methodology to integrate i* variants
through the ontological representation of the i* metamodel, and a mech-
anism to support the understanding of models expressed in those vari-
ants. As example of application, we present the integration of i*, Tropos
and Service-oriented i* by using ontologies and a tool to automatically
transform models expressed with those variants in terms of that ontology.

Keywords: i*, organizational modeling, ontologies, model-driven engi-
neering, model transformations.

1 Introduction
The i* Framework [9] is a widely used organizational modeling technique. Since
its definition, many research projects have used it in different application do-
mains, hence many i* variants have been proposed. For instance, Tropos [5]
for agent-oriented development, Service-oriented i* [3], and many others. Com-
monly, differences among variants consist of the addition of constructs or changes
in the semantics of the existing ones in the original framework, as remarked
also in [4], which refers to a study of 63 papers on i* related methodologies,
which were published between 2006-2010. Regardless of the degree of difference
in variants, the integration and understanding of models expressed in i* variants
poses interoperability problems. This issue has been faced at different levels, e.g.
through unified metamodels ([1, 6]), and with an interchange format to depict i*
models [2]. In this research work [7], we aim to show that the use of ontologies
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can provide a practical approach towards tackling the i* variants interoperabil-
ity problem. As a preliminary stage, we have proposed the use of ontologies to
integrate i* variants, propitiating the understanding of the variants and their
models by means of a common language established by the ontologies. We used
the Web Ontology Language “OWL” to describe ontologies, since it is a stan-
dard of the Semantic Web which facilitates greater machine interpretability than
XML or RDF, and provides a formal semantics. With our proposal, we bring
the advantages of ontologies to the organizational modeling domain, such as
querying, reasoning and organizational data specified in a Semantic Web for-
mat. Our initial results have been presented in [8], namely: a) The development
of an ontology-based metamodel for i* called OntoiStar and b) a tool-supported
process to generate ontologies from models expressed in i*. In this paper, we
present: a) a methodology to integrate i* variants by using ontologies on the ba-
sis of OntoiStar, b) an example of application integrating the variants i*, Tropos
and Service-oriented i*, and c) the extension of our tool-supported process to
support the understanding of models expressed with the integrated i* variants.

2 Objectives

The main objective of our research work [7] is The integration of i* variants
through the use of an ontology and the automatic representation of models ex-
pressed with those variants in terms of the ontology with i* variants integrated.
Thereby supporting the understanding of variants and their models. For the ful-
fillment of this objective four specific objectives have been identified:

1. The development of an ontology called OntoiStar for representing the core
constructs of the i* variants.

2. The development of a methodology for integrating the constructs of several
i* variants through the use of ontologies the basis of the ontology OntoiStar.

3. The application of the methodology to different i* variants, generating an
ontology with i* variants integrated.

4. The automatic transformation of a model represented with one of the inte-
grated i* variants into an ontology derived from the concepts of the ontology
with the i* variants integrated.

The first specific objective has been addressed in [8]. In this paper we focus on
the last three specific objectives.

3 Scientific contributions

Our scientific contributions are related to the accomplishment of the specific ob-
jectives 2, 3 and 4 of our research work. Therefore, in this section we present our
proposed methodology, which describes how to use ontologies to achieve the inte-
gration of i* variants. Moreover, we present the application of the methodology
to i*, Tropos and Service-oriented i*.

3.1 Integration methodology
Our proposed integration methodology provides the guidelines to integrate con-
structs of several i* variants into an ontology which extends OntoiStar [7, 8].
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The ontology with i* variant integrated has been named OntoiStar+ in a gen-
eral way, to indicate this ontology considers the constructs of two or more i*
variants, no matter which or how many they are. The integration methodology
to obtain OntoiStar+ is based on Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), since it is
generated on the basis of OntoiStar which was developed through MDE at the
level of metamodels. The methodology consists of two phases: 1) the development
of an ontology for each i* variant desired to integrate and 2) the integration of
the ontologies of the i* variants generating the ontology OntoiStar+.

Phase 1) Development of an ontology for a specific i* variant
In this phase the ontology for a specific i* variant is generated. The resultant
ontology is based on OntoiStar. Therefore, additional constructs of a specific i*
variant are added into OntoiStar. This phase may be performed several times
when more i* variants need to be integrated. It consist of four steps:

I. Identify. The first step corresponds with the identification of the additional
constructs of the i* variant which are not part of the ontology OntoiStar.

II. Categorize. The second step corresponds to the categorization of the ad-
ditional constructs identified in the first step. Four categories allied with the
elements of metamodels have been defined. A construct is categorized as:
Concept, when it corresponds to a representation of something in the real world.
Relationship, when it corresponds to a relationship of two or more concepts.
Attribute, when it is used to define a property or characteristic of a concept. It
may also refer to or set the specific value for a given instance of such.
Attribute value, when it corresponds to those values that belong to an additional
construct which has been categorized as attribute.

III. Transform. The third step corresponds to the transformation of the addi-
tional constructs into ontological constructs, i.e. classes, properties and axioms
in OWL. Two sets of transformation rules have been proposed according with
the i* variant specification. One for those constructs identified from a meta-
model described in the UML language, and other for constructs identified from
a textual description (Table 1).

IV. Classify. In [7, 8] we presented the OntoiStar taxonomy which was defined
according with the core i* concepts specified in [2]. This step corresponds with
the classification, within OntoiStar taxonomy, of the new OWL classes resulting
from the third step. Therefore, a new OWL class is subclass of the class:
Actor, if the OWL class describes a new type of actor.
Actor Relationship, if the OWL class describes a new type of actor relationship.
Dependency, if the OWL class describes a new dependency relationship. The
dependency basic structure has been already defined in OntoiStar.
Boundary, if the OWL class describes a new type of boundary.
Intentional Element, if the OWL class describes a new type of intentional ele-
ment.
Intentional Element Relationship, if the OWL class describes a new type of in-
tentional element relationship.
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Table 1. Transformation rules
From metamodel From textual description

Each concept, concept relationship and
enumeration class is represented as a class
in OWL.

Each concept, concept relationship and at-
tribute is represented as a class in OWL.

Each association is represented as an ob-
ject property in OWL.

If a class in OWL is created due a concept
relationship, two object properties are cre-
ated to complete the relationship.

Each class property is represented as ax-
ioms in OWL.

-

Each enumeration element is represented
as a class instance of the owner enumera-
tion class in OWL.

If a class in OWL is created due an at-
tribute, each attribute value is represented
as a class instance of the corresponding at-
tribute class in OWL.

Attributes. Each enumeration type is rep-
resented as an object property in OWL.
Each primitive data type is represented as
a data property in OWL.

If a class in OWL is created due an
attribute, an object property is created
to complete the representation of the at-
tribute.

Phase 2) Integration of the ontologies of the i* variants
In this phase, the ontologies of the i* variants (generated in phase 1) are in-
tegrated by means of an iterative merging process, obtaining as a result, the
ontology OntoiStar+. The merging process consist of applying a merging func-
tion to the i* variant ontologies, two at a time, till obtain the ontology with
all the desired i* variants. It is applied first to two i* variant ontologies, then,
the resultant ontology is merged with another i* variant ontology, and so on.
See for instance Fig. 1. The merging function consist of bringing together all the
constructs of two ontologies, taking into account that duplicated constructs are
only considered one time in the final merged ontology. The merging function has
been implemented in the tool described in 3.3. With this approach a user can
select the ontologies to merge according to the i* variants the user works with.

3.2 Application of the integration methodology
We have applied the integration methodology to i*, Tropos and Service-oriented
i*. The integration results are presented in Table 2 (attributes were omitted
due to space). The first two columns describe constructs already included into
OntoiStar. The next three columns contain the additional constructs of each
variant (N.A. indicates there is no additional constructs). First, we performed
Phase 1, therefore, additional constructs of each variant were identified, catego-
rized, transformed and classified in order to obtain the ontology for each variant.
For instance, in Service-oriented i*, the construct “Service” was identified, then,
it was categorized as concept and transformed as an OWL class. Finally, it was
classified as an Intentional Element, therefore, placed as a sub class of the In-
tentional Element class in the OntoiStar taxonomy. Then, Phase 2 was carried
out by merging the ontology for i*, the ontology for Tropos and the ontology
for Service-oriented i*, obtaining as a result the ontology OntoiStar+ with the
three variants integrated. The integration process is represented in Fig. 1. The
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Table 2. Additional constructs of each i* variant.
OntoiStar i* Tropos S-O i* OntoiStar+

i* concept Types Types Types Types Types

Actor
Agent, Role,

Position
N.A. N.A. N.A.

Agent, Role,
Position

Actor Rela-
tionships

Is part of,
Is a, Plays,

Covers,
Occupies

Instance of N.A. Subordination

Is part of, Is a,
Plays, Covers,

Occupies,
Instance of,

Subordination

Dependency

Goal,
Softgoal,

Task,
Resource

N.A. Plan
Service,
Process

Goal, Softgoal,
Task, Resource,
Plan, Service,

Process

Boundary - N.A. N.A. N.A. -

Intentional
element

Goal,
Softgoal,

Task,
Resource

N.A. Plan
Service,
Process

Goal, Softgoal,
Task, Resource,
Plan, Service,

Process

Intentional
element

relationship

Contribution,
Decomposi-

tion,
MeansEnd

N.A. N.A.
Service,

Service-goal,
Process

Contribution,
Decomposition,

MeansEnd, Service,
Service-goal,

Process

last column of Table 2 contains the constructs included in the resultant ontology
OntoiStar+.

3.3 Automatic transformation from i* based models to ontologies
In this section, we present TAGOOn (Tool for the Automatic Generation of
Organizational Ontologies), an extension of the one in [8]. TAGOOn provides
the basis to support the automatic transformation from models expressed with
different i* variants in ontologies. The current version supports models expressed
with i*, Tropos and Service-oriented i*. The transformation process starts with
the representation of models using iStarML [2]. Some additional constructs of
the supported variants are not defined in its grammar. Therefore, we have used
the open options of the iStarML specification to represent them. For instance,
using the attribute ‘type’, concepts as plan, service and process could be defined
in the tag < ielement >; and relationships as service relationship and service
dependency could be defined using in the tag < ielementLink >.

Fig. 1. i*, Tropos and Service-oriented i* integration process
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In order to perform the automatic transformation, TAGOOn parses the iStarML
file and, according to pre-defined mapping rules, it instantiates the corresponding
classes and properties in the ontology OntoiStar+. The output of the tool corre-
sponds to the ontology OntoiStar+ with instances that represent the knowledge
depicted in the organizational model. It shapes an organizational knowledge base
in which is possible to apply services offered by ontologies such as querying and
reasoning. Furthermore, it can be edited with an ontology editor, or it can be
the input of development or reasoning platforms supported by ontologies.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented a further step in the achievement of interoperability
of i* variants, which extends a previous work were an ontological representation
of the i* metamodel was proposed [8]. Specifically, we presented a methodology
to integrate several i* variants into an ontology and our supporting tool TA-
GOOn. With our proposal, we bring advantages of ontologies such as querying
and reasoning, to the organizational modeling domain. Moreover, as the organi-
zational knowledge is represented in OWL, it could be available to be exploited
and consumed in the Semantic Web by paradigms such as Linked Data.

The main steps we intend to address in our future work can be summarized
as follow: a) To take into account the semantic of the i* variants during the
creation of ontologies; b) To propose inference rules that enable the redefinition
and adjustment of i* based models according with the semantic and differences
of i* variants; c) To extend TAGOOn to carry out the automatic transformation
of i* based models from one i* variant to other i* variant.
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Abstract. Currently, i* is one of the most well founded organizational
modelling techniques. Its main feature is the expressibility to represent
intentional social relations among stakeholders. In i* models, each mod-
eling component is described explicitly through text labels. However, the
process of labeling model elements is usually an activity which is not rig-
orous and not well documented for designers. Performing the labeling
with freedom and subjectivity often results in unclear labels that are not
helpful for interoperability and the understanding of the model seman-
tics. In this paper, we deal with this problems by extending i* models
with ontologies. Taking advantage of an ontological definition of concepts
and well-defined relationships, we improve the unambiguous interpreta-
tion of labels and thus interoperability, reuse and machine-readability
of a model. A guided process and tool support for the integration of i*
models with an ontology are described in this paper.

Keywords: conceptual modeling, iStar, semantic annotation, ontology.

1 Introduction

The i* framework is a goal-oriented and agent-oriented modeling framework. It
provides the needed infrastructure to model concepts such as actors, roles and
agents, and to reason about them. Nowadays, many research projects exist that
use the i* in different applications domain on early requirements engineering,
business process design and system requirements [2]. The i* framework defines
two key models at different level of abstraction: the Strategic Dependency and
the Strategic Rationale model. A set of modeling primitives defines the model
components and the relationships among them, where each business element is
labeled according to its description. This labeling is usually the only reference in
the model to indicate, to the analyst, the meaning of a specific model element.

However, the absence of guidelines or good-practices to label business ele-
ments usually leads to the subjectivity, resulting in ambiguous labels that make
the models difficult to understand for both the analysts and the target audience.
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Furthermore, the amount of information that can be encoded in a human read-
able label is necessarily limited. Thus, the interpretation of an organizational
model can become inevitably complex. Moreover, the machine-readability of a
model remains quite limited.

In the remainder of this paper we present an approach to extend i* models
with semantic annotations taken of general or domain ontologies. This allows us
the standardization of concepts, clarifying the labels that describe an element
and also it permits to improve the analysis of existing models. Section 3.1 de-
scribes a set of semantic suggestions to guide the process of model annotation
based on domain and general ontologies. Section 3.2 describes a tool-supported
approach for combining the i* model (in its ontological representation [6]) with
the ontology used for the annotation.

2 Objectives of the research
As first objective of this work, we propose the extension of i* models with con-
cepts taken from an ontology in order to address the above-mentioned ambiguity
issues that emerge from the labeling of organizational models.The enrichment
of models with well-defined concepts allows us to clarify the labels that describe
an element to improve the analysis of existing models. Starting from this, as a
second objective, we try to explore the possibilities given by a (tool-supported)
ontological representation of the annotated i* model joined with an ontology.

To address our first objective, we extend i* models with annotations from a
well-defined ontology. The extension process consists of three steps(i) we describe
a set of suggestions applicable to ontologies, these suggestions are the key to
annotate the i* models; (ii) we propose an extension of the iStarML [3] model
interchange format to represent the annotated model in a validated language,
and (iii) we provide tool support for annotation, by extending the model export
plug-in for iStarML of the jUCMNav i* modeling tool.

To address our second objective, we translate the i* model into an ontol-
ogy [6],and we join this ontology with a general or domain ontology used in the
annotation process. In this ontology, the model annotations provide a formal
link between concepts and the instances of the model and thus collocate the
model in the domain in an unambiguous way. Our approach can also be applied
to models described in Tropos [1] and Service-oriented i* [4].

3 Scientific contributions
The core of our contribution is the extension of i* models with semantic annota-
tions taken of ontologies. The top of Fig. 1 presents the proposed approach and
the bottom side presents an example of this approach.

3.1 Model Annotation Process.
This process is composed by three main steps.

Step 1. Semantic annotation suggestions. To annotate model elements with
concepts from an ontology, we first define guidelines, in the form of a set of
semantic annotation suggestions. An ontology represents knowledge as concepts
and relationships between them. Specifically, general ontologies such as DOLCE
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Fig. 1. Proposed approach to extend and integrate i* models and an example.

and UFO describes general concepts like space, time, matter, event, etc. [5],
while the domain ontologies describe a vocabulary related to a limited domain
(e.g., healthcare). In this work we use the OntoSem ontology [7]. OntoSem is a
general ontology developed with a focus on practical application, basing on the
root concepts of object, event and property.

To develop the suggestions, a semantic analysis of the primitives in i* and
its variants was carried out. We analysed and compared the definitions among
primitives of the same type (e.g., goal), in order to identify the differences and
similarities among them, obtaining a single definition for each primitive. Next,
analysing the structure of general and domain ontologies we tried to find matches
between the obtained definition of the primitives and the concepts and relation-
ships of the ontologies, with the goal to formally establish the relation of each
obtained definition with ontology concepts. We provide a set of general seman-
tic annotation suggestions (Table 1) and a set of specific semantic annotation
suggestions (Table 2). The general suggestions are applicable to any general on-
tologies, while the specific suggestions are applicable to the OntoSem ontology
and its extensions.

We illustrate the annotation process with two shorts examples. Let’s as-
sume that a goal element labeled “Get credit” is annotated using a domain
ontology on financial operations. Using the general suggestions for elements of
type “goal”(Table 1), the goal “Get credit” can be annotated with “Financ-
ing” and “Credit request”. Now, let’s assume that a goal element is labeled
“Present card for transaction” (bottom side of Fig. 1) using OntoSem and the
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suggestions for elements of type “goal” (Table 2), where “ME” means Model

Element, “
AB−→” means can be annotated and “SC” means SuperConcept, this

element could be annotated with “Negotiate transaction”, “Authenticate” and
“Identify”. The idea is to first follow the semantic suggestions, then to go in-
deep in the selected ontology and to find out the most appropriate concept for
each model element, in a manual process. This approach could be used with
different ontologies independently of the model domain thanks to the semantic
annotation suggestions.

Table 1. General semantic annotation suggestions applicable to domain ontologies [8]

Primitive Suggestion

Actor An actor (including the actor types) should be mapped into domain concepts that describe
an organization, agent, tangible entity, or intangible entity.

Goal A goal should be mapped into domain concepts that describe a clear and precise condition,
interest or desire.

Softgoal A softgoal should be mapped into domain concepts that describe an interest or desires not
clear-cut satisfaction criteria.

Task A task should be mapped into domain concepts that describe a concrete action or activity.

Resource A resource should be mapped into domain concepts that represent a physical object or
informational entity.

Step 2. Extension of iStarML. To provide a format for interoperability be-
tween iStar modelling tools and dialects, we extend the iStarML model in-
terchange format, adding an XML attribute called sannotation. This attribute
stores the semantic annotations for each model element, with the syntax sanno-
tation =“concept1 concept2...conceptn”.

Step 3. Extension of an existing plug-in for jUCMNAv. To use semantic an-
notation in practice, we use the popular iStar modeller jUCMNav, adding the
annotations with the symbol “@”. We extended an existing plug-in for jUCM-
NAv to generate the iStarML files containing the annotations.

3.2 Ontologies integration process
We provide a tool-supported process for joining annotated i* models with gen-
eral or domain ontologies. First, an organizational ontology is created from an
i* model by following the approach presented by Najera et al. [6]. Starting from
models iStarML format, models are transformed to an OWL-based representa-
tion in the metaontology OntoiStar, defined for representing the i* metamodel.
We propose to combine the OntoiStar -based ontology of an i* model with a do-
main or general ontology. The two ontologies will have two joint points: on one
side, the foundational concepts used in both ontologies, and, on the other side,
the strong connection created by the semantic annotation of the model elements
with concepts provided by the selected ontology.

We enhanced the TAGOOn tool (Tool for the Automatic Generation of Or-
ganizational Ontologies) provided by [6] to achieve our objective. The resulting
tool, called TAGOOn+, takes as inputs the semantically annotated iStarML
model and the selected ontology in OWL format (see bottom side of Fig. 1).

Taking an i* model (MiStar), TAGOOn+ creates its ontological representa-
tion (OM ) by using the functionalities provided by the original TAGOOn tool,
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Table 2. Examples of specific semantic annotation suggestions for model elements
(ME) using OntoSem super-concepts (SC), for OntoSem and its extensions [8]

Merging axioms Intuitive meaning

ME : Actor
AB−−→ SC : object A model element of type actor can be annotated only

with (can represent only) the super-concept object.

ME : Goal
AB−−→ SC : mental−event ∧ SC :

social−event ∧ SC : mental−object
A model element of type goal can be annotated only with
(can represent only) the super-concepts mental-event,
social-event and mental-object.

ME : SoftGoal
AB−−→ SC : abstract−object A model element of type softgoal can be annotated only

with (can represent only) the super-concept abstract-
object.

ME : Task
AB−−→ SC : active−cognitive−event∧

SC : social−event ∧ SC : physical−event
A model element of type task can be annotated only with
(can represent only) the super-concepts active-cognitive-
event, social-event and physical-event.

ME : Resource
AB−−→ SC : physical−object ∧

SC : mental−object
A model element of type resource can be annotated only
with (can represent only) the super-concepts physical-
object and mental-object.

instantiating each model element to an individual in OM . Next, it analyzes the
selected ontology (OD) to obtain the hierarchy and description of each concept.
OM and OD are joined, determining if an individual element was annotated with
concepts (classes of the selected ontology). If an element is related with one or
more concepts, a relation of type is-a is created between the concept in OD and
the instantiation of the model element in OM . The obtained combined ontology
(OI) thus integrates the domain knowledge of OD and the organizational and
intentional perspective provided by MiStar. For instance, a model element ME

is annotated with the concept C1 from an ontology O1. After the integration,
the ME is an individual element IE that presents a relation of type is-a with
C1. The resulting ontology in OWL format can be visualized and edited with
the popular Protègè ontology editor. In Figure 1 (bottom right side) fragments
of OntoSem and i* models are visualized, both integrated into a single ontology.

Depending on the properties of the domain or general ontology used, Protègè
reasoning engines offer consistency checking, inference and classification. More-
over, TAGOOn+ can create a text document that describes each element of the
model with its semantic annotation and its description taken from the selected
ontology. The documentation can be useful for achieving a better understanding
of the i* model, for sharing and reuse.

Our approach has been used to annotate models that described a farm sys-
tems, a generic card-based payment system, and the processes to register stu-
dents at a postgraduate institution [8]. In all these case, the annotations were
validated by domain experts. The semantic annotations were helpful to discover
hidden relationships, to collaborate with experts, to improve the understand-
ing of the model and to eliminate ambiguity in labeling and thus to facilitate
knowledge sharing.

4 Conclusions
In this paper we presented an overview of our approach to extend i* models
with concepts taken from ontologies. A set of semantic suggestions guide the
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annotation of i* models were presented. A model with semantic annotations
from an ontology is clear for humans and accessible to machines. Moreover, it
can help improving the labeling quality in particular for models that evolve for a
long time or that need to be read or edited by various analysts and stakeholders
with a different background. Joining the model (in its ontological representation)
with a generic or domain ontology, depending on the properties and axioms
defined in the ontology adopted, the obtained joint ontology could be checked
for consistency and completeness. We provide tool support for the complete
process and tested it with available iStar models and ontologies obtained from
web repositories. The benefits of extending an i* model with annotations would
be, first, to facilitate the analysis and understanding of a model proving a clear
model supported for domain concepts and second, as our approach is based
on iStarML, we permit the interoperability among i* variants through domain
concepts.

5 Ongoing and future work
At the present time, we are focusing on extending i* by describing its elements
with generic concepts. As a future work we attempt to use natural language
processing techniques for the annotation of each model element. In this way,
semi-automatic suggestions will be provided to annotate the model. Moreover, we
consider that a concept that integrates different model elements could represent
new business services to the organization. These new functionalities can be useful
to delineate new business services, and to improve the understandability and
expressiveness of a model, thus giving a necessary condition for model reuse.

Finally, an empirical study and the modelling of real-world systems would be
needed to give practical and statistical evidence to the efficiency of the approach.
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Abstract. In the past few years, the community that develops i* has become 

aware of the problem of having so many variants, since it makes it difficult for 

newcomers to learn how to use the language and even to experts to efficiently 

exchange knowledge and disseminate their proposals. Moreover, this problem 

also delays the transfer of the i* framework to industrial settings. Our work is 

one of the current attempts to promote interoperability among the existing 

variants, and it does that by investigating the semantics behind the i* core 

concepts. For that, we apply a foundational ontology named UFO, which is 

used as a semantically coherent reference model to which the language should 

be isomorphic. In this paper, we report on the steps we have pursued, what we 

have accomplished so far, also setting the context for the work ahead. 

Keywords: iStar, language interoperability, semantics, foundational ontology, UFO 

1   Introduction 

Nowadays, the community that develops i* is relatively big and these developers, 

who are geographically dispersed, tend to ascribe different (and sometimes 

conflicting) meanings to its constructs.  It is argued that this flexibility is part of the 

framework’s own nature, and in fact may be considered one of its key success 

features. But on the other hand, it is our belief that this represents a clear risk in terms 

of promoting the framework, creating serious issues, such as: a) hampering the 

efficient communication of knowledge among experts of the community [1]; b) 

increasing the learning curve of newcomers; and c) inhibiting the adoption of the 

framework by practitioners. We refer to [1][2][3] for a more detailed state of the art 

on the different uses and ascribed semantics of the i* language constructs. 

In the past few years, the community has become aware of this problem and 

several attempts have been made for facilitating the access and uniform use of the i* 

language. One of these initiatives is the creation of a common repository and 

collaborative environment, namely the i* wiki (http://istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-

view_articles.php). In particular, there is a session in the wiki called Guidelines, 
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aimed at collecting and making explicit the different approaches to the language. 

Works on metamodeling have also tried to make it clear the meaning ascribed to the 

distinct constructs [3][4]. Although we recognize there are significant outcomes of 

these works (e.g. pointing out the applied concepts in particular variations; showing 

the author’s view on how concepts relate), these attempts did not quite succeed in 

providing interoperability, simply because metamodels are powerful structures to 

define a language’s syntax while being very limited in terms of clarifying its 

semantics. Cares [5] has proposed an interoperability method that considers a 

supermetamodel [6], which facilitates the translation from an i* variant to another, 

and an XML-based mark-up language, named iStarML [7], which triggers existing 

tools to interoperate as much as their underlying metamodel allows. This approach 

has advanced the state of the art, by providing a standard interoperability format that 

facilitates model translation, but we are afraid that iStarML only makes syntactic 

checks, leaving the semantic interoperability issues still untouched. 

Going beyond syntactic issues, since 2006, we are involved in an attempt to define 

a common ontology for the core concepts of the i* language. We believe this may 

assist in clarifying the semantics of the language’s concepts, thus generating a number 

of modeling guidelines targeted at enhancing the language’s usability. We do this by 

applying the UFO foundational ontology as a reference model and our approach 

prescribes that the i* metamodel reflects such model [8]. For that, at times, we 

propose some of the i* constructs may be left aside, as they have the same semantics, 

thus being excessive in the language [9]. To diminish ambiguity, other times, we 

perform some language extensions, avoiding a single concept to be overloaded with 

two or more different semantics. However we attempt to do that with extra care, as it 

is undesirable to end up with a language with too many constructs as it would require 

even more effort to be learned and used. 

This paper reports on what we have accomplished so far and also presents what lies 

ahead of us. For that, the remainder of the paper is structured in three sections besides 

this introduction: section 2 presents the objectives and methodology of our research, 

also pointing at which stage we currently are; section 3 describes the main 

contributions and challenges involved in this initiative; section 4 discusses some 

conclusions and presents our future research agenda. 

2 Objectives and Methodology 

The general objective of our long-term joint research is to provide an ontological 

foundation to the i* language core. In the current research stage, we are clarifying the 

semantics of i* intentional element links: means-end, decomposition and contribution. 

In this context, it is necessary not only to determine accurately the meaning of these 

constructs, but also to provide methodological advice on their use, since in some cases 

differences may be a bit subtle. To sum up, the general objective of understanding the 

meaning of i* intentional element links can be refined into a series of more concrete 

research questions: 1) For every type of intentional element link: Which are the 

logical conditions and implications of a link established from an intentional element 

to another? 2) In particular, which i* intentional elements may appear as root and 
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target of such an intentional element link? 3) Which ontological properties must these 

elements fulfil? 4) Which are the methodological guidelines that drive to the 

application of a particular type of intentional element link? 5) What is the modeler’s 

agreement on the aspects above? The rest of the paper reports the current results 

obtained so far and outlines the most immediate future work in relation to these 

research questions. 

3 Scientific Contributions and Challenges 

Our work has started with the semantics analysis of the core i* intentional elements, 

such as actor, goal, task and resource1. The results of this analysis are reported in [9]. 

This initial analysis has also taken into consideration the concepts of agent, role and 

position, along with the dependence relation. More recently, our attempts shifted to 

the remaining relations of the language. In [8][10], we propose some modeling 

guidelines for the means-end link and OR-decomposition, based on UFO’s semantic 

interpretation. According to UFO, a goal is the propositional content of an 

agent’s intention. Thus, ontologically, a goal is in itself a proposition and 

decomposition relations reflect logical relations between propositions. Table 1 

formally describe the And and OR decomposition of goal G in four subgoals G1-G4 

Table 1. Formal Description of And and OR-decomposition according to UFO 

 

 

 

The i* literature shows that modelers sometimes use OR-decomposition and 

means-end to express the same phenomenon. This is also reflected in some dialects. 

For instance, GRL does not allow OR-decomposition, thus only means-end links are 

applied [11]. On the other hand, it is also very common to find two diagrams of the 

same modeler in which the same relation express distinct semantics [8].  

In our work, we see the means-end link and OR-decomposition as two different 

relations. For example, a goal is as mentioned, a proposition, thus it is not possible to 

decompose a goal into tasks or resources. A goal may be only decomposed into 

subgoals. The means-end link, on the other hand, is generally applied between tasks 

and goals, for example. But how can we formally define the means-end link? To 

understand that, one must first review the ontological meaning of intention. 

Intentions are mental states of Agents which refer to (are about) certain 

Situations in reality (i.e. states of affairs the agent aims at achieving). Now, we 

may define the notion of deliberately achieving a goal as follows: 

task(a)  goal(G)  deliberately-achieves(a, G)   

 achieves(a, G)  (i: intention(i)  is-reason-for(i, a)  implies(propositional-

content(i), G)) 

                                                           
1 From now on, we use different font to highlight i* and UFO elements. For i* elements, we use 

bold and italic arial while for UFO elements, we apply courier new 

AND-decomposition G   G1  G2  G3  G4 

OR-decomposition G   G1  G2  G3  G4 
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In other words, a task (action in UFO) a deliberately achieves a goal 

G iff this task achieves G (i.e., causes the world to be in a state which makes G true) 

but also this task must be motivated by an intention (intention i is the reason for 

task a) whose propositional content implies G. Informally, we can state that 

a is performed with the intention of achieving G. Now, we are able to define the 

means-end link as: 

task(a)  goal(G)  ME(a, G)  deliberately-achieves(a, G)  

 

In other words, a means-end link between a task a and a goal g holds if the 

execution of such task leads to goal achievement and is deliberately performed by the 

agent in whose perspective the relation is defined. Please note that this definition 

makes a clear distinction between the means-end link and the OR-decomposition 

relation, previously defined. 

Another common case of construct overload in i* is given by the indistinct use of 

the means-end and contribution links. For instance, let us make us focus on a make 

contribution example (Fig.1).  

 

Fig. 1. The case of the passenger (Means-end link vs. Make Contribution link) 

In it, a Car Passenger agent executes the take a car sick pill task in order to 

prevent himself from being sick during the journey he is making (Means-end link to 

car sickness prevented goal). As a side effect of this medication, the Car 
Passenger also goes to sleep (Make Contribution link to asleep fallen goal). Let us 

now carefully analyze this example. Both goals depicted in the model are equally 

accomplished: following the proposal in [8], we here assume that the means-end link 

leads to full accomplishment and the contribution link value is Make, which also 

indicates the goal is completely fulfilled. So then, what is the distinction among these 

two links? Do the means-end link and the make contribution link have the same 

semantics? If so, it would be best that the i* framework only offered one of them to 

avoid construct redundancy [8], which may undermine the understanding and proper 

use of the language. However, it is our claim that these links are not the same. The 

difference here is given by the Intention behind the execution of the task.  
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As result of the mapping from i* tasks into UFO actions, every task is 

associated with a causing intention whose propositional content is a 

goal. In other words, we execute a particular task in order to accomplish a specific 

goal. In i*, the association between the task and the goal in this case is made by a 

means-end link (e.g. take a car sick pill task as means to car sickness prevented 

goal). On the other hand, this same task can also generate some other goals to be 

accomplished, without however, being intended by the choice of this particular task. 

In this case, a make contribution link is established (e.g. take a car sick pill task as 

means to asleep fallen goal). By using the notion of deliberately-achieves previously 

defined, we may also make clear the distinction between the means-end link and the 

make contribution link (MakeCont). 

action(a)  goal(G)  MakeCont(a, G)   

 achieves(a, G)  deliberately-achieves(a, G) 

As can be noted by the above definition in comparison with the means-end definition 

described a few paragraphs before, the only distinction between the two links is given 

by the causing intention. Table 2 summarizes some guidelines resulting from the 

analyses presented in this subsection for the use of the OR-decomposition relation, 

means-end link and make contribution link. 

 
Table 2.  Guidelines: OR-Decomposition, Means-end link and Make Contribution link 

Hardgoals G ---OR-decompostion- hardgoals G1,G2 for an actor A iff 

1. By accomplishing either G1or G2, G is accomplished 

Action a ---means-end- hardgoal G for an actor A iff 

1. By choosing to perform a, it was A’s intention to achieve goal G, 

2. Performing a causes situation S and 

3. Situation S satisfies G 

Action a ---make contribution- hardgoal G for an actor A iff 

1. By choosing to perform a, it was NOT A’s intention to achieve goal G, 

2. Performing a causes situation S and 

3. Situation S satisfies G 

 

For reasons of lack of space, we refrain ourselves from presenting the results of the 

analysis of the break, help and hurt contribution links.  

3 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we have presented the long-term objectives and main results of our 

effort to provide an ontological foundation to the i* language core.  Our work so far 

has been conceptual,  providing a clear formalizations to ensure that the semantics of 

the i* constructs can be well understood and properly used. This work is not finished 

because i* is a powerful language allowing the expression of actor’s theories about 

effects, side-effects and obstacles of actions. However, to move forward, we now 

need to do empirical work to validate the usability of our ontology, measured in for 
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example ease of learning and effort to use, and  to validate the utility of the ontology 

for particular stakeholder purposes. 
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Abstract. Transparency has been, for long, a general requirement for democratic 
societies. The right to be informed as well as to have access to information has 
been an important issue on modern societies. Nowadays, Transparency has been 
elevated to a must have property to be delivered by governments and businesses. In 
an era when computer systems are ubiquitous and present in almost every   aspect 
of our lives, it seems natural that Transparency becomes a key requirement in our 
software systems. We believe that Transparency can rarely be satisfied. The best 
we can do is to satisfy it within acceptable limits (satisfice). Therefore, we consid-
er Transparency a Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) that should be elicited and 
modelled in the presence of other competing and synergistic NFR. Intentions be-
hind the adoption of Transparency may play an important role while eliciting solu-
tions for software to deliver appropriate levels of Transparency. Hence, we believe 
that the i* framework is ideal to elicit and model Transparency. This work will 
show initial ideas for using i* to support this effort. 

1 Introduction. 

Since 2005 we have been following the crescent number of claims from society for 
government and business to be transparent. In late 2007, the world faced the sub-prime 
mortgage crisis along with scandals due to enormous bonus for bankers involved in the 
administration of banks and industries that had to be bailed out by the US and Canadian 
government. This crisis, partially due to the lack of transparency in business and gov-
ernment regulatory schemas has contaminated other economies throughout the world. It 
all raised the cry for transparency to reach unprecedented levels.  

In 2008, Canadians and Americans citizens were surprised to learn that when access-
ing Ticketmaster.com looking for tickets that were sold out, Tickemaster would alert 
they were being redirected to another site. However, it failed to alert that these customers 
were in fact facing ticket prices almost twice higher than in Ticketmaster. It called our 
attention that despite the fact that Ticketmaster was being transparent in its action it was 
not being transparent in its intentions. Driven by this episode, in 2009 we started to in-
vestigate the relationship between trust and transparency [2]. Contrary to what we ex-
pected, we could find many situations where trust would have a negative impact on 
transparency and vice versa. 

We subscribe to the idea that in the near future the relationship among companies, cli-
ents, shareholders and government will be close to what Tapscott and Ticol [10] call 
“Naked Corporation”: “Transparency must now be an explicit factor in nearly every 
management decision. Customers evaluate the worth of products and services at levels 
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never before possible. Employees share formerly secret information about corporate 
strategy, management behavior, and challenges.  In a real-time global supply chain, 
companies and their business partners by necessity share competitive and operational 
secrets. With the rise of institutional investors, especially pension funds, share owners 
now scrutinize management like never before. Thanks to instant communications, whis-
tleblowers and inquisitive media, citizens and communities routinely put firms under the 
microscope. And the Internet is a central locus and organizing force for all these activi-
ties”. 

Since software systems are now inherent to our society and part of our daily activities, 
it seems natural that such move will have to be followed by a change in our focus re-
garding software development. Systems will have to be developed since its early stages 
aiming at being Transparent. In fact, during the 2009 edition of the 17th IEEE Interna-
tional Requirements Engineering Conference, two Keynotes speakers1 many times men-
tioned the importance of Software Transparency. Despite that, very little work has been 
done focusing this issue [1][6] 

  Many authors such as Holzner [5] and Henriques [4] provide different definitions for 
transparency but central to any definition remains the idea of information disclosure. 
We believe that for software to be Transparent the information which it deals with has to 
be transparent (Information Transparency). Software also needs to be Transparent 
itself. It should inform about itself, how it works, what it does and why (Process 
Transparency).  Although approaches such as Open source and well defined and doc-
umented software development processes can contribute to software Transparency they 
alone do not come close to deliver Transparency.  

We view Transparency as an NFR and hence, it may positively or negatively impact 
many other NFR and as a consequence it cannot be studied in isolation. Transparency 
should be treated as one of the most important contributing NFR since to satisfice Trans-
parency it will be necessary to satisfice many other NFR hence, if transparency is not 
dealt as one of the leading NFR re-work may have to be done later to adapt existing 
solutions for NFR such as those illustrated in Figure 1 to cope with Transparency needs. 

Moreover, as we could see from our study between Transparency and Trust [2], we 
need not only to model how, where and when systems need to be Transparent but also 
the intentions behind the intended Transparency. Every company will have its own moti-
vation to be transparent and will deliver Transparency up to a point where it does not 
threat its business. Therefore, modeling these intentions would help to clarify alterna-
tives and to better reason about possible tradeoffs during the elicitation and modeling 
process. We understand that the i* framework provides an ideal environment to support 
this process.  

This work will show initial ideas on the use of i* to support eliciting and modeling 
Transparency requirements together with other NFR. We present a brief real life case 
study where Interoperability was studied together with Transparency as a proof of con-
cept on how eliciting and modeling NFR correlations to Transparency may be critical to 
adequately achieve Transparency. Aside from that, we present other areas where we will 
investigate different issues to help developing software that will deliver Transparency 
such as which information should be kept, how it should be stored, how it should be 
retrieved, how it should be presented. 

                                                            
1 Jim Herbsleb and Daryl Plummer 
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2  Objectives of the Research 

Our short term goal is to better understand what does it mean to be Transparent and 
which information should be available to stakeholders to deliver Transparency without 
ignoring other NFR such as privacy, security, trust, and ethics among others. Note that 
Leite’s work [6] heavily focus on transparency itself while in our focus the relationship 
between transparency and other NFR such as Trust, Privacy, Security, Ethics and In-
teroperability will concentrate the majority of our work.   

We initially plan to capture this knowledge using catalogues in the form of Softgoal 
Interdependency Graphs (SIG) the same way we have been doing for capturing 
knowledge regarding NFR operationalizations in the past. However, we plan to further 
develop recent work aiming at providing a more efficient and flexible way to store and 
retrieve information gathered about Transparency and other NFR using ontology and 
semantic web techniques. 

We also plan to investigate how we can categorize software regarding how much 
Transparency it delivers.  We expect that such categorization will lead to standards to 
measure how Transparent one software is. Such classification may influence the decision 
process of acquiring one software. 

Finally, we will investigate how to incorporate the knowledge for delivering Trans-
parency with the process of eliciting and modeling software allowing the intentions be-
hind adopting Transparencies solutions to be studied in conjunction with all the other 
intentional elements of the system being developed. 

3 Scientific Contributions 

Although Process Transparency may complement our research objectives, our main 
focus will be to investigate methods, techniques and tools to help requirements engineers 
to develop systems having Information Transparency in its core from the early stages 
of software development. We believe that the i* Framework will be ideal to provide the 
necessary structures and constructs to reason about ways to operationalize Transparency 
and co-related NFR as well as to capture the intentionality  that drives individual busi-
ness and governments to deliver transparency. I* intentional elements and its mecha-
nisms to model intentions, its impacts and alternatives are ideal to deal with Transparen-
cy. Furthermore, modeling NFR plays a major role in i* and therefore is a perfect match 
to model Transparency where we will mostly be dealing with many NFR working to-
gether and intentions motivation companies to be and to offer transparency.  

4 Ongoing and Future work 

4.1 Investigating Transparency in the presence of other NFR 

An initial approach to capture Transparency operationalizations can be found in the 
Transparency Ladder proposed by Leite [6]. In this Ladder we can see that central to 
deliver Transparency we can find other NFR, namely: Accessibility, Usability, Informa-
tiviness, Understandability and Auditability. Accessibility can then be decomposed into 
Portability, Availability, Operability and so on. Figure 1 Shows part of this Ladder. Of 
course any operationalizations that we may choose to satisfice Accessibility might con-
tribute positively or negatively to operationalizations that can satisfice other NFR on the 
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Ladder. Moreover, other NFR outside the Ladder can also bring synergy or conflict to 
Transparency and vice versa. Hence, the challenge relies not only in finding out opera-
tionalizations to deliver Transparency but most importantly, how to harmonize these 
operationalizations in light of other much needed NFR. Initially, we will be registering 
our findings in catalogs using the NFR framework.  

As a proof of concept, we have recently carried out a case study to evaluate the 
relationship between Transparency and Interoperability. This case study investigated  
particular types of messages exchanged between non-interoperable systems using a 
message broker within a Health Care Provider in Ontario. The model chosen is based on 
descriptive methods, particularly an observational case study used to analyze production 
data, other than laboratorial data, to create a baseline that may be used to verify if 
Interoperability can hurt or help Transparency. We used the Transparency Ladder 
proposed by Leite [6] to evaluate its proposed operationalizations for Transparency 
against possible problems brought by Interoperability mismatches. Figure 1 shows a 
partial set of the correlations that  we found. The focus of this work was to evaluate how 
much incorrect data due to Interoperability issues occurred involving a system A and a 
system B after they have sent information to a system C. Analyzing these errors we tried 
to evaluate  if despite the errors, Transparency could yet be satisficed at least in a timely 
manner. As we can see in Figure 1 we realized that there were many situations where 
errors due to Interoperability problems could have hurt Transparency. Since System C is 
used as repository of information to be manipulated later, these errors did not pose any 
risk to the daily operation of Systems A and B. However they would impact Transparen-
cy in a short term basis.  

Other NFR such as Trust, Privacy, Security and Ethics will soon be investigated to 
evaluate its relationship with Transparency. Although at least intially we will continue to 
use SIGs to capture this knowledge, we plan to further develop a recent work using on-
tology and semantic web to facilitate NFRs knowledge reuse [7][8].  Further details will 

Figure 1 – Interoperability and Transparency  
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be shown in the section 4.2. 

4.2 A Framework to Store and Retrieve knowledge on Software Transparency 
and Other NFR 

SIGs have been used to represent quality attributes. Many complex projects can pro-
duce quite large and complex design graphs, which might complicate recovering alter-
natives, trade-offs and rationale information in SIGs. As an alternative, we started to 
look at ontologies and sematic web techniques as an alternative to manipulate NFR 
knowledge. 

Ontologies are usually associated to description logic, and represented with languages 
like OWL [9], which provides vocabulary to describe classes, their properties, relations 
among them and cardinalities, and support inference rules to derive new information 
from input data. In operational terms, the Resource Description Framework (RDF) is 
widely used to describe ontologies (mainly at semantically enriched Web sites). We 
have developed the NFR and Design Rationale (NDR) Ontology where we implemented 
a separate faceted and multi-faceted search capability that can recover whole SIGs 
(or relevant SIG fragments) [8]. The NDR Ontology allows describing well-formed 
SIGs in a machine-readable format and processing the rationale knowledge embedded 
in SIGs by developing software applications. NDR describes well-formed SIG models: 
its classes represent SIGs concepts, and its properties describe feasible relationships 
among these concepts storing them in a central repository for future extraction. We are in 
the process of developing a tool that would semi-automate the storage process as well as 
provide query mechanisms to recover knowledge and, in a mid/long term basis, the de-
sign rational behind adopted solutions [7]. We expect that this tool would provide a way 
for retrieving Transparency and NFR related information both from a specific domain as 
well as from specific projects. This tool will be able to import from existing SIGs as well 
as to export to other Tools supporting SIGs manipulation. This repository may also be 
used to generate guidelines to classify software regarding its level of transparency as 
explained in Section 4.3 

4.3 Supporting the Creation of Guidelines to Measure Software Transparency 

We also aim at investigating the need for configuring software to deliver different 
levels of Transparency depending on the stakeholder using it. We anticipate that there 
will be situations where the levels of Transparency made available to some of the upper 
management people should not be available to every stakeholder for the sake of, among 
other reasons, having business strategies kept to those who need to know. Transparency 
may still have to be provided but with lower levels of Information Disclosure,   

Based on the knowledge obtained during the previous phases of our research plan, we 
will gear towards a product-oriented approach to NFR classification to produce guide-
lines to be used by a semi-automated tool to attest how Transparent one software is. We 
will investigate how to create a tool that will support guided interaction with stakehold-
ers that want to use a semi-automated approach based on this knowledge to classify one 
specific software. Different levels of Transparency will be achievable in a similar way 
one appliance can be classified for energy efficiency such as in the Directive 
2010/30/EU. The use of GRL will be investigated as an option for providing weights 
schemas to help with the task of categorization. Standards based on these levels of 
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Transparency may guide software acquisition and Request For Proposal for outsourced 
software development 

4.4 Integrate Transparency Knowledge to Development Models 

Orthogonally to the goals mentioned above, we will investigate how to integrate the 
knowledge stored in the form of SIGs and/or using our tool into i* models reflecting the 
system being developed.  

We believe that intentionality will play a key role to develop software delivering 
Transparency in accordance not only with the business/government needs but also taking 
into consideration citizen’s needs. We expect that many tradeoffs will take place while 
addressing Transparency through the viewpoint of citizens, business and government 
together. We will need to integrate knowledge about Transparency with models depict-
ing the functionality, non-functionality and the intentions related to the domain in ques-
tion. We will be investigating systematic methods and possibly tools to integrate this 
knowledge into i* models. We also plan to evaluate if GRL can offer a richer environ-
ment when considering jUCMNav [3]. Particularly, we will be focusing on a GRL fea-
ture where intentional elements in an actor can be attached to importance factors. These 
factors can be linked to satisfaction levels to guide the evaluation of the overall satisfac-
tion of an actor. We believe this characteristic may play an important role when evaluat-
ing different intentions behind Transparency and other functional and non-functional 
requirements. Other tools will be also evaluated. 
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Abstract. Pedagogy, “the principles and methods of instruction” (Word-
net), implies a relationship among actors playing the roles of teacher and 
student and has a direct impact on the students' learning performance. In 
the past, the teacher was a transmitter of knowledge and the student a pas-
sive receiver. Nowadays, students are encouraged to challenge, deepen 
and create their own knowledge and teachers are supposed to lead this 
process. For that reason, transparency emerges as an important concern 
that aims to enhance this relationship by improving student awareness 
about the process and the contents of learning.  The purpose of this re-
search is to address the potential of i* within pedagogy transparency. We 
discuss the role of i* models as providing transparency for a game-based 
learning (GBL) strategy.   

Keywords. iStar, Transparency, Pedagogy 

1 Introduction  

According to [1] pedagogy is “study of teaching methods, including the aims of edu-
cation and the ways in which such goals can be achieved.”, or according to [2] “Ped-
agogy is more than the accumulation of techniques and strategies: arranging a class-
room, formulating questions, developing explanations, creating a curriculum. It is 
informed by a view of mind, of learning and learners, of the kind of knowledge that is 
valued and above all by the educational outcomes that are desired.” As such, it can 
also be seen as a relationship between actors who have interpersonal contacts aiming 
the transfer of knowledge.  In a broad sense, this relationship has a direct impact on a 
students' academic performance. For that reason, transparency is important [10], as to 
enhance students’ awareness and their commitment towards learning [3]. 

The purpose of this article is to explore the question: what is the potential of i* as 
an enabler of pedagogy transparency? As such, we discuss the role of i*[5] models as 
providing transparency for a game-based learning (GBL) strategy, focusing on a 
specific setting: Software Engineering Education by means of a GBL strategy. In 
particular, we narrow down the general question by a first investigation of a specific 
situation: SimulES-W [4] as the implementation of the game. 
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Proposals for GBL in Software Engineering are being reported by different re-
searchers [9]. Although there are positive evaluations for GBL [15], there is still lack 
of evaluations on the effectiveness of these strategies in SE. Our first experimental 
results [14], based on the application of tests to different groups, those which played 
and those who did not, shows that SimulES-W has a positive pedagogic effect.  On 
the other hand, we also have experience in opening the game for students as an open 
source project. This gave us an insight that the software that implements the game 
provides an extra leverage if students can understand it.  Since we have been working 
on software transparency [13], we decided to explore the transparency of SimulES-W 
as way of implementing pedagogy transparency, enabling students to better under-
stand the inner workings of the game.  

SimulES-W is a digital game used to teach software engineering [4], this game al-
lows the players to play in a collaborative way. During the development process of 
SimulES-W the approach used was to base the requirements on the representation of 
intentionality between players. The resulting models were used to generate the im-
plementation and to show how the game works not only from a technical approach 
but also from the point of view of the actor’s intentionality. Using i* models we aim 
to show students how the game works from a conceptual modeling standpoint.   

2 Objectives of the research 

The aim of our research is to explore pedagogy transparency in the context of GBL, 
using the SimulES-W game.  Pedagogy transparency [10] is a new concept not yet 
fully developed. The general idea is that, if students are told of how they are being 
taught, this may work in their benefit as to gain more knowledge as they become 
more aware of the teaching process, and as such have a more effective learning. Giv-
en that we have explored the potential of i* towards more transparent models [11], by 
means of our transparency conceptual model (accessibility, usability, informativeness, 
understandability and auditability) [13], we conjecture that i* models maybe a way of 
providing pedagogy transparency.  As such, i* models will be used as way to provid-
ing transparency for a game-based learning (GBL) strategy, in particular of its own 
internal workings. That is, not only the game is used to enhance learning, but the 
game itself will be disclosed to the students (users) to inform them of how it achieves 
its goals. 

 Through SimulES-W, we will explore how i* models could provide support to the 
non-functional requirement of transparency [11, 13] as to be a means to disclose the 
inner workings of the game. We used a strategy that derives i*models using the Inten-
tional Requirements Engineering method (Eri*c) [7]. The strategy uses, as a starting 
point, a lexicon [6] describing the vocabulary of the application. Intentional models 
are later on mapped to a MVC based architecture and to the source code.  

Although the general question is how i* could enhance pedagogy transparency, we 
will study the question within a particular case of a multi-player, collaborative game. 
Our evaluation will be based on testing students using two different groups: a) stu-
dents with exposure to GBL, and b) students with exposure to GBL and the GBL i* 
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models.  Note that our proposed protocol will evaluate the use of i* as an enhancer of 
pedagogy, by providing some level of transparency. We will not compare i* models 
with other types of models for the same task. Central to our evaluation will be the 
question of the transparent rationale as an incentive to more effective learning, by 
leveraging student’s awareness.  

3 Scientific contributions 

3.1 SimulES-W  

SimulES-W is an evolution of the Problems and Programmers (PnP) game [12]; it 
aims at teaching software engineering process in a collaborative way, where a player 
covers the role of software project manager and this player has to deal with: budget 
problems, software engineers employment, and building of  artifacts, all of that within 
the requirements of the project. Moreover, the player has to submit problems to other 
players, adversaries, to damage their game. SimulES-W has different rounds where 
players execute their moves such as: Start, Concept and Manage problems, Actions 
(Build, Inspect or Correct artifacts and integrate artifacts into a module), and Submit 
product.  

  
3.2 The Modeling Process 

SimulES-W [4] was developed using ERi*c [7], a method which uses i* as the main 
modeling language.  ERi*c has 6 parts, interconnected by a bus (requirements base-
line) through which they interact. The parts are: goal and actor elicitation, SDsitua-
tions identification, goal modeling for each actor, rationale modeling for each actor, 
Sdsituations specification, and analysis of SD and SR models.  Strategic Dependency 
Situations (Sdsituations) identifies goals arrangements interconnected in order to im-
plement how goals should be composed to set context dependency situations. Figure 1 
portrays the SDsituation for the SimulES-W, which shows each round of the game.  
The rounds are named: Play round to start, Play round to actions, Build artifacts, In-
spect artifacts, Play round to concepts, Managing problems, Submit product and Inte-
grate artifacts in a module. Also, Figure 1 illustrates the time ordering required be-
tween rounds. Each round has its corresponding SD and SR Diagrams; Figure 3 illus-
trates one of them. Figure 2 describes the different actors, agents, roles and positions 
involved in the game, as seen from the software, informing the different types of ac-
tors and their instantiations.  
 
3.3 Mapping Heuristics 

SimulES-W is based on a MVC (Model-View-Controller) pattern to separate the 
business logic, interface, and control. Similar to the work presented in [8], we have 
devised a way of mapping i* models to an MVC architectural level description, which 
is described in [4]. This architecture is then reflected in the game´s code. 
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Figure 1. SDSituations Diagram [9].  

 
Figure 2. The SA Model for SimulES-W [9]. 

3.4 i* models as providing transparency for a game-based learning (GBL) strategy  

If, in the process of helping learning, GBL becomes more transparent, we infer that 
the Pedagogy being used, will be more transparent; making the students more aware 
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about their learning process. As we can see from Figure 2, the reader of the model 
will be informed of the position “adversary” as being occupied by the agent “player”, 
and that this position covers the role of “project auditor”, and in Figure 3 the reader 
will be informed that the goal “project be accepted” depends on the position “adver-
sary”. In our transparency conceptual model [13], accessibility, is one of the qualities 
“helping” transparency. Providing access to the information (disclosure), via models, 
we are contributing to transparency, but, of course, the presence of other qualities will 
enhance transparency even more. The models produced are used as a way of showing 
how the game works, allowing the interested student to know how a GBL strategy is 
implemented. As such, the student will have access to how the pedagogy (GBL) is 
working. Section 2 described a general approach towards evaluation, based on tests. 
However, to better understand the results we have to consider levels of transparency 
(given that the concept is multi-faceted). As such, we will need a survey instrumented 
with questions to elicit the perceived level of transparency given our model [13], but 
also taking in consideration pedagogy [2, 3, 10]. 
 
4 Conclusions  
We understand that transparent pedagogy involves characteristics as already mapped 
in [13], but we need to explore it further in the context of GBL. As we explore the 
frontier of transparent pedagogy we plan to continue to use i* models as base for the 
disclosure of information about the game and also regarding the context in which the 
learning takes places.  Of course our models will evolve along the preparation for the 
experimental study, as we learn more about transparent pedagogy.  
 

 
Figure 3. SDsituation: Play round to start. 
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5 Ongoing and future work 
 
We are starting to understand transparent pedagogy in the context of GBL evaluation 
for software engineering. We will use a survey approach, which should blend trans-
parency with more knowledge of pedagogy transparency.  This work will stand upon 
early work on the game evaluation [9, 11], which uses both qualitative and quantita-
tive questionnaires, in order to build an evaluation mechanism to understand the role 
of conceptual models in supporting a transparent pedagogy. As our results become 
available we will be in a better position as to infer the implications of the results to-
wards the question of how intentional models may help pedagogy transparency.  
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Uncertainty in Goal and Law Modeling and
Analysis

Silvia Ingolfo, Jennifer Horkoff, John Mylopoulos

University of Trento, Italy

Abstract. Goal models are widely recognized as an effective means for
capturing requirements for socio-technical systems. Recently, models of
law have been investigated and analyzed in conjunction with goal mod-
els, in order to evaluate the legal compliance of software system require-
ments. As goal models capture social, often ill-defined concepts, and as
law models capture ambiguous legal settings, both models are charac-
terized by the presence of uncertainty. Consequently, both goal and law
models consider uncertainty as part of their analysis, allowing for un-
known or inconclusive analysis labels. However, it is also possible to con-
sider uncertainty in the content of such models. Recent work has applied
an existing formal method for capturing uncertainty in goal models. In
this paper we make a distinction between uncertainty in analysis and
uncertainty in content, reporting on the influence of such uncertainty in
models of law and requirements.

1 Introduction and Objectives

The usefulness of goal models (such as i* [1]) in capturing socio-technical require-
ments is widely recognized in Requirement Engineering. The impact of the law
in both functional and non-functional requirements has gained a lot of attention
in recent years. Software that is not designed in compliance with applicable laws
can cause great economic damage to organizations. To limit such outcomes, it has
become imperative to establish of a software system as early as the requirement
phase. So on one side we have goal models for representing requirements, and
on the other we want to represent and model law. The Nòmos 2 framework [2],
inspired by RE ideas, models laws in terms of norms and situations. The link
between these models provides a previously missing step toward the evaluation
of regulatory compliance of a requirements model [3].

As goal models capture early, social requirements, uncertainty is an unavoid-
able factor that has not been widely investigated. Uncertainty is also present
in laws, arising from the intricate structure of law, as well as ambiguities and
exceptions. Although law models (e.g., Nòmos 2 [4]) can take legal variation into
account, they cannot easily express uncertainty over these variations, or exploit
uncertainty information as part of analysis.

In this paper we cover two categories of uncertainty: (1) uncertainty in anal-
ysis results and (2) uncertainty captured in the model structure. The first type
of analysis has been explicitly considered for both goal and law models. Recent
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work has considered (2), explicitly capturing uncertainty over the structure of
goal models [5]. We consider the application of these ideas to law models, and
outline future work which may combine (1) and (2) for goals and/or laws.

Objectives: In this paper we discuss the explicit consideration of uncertainty
in both goal and law modeling and analysis, exploiting the synergies of existing
work, and outlining new avenues of uncertainty-related investigation.

2 Background: Nòmos 2

Nòmos 2 [4,6] is a modeling framework for representing law. The concept of Norm
is defined as a 5-tuple (type, holder, counterpart, antecedent, consequent). Type
is the type of the norm (e.g., duty or right). Holder is the role that has to satisfy
the norm, while the counterpart is the role whose interests are helped if the norm
is satisfied. Antecedent and consequent are modeled in terms of situations and
they represent the conditions to satisfy to make the norm applicable (antecedent)
and the conditions to satisfy in order to comply with the norm (consequent). A
situation is defined as a partial state of the world – or state-of-affairs – repre-
sented as a proposition which can be true, false, or have an unknown truth value.

The idea behind Nòmos 2 is that a set of situations make a norm applica-
ble and similarly situations can satisfy the norm. To capture this applicability
and satisfiability, we model the relations between situations and norms as la-
bel propagation mechanism. The two relations for satisfiability (satisfy/break
propagate positive/negative satisfiability) and two relations for applicability
(activate/block propagate positive/negative applicability) link situations to
norms. In Nòmos 2 situations are propositions that can be known to have Sat-
isfiability True (ST), False (SF), or Unknown (SU). Similar label are propa-
gated by the relations for Applicability (True AT, False AF, Unknown AU).
Depending on the satisfiability of the input situations, the target norm receives
true/false/unknown values for satisfiability and applicability. The combination
of this two values defines the compliance value for a norm (compliant, not-
compliant, tolerated, or inconclusive). Composite relations (derogate, endorse,
imply) capture the relations between norms [4]. In figure 1b we show an example
of a Nòmos 2 model representing a simplified norm about VAT-tax.1

When a product is bought (sat(s1)=ST), the relation s1
activate−−−−−→ D1 propa-

gates positive applicability to the norm. When the situation s2 is also satisfied,

then the relation s2
satisfy−−−−→ D1 propagates positive satisfiability, and we say that

the duty is complied with (it is applicable and satisfied). Propagation for s3
is similar. However when s4 holds (the product is VAT-free), then the relation

s4
block−−−→ D1 propagates negative applicability (label ‘AF’) and the duty is not

applicable.

1 The graphical notation used to express the label is only used for illustrative purpose.
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Fig. 1: Analysis Examples Showing Uncertain Analysis Results

3 Scientific Contributions

We make the distinction between uncertainty in analysis results and uncertainty
over the structure of the model. In this paper, the former refers to uncertainty
about the satisfaction or applicability of a particular model element, while the
latter refers to uncertainty about the presence, uniqueness, or number of model
elements and links. We illustrate this distinction in the following.

3.1 Uncertain Analysis Results

Goal Models. Goal models have long provided a “lightweight” consideration
of uncertain analysis results using the unknown contribution link and unknown

analysis value ( ), with the former intended to represent a contribution with
an unknown type (e.g., help, break), and the latter meant to represent the
presence of evidence with unknown polarity (satisfied/denied) and strength
(full/partial) [7,8]. For example, in Figure 1a, part of a simple meeting scheduler
example, we propagate initial satisfied and denied labels through two unknown
contribution links, producing unknown analysis labels for Quick, Low Effort, and
ultimately for Organize meeting.

Nòmos 2 Models. On the legal side, a Nòmos 2 model allows us to express
and reason about the uncertainty related to the situations holding, as well as the
consequences this uncertainty has on the compliance of the model. The analysis
of these models can therefore explore how the uncertainty in the situations hold-
ing (e.g., domain assumptions or hypothetical scenario) affect the compliance
with applicable laws. For example in the scenario where it is unknown whether
a product is bought (sat(s1)=SU), then the applicability of the norm is un-

known because the relation s1
activate−−−−−→ D1 propagates unknown applicability. In
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Fig. 2: Uncertainty Annotations in an i* Model (from [5])

Nòmos 2 the norm is evaluated to inconclusive: when it is not known whether
the norm applies or not, it is not possible to infer any conclusions about it.

Discussion. Both goal and law models allow for unknown analysis values
as initial values/assumptions, starting analysis. Such uncertainty is propagated
using existing reasoning procedures, as described. Unlike Nòmos 2 models, goal
models contain a simple form of uncertainty in the type of contribution relation.
We explore this type of uncertainty — uncertainty over model structure — in
the next section.

3.2 Model Uncertainties

Goal Models. Previous consideration of uncertainty in the structure or contents
of goal models was limited only to uncertainty in contribution links (unknown).
Although useful, uncertainty may occur in any relationship or element. Recent
work has used the MAVO formal uncertainty framework [9] in order to capture
uncertainty in a more general and expressive form. In this approach, we limit
our focus to possibilistic uncertainty, as opposed to probabilistic uncertainty.

MAVO is a language-independent approach for formally expressing uncer-
tainty in models. It allows users to express uncertainty using a set of annotations
over elements and relationships in their model. As these annotations can be ap-
plied to any type of model (any metamodel), the approach is language indepen-
dent. Specifically, the approach allows for annotations M, V, and S over model el-
ements and links, and comp (complete) or inc (incomplete) for the entire model.
We illustrate application of this framework to i* in Figure 2 adapted from [5].

The M (May) annotation allows us to express uncertainty about the presence
of an element or link in a model. In our model, we are uncertain, for example,
about whether we really need to Use Profiles as part of Participate in Meeting.
The V (variable) annotation allows use to express uncertainty about element
distinctness. We are uncertain if Agreeable Meeting Date and Convenient Meeting
Dates are distinct goals, or could be merged. The S (set) annotation represents
uncertainty about the number of elements, elements which may be sets. We know
we must provide Details, but are not sure if there is one detail, or many, or what
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those details are. We mark the entire model as comp, meaning that there should
be no more new elements or relations.

MAVO captures uncertainty formally by expressing metamodels and con-
straints in First Order Logic, removing constraints which ensure the presence,
distinctness or number of each element in the formalism. This allows use of ex-
isting solvers to find “solutions”, corresponding to concrete, uncertainty-reduced
models. More detail can be found in [9,5].

Nòmos 2 Models. As Nòmos 2 models are also characterized by uncertainty,
such a general uncertainty framework could be applicable. The possibility to
express uncertainty in the structure of a Nòmos 2 model, could be useful when
sources are uncertain. For example we could annotate the fact that a situation
“product bought at the airport” May block (make not applicable) the duty
to pay the VAT-tax. The uncertainty related to this annotation arises because
not all airport products are tax-free: the ones bought at the duty-free are, but
products at regular shops usually include VAT. Similarly we could annotate that
we are uncertain whether it is enough to fill in the VAT-claim form or maybe
there is something else to provide in order to be really compliant. For example,
when submitting these VAT-claim forms at the custom office, some identification
documents are needed for the passenger. However, it could be that the proof
a valid return ticket is also needed to really comply. We can model this using
MAVO by adding additional S and M annotated situations (e.g., (M) valid return
ticket is provided, (MS) passenger identification documents provided) which can
satisfy the norm. Further investigation and examples are needed to evaluate the
combination of Nòmos 2 and MAVO.

Discussion. In this section we have explored uncertainty over the struc-
ture of the model, while previous considerations of uncertainty assumed that
the model was certain but considered uncertainty in analysis values. In some
cases, the border between uncertainty in model structure and analysis results
is difficult to define. We provide a preliminary sketch of these dimensions in
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Figure 3. Existing approaches for goal
models consider only a small amount
of model uncertainty (unknown links)
and uncertainty in analysis using the
unknown label (point (1) in Figure 3).
Nòmos 2 considers uncertainty in sat-
isfaction and applicability as part of
analysis, but does not consider uncer-
tainty over the model (point (2)).

We can envision investigation us-
ing other combinations of these di-
mensions. We are currently investi-
gating ways to apply i* analysis over
MAVO-annotated i* models (point
(3)). This work would allow us to ex-

plore analysis results given possible uncertainty reductions, in order to explore al-
ternative requirements by producing sets of possible labels even before uncertain-
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ties are resolved. Similar approaches could integrate the semantics of Nòmos 2
models with MAVO annotations, considering uncertainty in the evaluation of
compliance (point (4)).

By analyzing uncertain goal models, we increase our consideration of model
uncertainty (beyond unknown links), but do not consider any further uncertainty
in analysis results (beyond the use of unknown labels). Future work could sup-
port analysis which allows for the possibility of more uncertainty over possibly
uncertain models (point (5)). For example, if we explicitly consider the effects
of an open world assumption (Incomp) during model analysis, the possibility
of additional elements and links may cause further types of uncertainty in our
analysis results (e.g., an element may be satisfied). Our definition of model vs.
analysis uncertainty may evolve as we consider such possibilities.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we make the distinction between uncertainty over the contents of
the model (model uncertainty) and uncertain analysis results (analysis uncer-
tainty). We have summarized uncertainty as considered in the analysis of i* and
Nòmos 2 models. We have summarized existing work on model uncertainty for
goal models, and provided examples of how such work can be applied to Nòmos 2
models. We outline possible future work considering other combinations of un-
certainty in modeling or analysis. In the future, we may need further distinctions
to characterize uncertainty, e.g. design-time uncertainty over model contents vs.
run-time uncertainty over unpredictable aspects of the environment.
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Abstract. One of the most useful features of goal models of the i* fam-
ily is their ability to represent and reason about satisfaction influence
of one goal to another. This is done through contribution links, which
represent how satisfaction or denial of the origin of the link constitutes
evidence of satisfaction/denial of its destination. Typically in the i* fam-
ily, the nature and level of contribution is represented through qualitative
labels (“+”, “−”, “++” etc.), with the possibility of alternatively using
numeric values, as per various proposals in the literature. Obviously, our
intuition seems to suggest, labels are easier to comprehend and to come
up with, while the use of numbers raises the question of where they come
from and what they mean, adds unwarranted precision and overwhelms
readers. But are such claims fair? Based on some early experimental re-
sults, we make the case for more empirical work on the matter in order
to better clarify the differences and understand how to use contribution
representations more effectively.

Key words: requirements engineering, goal modeling, i-star

1 Introduction

Goal models of the i* family [11, 2, 4] have been found to be useful for quali-
tatively representing and analyzing how stakeholder goals influence each other.
The concept of the contribution link is used to show how satisfaction or denial of
the goal which is origin to the contribution affects satisfaction/denial of the goal
that is targeted by the contribution. The level of contribution, i.e. how strong
the influence is, is represented with a label that decorates the link. Typically,
this label is a symbol such as “+”, “−−”, “++” etc. denoting both whether
the contribution is positive or negative and offering a coarse characterization of
the strength of contribution. However, the use of numerical labelling has also
been proposed [4, 8, 1]. Such labels may be simple numeric instantiations of the
same modeling principles (e.g. [4]) or can have quite more distinct semantics
from their qualitative counterparts [8, 1], implying also different ways of infer-
ence about satisfaction influence.

Which type of label should we then use? Our intuition suggests that qual-
itative labels are easier to comprehend and to come up with, while the use of
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numbers automatically raises the question of where they come from [7, 3], adds
unjustified precision and discourages readers. Is that true? In this paper, we
review two of our exploratory experimental studies that seem to suggest that
use of numbers is not to be dismissed. In both studies, participants are asked
to perform ad-hoc reasoning about optimal solutions by just looking at different
goal graphs. The results do not offer any evidence that numerical representation
obstructs success in that task; instead participants seem to be able to find the
optimal solution using the numbers. Using these studies we make a case for more
experimentation on the subject, in order to not only learn more about the visual
properties of goal modeling languages but also force ourselves explicate what
exactly we intend those visual languages to be used for.

The rest of the presentation is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
qualitative versus quantitative contribution in goal models. In Section 3 we de-
scribe our experiments. Then in Sections 4 and 5 we offer conclusions and our
plans for the future.

2 Objectives of Research

Modeling and reasoning about contribution in i* languages is generally under-
stood as something to be done in a qualitative fashion. The use of qualitative
labels is rooted on the idea that Non-Functional Requirements (NFRs), the mat-
ter modeled through e.g. i* soft-goals, need to be dealt with in a way that does
not necessitate availability of accurate empirical data and complex and hard
calculations of global optima [10]. Through qualitative analysis, rough assess-
ment of goal satisfaction is possible by examining whether there is evidence of
support for some satisfaction of a goal combined with lack of evidence against
such satisfaction. This is sufficient to know that important NFRs are satisfied to
a good enough degree. Thus, as the framework opts for rough characterizations
of satisfaction and influence thereof rather than precise analysis of quantitative
data from the field, using qualitative labels is a logical choice.

However, Giogrini et al. show that numbers can be used as well [4]. These
numbers are not measurements from the field but simply numeric representa-
tions of satisfaction and contribution levels, otherwise presented with qualitative
symbols. Similar attempts, which depart from the label propagation semantics
have also been proposed in the literature as surveyed by Horkoff and Yu [6].
But the utilization of numbers in place of qualitative labels raises two important
issues: (a) the question how numbers (with all their precision) are elicited and
(b) the suspicion that “+” and “−” are easier to comprehend as contribution
labels than, say, 0.9 and 0.3.

We have recently shown, however, that numeric representations of contribu-
tions have their merits [8]. With respect to question (a) above, i.e. where the
numbers come from, making the assumption that the goal graph is acyclic and
separated from a hard-goal AND/OR decomposition, we showed that the Ana-
lytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) can be used to elicit numeric contribution links –
an idea also proposed earlier [9]. Simply, the soft-goal hierarchy is viewed as AHP
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criteria hierarchy and each OR-decomposition is treated as a separate decision
problem. As such, the optimal solutions that the graph yields can be argued to
be as valid as the AHP decisions they correspond to. This, in turn, supports the
relevance of the numeric labels themselves when used for that specific purpose
(i.e. deciding optimal solutions).

What is perplexing, though, is concern (b) above: the use of the numbers
not to just make the AHP decisions but also as contribution labels on the goal
model in order to convey information to readers. Moreover, the question seems
to extend to both qualitative and quantitative approaches. The issue seems to
be the difficulty to define what exactly this information is, i.e. what exactly
the reader is supposed to learn or understand by looking at models such as
those of Fig. 1. Moreover, if we explicate the objective of the representation,
it is logical to subsequently ask whether there are ways to read it (i.e. ways to
understand labels and how they combine) that are more natural and effective
than others. Below we describe our attempts to understand this problem better
via conducting two small experimental studies.

3 Scientific Contributions

The information contained in the contribution structure (i.e. a portion of a goal
model containing contribution links) amounts to a set of binary relations between
goals showing how one contributes to the other. Of course, this information may
as well be expressed in text or a catalogue of separate logical formulae. But
we choose to put all these individual pieces in a graph, because we apparently
aim at presenting a whole that emerges by combining them. In particular, if
we consider contribution structures to be visual representations of a decision-
making problem, we seem to be hoping that using a graph facilitates ad-hoc
detection of good decisions. In other words, by just looking at such diagrams
some readers must be able to intuitively combine individual contribution links
and detect optimal solutions. Moreover, it may be fair to even assume that the
detection process is natural and does not assume prior training to the language.

We investigated whether the current representations of contribution indeed
have such properties and whether the choice of contribution labels (qualita-
tive vs. numbers) has any influence [8]. We presented to ten (10) experimental
participants small goal models (5 soft-goals, 11-15 contributions) with either
quantitative or qualitative labels. We first constructed the quantitative ones us-
ing random AHP priority numbers. Then, to construct the qualitative ones, we
replaced the numbers in the quantitative models with qualitative labels by dis-
cretizing the continuous interval [0,1]. So a value in [0,0.2) is replaced by “−−”,
a value in [0.2,0.4) is replaced by “−” etc. We presented the models to the par-
ticipants in a within-subjects counterbalanced design and asked them to find for
each model, without using any other aids, the optimal out of two/three options
(children of OR-decompositions). We used the AHP definition of optimality in
both cases. The participants are graduate students of Information Technology,
and are not told anything about how to reason with goal models beforehand.
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Fig. 1. Which solution has the best overall quality? (you have 60 seconds!)

In the quantitative case, the participants answered correctly in the majority
of the times; the binomial test confirmed that this is not the result of randomness
(0.95 significance). We might then be allowed to hypothesize that, for small
models, the visual result of quantitatively labelling goal models allows readers
to correctly guess the optimal (according to AHP) decision, by just looking at the
model. Did use of qualitative labels (“+”, “−” etc.) have an even greater effect?
Our result was that the participants were not more or (significantly) less able to
actually identify the correct (according to AHP again) alternative, compared to
the quantitative case.

Inspired be these early indications, we recently performed a second study.
This time we presented 10 models, five (5) quantitative and five (5) qualitative
to another eight (8) participants. Each goal model of one group matches a model
of the other group in all aspects except for the contribution labels, as seen in
Fig. 1. For the labels, we randomly assign contribution symbols and values, to
produce qualitative and quantitative models respectively. Overall, the models
contain 4 to 7 soft-goals and 6 to 14 contribution links in various organizations
and two alternatives to choose from. We present the models separately in a
random order to the participants and we give them sixty (60) seconds to select
the optimal alternative for each. The optimal solution in the qualitative models is
this time based on the standard label propagation algorithm. Of the forty (40)
answers received for each type of model, qualitative and quantitative, sixteen
(16) and thirty (30) agree respectively with our calculation of the optimal. The
binomial test shows that in the latter case (the quantitative responses), the
result is significantly unlikely to be random. Further, while in the qualitative
case the successful responses fluctuate with respect to model size (in a non-
characterizable fashion), the successful responses in the quantitative case are
unaffected by model size (6 out of 8 persons get it right for all models).

To sum up, considering contribution structures as visual instruments for ad-
hoc detection of optimal solutions, these small studies aim at understanding
whether there is an a-priori way by which uninitiated readers expect that such
instruments work. The preliminary evidence appears to support that some par-
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ticipants may have some prior inclination to deal with numbers in a specific way.
This, we conjecture, might be due to the fact that dealing with weights, percent-
ages and proportions is much more common in education and daily life than the
use of custom symbols like qualitative labels. Regardless, we believe that until
we have conclusive results we must resist the temptation to dismiss numerical
representations of contribution as confusing or difficult to comprehend.

4 Conclusions

The possibility of qualitative satisfaction analysis is one of the major advantages
of using goal modeling notations of the i* family. However, when one considers
goal models as visual instruments for making quick assessments about optimal
decisions, the question of naturalness and efficiency of the representation arises.
Our preliminary trials on readers without prior training seem to suggest that
numeric representations evoke a way of visual reasoning that is consistent with
simple aggregation arithmetic over contribution labels.

If further study confirms this or other similar results, the emerging research
problem is how we incorporate them in the language itself, also in a way that
both the good properties of qualitative reasoning are preserved and a system-
atic elicitation approach remains available. For example, designs that depart
from static visual representations, such as interactive evaluation procedures [5,
3] seem to offer a possible answer to this problem by combining the elicitation
and representation aspects. In any case, the more we focus on the role of the goal
model as a communication and comprehension aid, the more relevant empirical
work with ordinary readers becomes.

5 On-going and Future Work

The specific empirical goal we have set, i.e. that of understanding the com-
prehensibility of different labelling and aggregation strategies for contributions,
requires us to consider many more experimental trials before getting a clear pic-
ture. Sizes, structures of models and domains they represent, numerical precision
levels or even font sizes and shapes are examples of simple variables that need
to be controlled for.

Furthermore, depending on what training and background assumptions one
makes for the use of i* representations in practice there are at least two ways to
organize the investigation. One possibility is to keep looking for natural a-priori
visual reasoning procedures, formed through other experiences of the reader
or potentially utilized through analogies. In that case the educational, profes-
sional or other background of the reader becomes an important factor. We plan
to run the same experimental procedures with student participants from non-
mathematical disciplines such as humanities and from random samples from the
general population. We plan to also add a qualitative component in order to elicit
how participants exactly think whenever they try to reason about contribution
structures. Are for example any analogies utilized, i.e. does the representation
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remind them of something familiar to which they refer in applying a reasoning
strategy? A second possibility is to assume that contribution labelling and ag-
gregation models are a subject to be trained at beforehand. In that case, the
learnability of these models needs to be tested, such as how soon and with what
accuracy trainees are able to comprehend a contribution structure.

Finally, in all cases, comprehensibility criteria can be defined in different
ways. For us it is the ad-hoc detection of optimal solutions. Alternative criteria
include how quickly and accurately the user can read and remember individ-
ual contributions, successfully explain a given satisfaction degree or, say, detect
conflicting nodes. By thinking of concrete criteria we actually force ourselves to
think, decide and propose what uses of goal models are important and why. This
call for reflection is, we find, one of the greatest benefits of experimental work.
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Abstract. There are several tools currently available in the i* com-
munity. These tools have different features and purposes. Choosing the
most adequate tool for a specific modelling situation can be a challenge.
To overcome this difficulty, we present a systematic comparison of the
i* tools listed in the i* wiki page, according to their features, syntax
coverage and semantic analysis support. Our comparison highlights the
different strengths of those tools, to help identifying situations for which
each tool might be particularly useful. We contribute with an aggregated
vision of current i* tool support to the body of knowledge of the i* com-
munity. In addition, this comparison also helps identifying opportunities
for further evolution of the surveyed tools.

Keywords: i* modelling framework, systematic comparison, tool sup-
port

1 Introduction

The i* framework is a modelling language that covers both agent-oriented and
goal-oriented modelling. There are several variations of the i* framework, such
as Yu’95, TROPOS, Secure Tropos, Iterative Tropos, and GRL. There are also
several tools currently available to create i* models. Those tools have different
features, purposes, and various levels of conformity with the i* syntax (usually
alligned with one of the above-mentioned i* frameworks).

Choosing the best tool for a specific purpose can be a challenge, not only
because one has to select the most suitable i* framework for the task, but also
because different tools targeted to the same i* framework provide different kinds
of support for the specification of an i* model, not only on the syntactic, but
also on the semantic level. This support includes different levels of correctness
checking of the created models. The i* wiki page [1] includes a comparison of the
i* tools to address this challenge, covering information such as the purpose of
each tool, the i* framework it supports, practical details concerning availability,
base platform, maturity, etc., as well as details on the tool modelling suitability,
usability, extensibility and interoperability.

In this paper we present a systematic comparison of syntactic and semantic
features supported by the different i* tools. We use the language description
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available from the i* wiki to guide our comparison. This provides a language-
oriented comparison of the i* tools, which bridges an important gap in the scope
of the comparison currently available in the i* wiki.

This paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we summarize the objectives
of this i* tools comparison; in section 3 we provide a detailed comparison of the
i* tools, focusing on the syntactic coverage and semantics checking of the i*
models; finally, in section 4, we present conclusions and further work.

2 Objectives of the Research

Our goal is to analyze i* modelling tools, for the purpose of their comparison,
with respect to their syntax coverage, and semantic checking support from the
point of view of a requirements engineer, in the context of a survey of the existing
tool support available to the i* community.

More specifically, we aim to answer the following two research questions:

– RQ1: Which of the syntactic constructs described in the i* wiki are sup-
ported by the i* tool?

– RQ2: To what extent does each i* tool support semantic checking of the i*
models built using it?

3 Scientific Contributions

In order to answer our research questions, we tested available i* tools. The
criteria used for the inclusion of the tools in this analysis was their presence in
the i* wiki page [1] and the availability of a functional URL. Some of the tools
refered in the i* wiki are no longer available in the advertised URL, and were
therefore excluded from this analysis. Table 1 shows the different tools surveyed
in this paper.

Table 1. Analysed Tools

i* Tool Institution i* Variant
Platform

Technology
Windows Linux MacOS

OpenOME Univ. Toronto Yu’95 Yes Yes Yes Java (JRE)

TAOM4E Univ. Trento Tropos Yes Yes Yes Eclipse plug-in

GR-Tool Univ. Trento Tropos Yes Yes Yes Java (JRE)

STS-Tool Univ. Trento Tropos Yes Yes Yes Java (JRE)

jUCMNav Univ. Ottawa GRL Yes Yes Yes Eclipse plug-in

DesCARTES U.C. Louvain
Yu’95 /

Yes Yes Yes Eclipse plug-in
Tropos
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OpenOME [2] is an Eclipse-based tool designed to support goal-oriented,
agent-oriented and aspects-oriented modelling and analysis. It is an open source
tool and researchers can propose further branches and extensions to the tool.
TAOM4E [3] is an Eclipse plug-in that supports a model-driven, agent oriented
software development. GR-Tool [4] is a graphical tool for forward and backward
goal reasoning in Tropos. STS-Tool [5] is a socio-technical security modelling
tool to draw Tropos and Secure Tropos models and to perform the effective for-
mal analysis of functional and security requirements. jUCMNav [6] is an Eclipse
plug-in for modelling, analysis and transformation in both GRL and UCM (Use
Case Map) notation. It is intended for the elicitation, analysis, specification and
validation of requirements. DesCARTES [7] is an Eclipse plug-in that supports
various models, such as i*, NFR, UML and AUML models in the context of Tro-
pos and I-Tropos development. The tool allows the development of the method-
ology analysis and design models as well as forward engineering capabilities and
an integrated software project management module.

All the tools were tested in Arch Linux x86 64 and Windows Vista 32 bits,
both with Java Runtime Environment 1.6.0. For the tools that are an Eclipse
plug-in, the version of the Eclipse was Indigo (3.7) for TAOM4E and Juno (4.2)
for jUCMNav and DesCARTES, with Eclipse Modelling Tools.

The syntax coverage analysis aims to check if the tool has a) the basic i*
syntax; and b) the graphical notation of the i* syntax (according to the i* wiki
page). Table 2 shows this analysis. The cells with “Yes” denote that the tool
complies with both criteria presented earlier. The cells with the symbol “*”
after “Yes” mean that the tool complies with a) but not with b); i.e., it has a
different notation for the given element. The cells with “No” show that the tool
does not comply with any of the criteria.

The GR-Tool is the only not supporting any type of actor, as it is mostly
targeted to goal reasoning. OpenOME is the only tool that supports all types of
actors with the i* graphical notation. Actors links are often not provided and are
only fully supported in OpenOME and jUCMNav. The STS-Tool also supports
a type of actor association, namely the association “plays”.

Concerning elements, all the tools support goals. Only jUCMNav has all kinds
of elements of the i* graphical syntax. DesCARTES also supports all element
types, but two of them use a non-standard notation.

With respect to the support for dependency links, the tools which support
them only have commited elements, but not open or critical elements. The GR-
Tool and STS-Tool do not support any kind of dependency links.

All the tools have at least two types of contribution links and all of them
have the “and” link. It is in the contribution links that the variation of the
notation according to the graphical notation of i* syntax is higher. OpenOME
and jUCMNav are the only tools that have all types of contribution links.

As can be observed, OpenOME is the tool with the widest syntax coverage
according to the two criteria described above and if it complies with the first
one, it always complies with the second. jUCMNav complies with the first criteria
except for dependency strengths but not always complies with the second one.
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Table 2. i* Syntax Coverage

OpenOME TAOM4E GR-Tool STS-Tool jUCMNav DesCARTES

Actors

Actor Yes Yes No No Yes No

Actor Boundary Yes Yes No No Yes No

Role Yes No No Yes Yes* No

Agent Yes No No Yes Yes* Yes

Position Yes No No No Yes* No

Actors Links

ISA Yes No No No Yes* No

Is-part-of Yes No No No Yes* No

Plays Yes No No Yes Yes* No

Covers Yes No No No Yes* No

Occupies Yes No No No Yes* No

INS Yes No No No Yes* No

Elements

Goal Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Softgoal Yes Yes No No Yes Yes*

Task Yes Yes* No No Yes Yes

Resource Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Belief No No No No Yes Yes*

Links

Dependency Links Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Means-ends Links Yes Yes No No Yes* Yes

Decomposition Links Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Contribution Links

Make Yes No No No Yes Yes

Break Yes No No No Yes Yes

Unknown Yes No No No Yes Yes

Some+ Yes No Yes* No Yes Yes*

Some- Yes No Yes* No Yes Yes*

Help Yes No Yes* Yes* Yes Yes*

Hurt Yes No Yes* Yes* Yes Yes*

And Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Or Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes* No

Dependency Strengths

Open Element No No No No No No

Commited Element Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Critical Element No No No No No No

The semantic analysis aims to determine the level of corretness checking of
the created models. Using the descriptions and guidelines available in the i*
wiki, we analysed if the tool verifies when a modelling error is made. Table 3
shows a set of errors and if the tool verifies those errors or not. The N/A means
that the tool does not have one or more elements needed to do the evaluation.
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Table 3. Semantic Analysis

OpenOME TAOM4E GR-Tool STS-Tool jUCMNav DesCARTES

Actors and relations

Actors without links Yes* No N/A No No No

Actor inside another actor boundary Yes Yes N/A Yes No Yes

Dependencies

Dependency link without a dependum Yes* Yes N/A N/A Yes Yes

Dependency links with different directions No Yes N/A N/A No Yes

Dependency link inside an actor boundary Yes* Yes N/A N/A Yes N/A

Other link rather than dependency link
between an element and an actor

Yes Yes N/A Yes No Yes

Associations

ISA between actors of different types No N/A N/A N/A Yes N/A

Is-part-of between actors of different types No N/A N/A N/A Yes N/A

Other association rather than Plays be-
tween Agent and Role

No N/A N/A Yes Yes N/A

Other association rather than Covers be-
tween Position and Role

No N/A N/A N/A Yes N/A

Other association rather than Occupies
between Agent and Position

No N/A N/A N/A Yes N/A

INS between others than agents No N/A N/A N/A Yes N/A

Associations between elements that are
not actors

Yes N/A N/A Yes Yes N/A

Internal Elements

SR elements outside actor boundary No Yes N/A Yes No N/A

Softgoal decomposition in sub-softgoals or
sub-tasks

No No N/A N/A No Yes

Goal decomposition in sub-goals or sub-
taks

Yes* No N/A N/A No Yes

Goal decomposition without means-end No No N/A N/A No Yes

Means-end where a goal is the mean No No N/A N/A Yes No

Means-end different from “task–>goal” No No N/A N/A No No

Decomposition beyond the actor bound-
ary

No Yes N/A N/A No N/A

Means-end beyond the actor boundary No Yes N/A N/A No N/A

Means-end decomposition to refine a soft-
goal

No No N/A N/A No Yes

Softgoal decomposition without contribu-
tion links

No No N/A N/A No No

Any kind of direct relation between goals Yes* No N/A N/A No Yes

Link between an element inside the actor
boundary and that actor

Yes Yes N/A Yes Yes N/A

Contribution Links

Contribution links between any element
to any element rather than softgoal

No No N/A N/A Yes No

Contribution link between actors Yes Yes N/A Yes Yes Yes

Contribution link between goals and sub-
goals or sub-tasks

No No No Yes Yes No
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Some of the OpenOME categories are labeled with “Yes*”. This means that
the tool itself does not perform the corresponding analysis by default, but can
do it with the add-on “Syntax check”. However, syntax checking does not work
for Linux and may not work for Mac as the executable version of prolog is
not available for these platforms. In jUCMNav, it is necessary that the static
semantics checking properties are selected.

i* tools support error prevention in two different ways. One is by not allowing
the user to do what he intends, if it is not correct. The other one is by allowing
the user to do so, but inform him that the resulting model is incorrect. In general,
the level of correctness checking of the created models is not too deep. Note that
the set of modelling errors that can be made depends on the available modelling
elements, which vary from one tool to the next. On average, about 39% of the
considered modelling errors are not applicable, due to the lack of support of the
corresponding modelling elements by the tools.

There are some errors that all the tools (except those that do not support
the used model elements) verify. This is the case of a dependency link without
a dependum, associations between elements that are not actors, a link between
an element inside the actor boundary and that actor, and a contribution link
between actors. The opposite can also be noticed, i.e., there are some errors
that none of the tools verify. This is the case of means-ends relations differ-
ent from “task–>goal”, softgoals decomposition without contribution links and
contribution links between any element to any element rather than a softgoal.

jUCMNav is the tool with the highest number of verified errors, with a veri-
fication percentage of 50%, followed by OpenOME and TAOM4E. They are also
the tools with the lowest number of errors that were not possible to analyse.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper provides a systematic comparison of some i* tools, listed in the i*
wiki. The goal here is to complement existing comparison work by providing a
comparison on syntatic and semantic properties of the i* modelling tools.

The contribution of this work is to provide relevant information to practi-
tioners when selecting an i* tool, to tool developers when improving existing
tools, and to researchers when studying the shortcomings of existing tools.

We plan to extend this analysis to other tools and include non-functional
aspects in the evaluation.
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Abstract. Goal-oriented approaches in requirements engineering aim at under-
standing stakeholders’ needs, modelling the intentions, dependencies and expec-
tation to be met by a system-to-be, or by a new release of an existing system in a
software evolution process. In the context of software evolution, we consider user
feedback, as commonly available in user forums and bug-trackers, as the infor-
mation artefact that impacts specific requirements and design of the software. In
this position paper, we argue about the advantages that goal-orientation can bring
in this context when addressing the following issues: i) the analysis of user feed-
back, usually expressed as free or semi-structured text; and ii) the identification of
the most expert users that can contribute to requirements evolution. We define the
problems, state the emerging research questions and present contributions with
the help of an illustrative example.

1 Introduction

Goal-oriented (GO) approaches in requirements engineering (RE) aim at understand-
ing stakeholders’ needs, by modelling the intentions, dependencies and expectations to
be met by a system-to-be or by a new release of an existing system. They are widely
adopted in requirements elicitation activities based on face-to-face meetings with stake-
holders (e.g. users and analysts), e.g. in [1], supporting the communication while ac-
quiring and refining requirements. After releasing a software application, the activities
of acquiring and analysing requirements for the purpose of system maintenance and
evolution remain still important, especially as long as users provide their feedback to
the analysts team, which is the case in many open-source projects. In the context of our
research, we refer to user feedback as an information artefact communicated as free or
semi-structured text, that expresses the users’ perspective upon experiencing the use of
a software application. This feedback is usually analysed against the system’s software
architecture and code for the purpose of bug fixing and general system maintenance.
Yet, feedback can also be used for deriving the requirements of next versions [2].

Currently, as far as we know, there is no link between this feedback and a require-
ments model that supports a classification of feedback and the organisation of it. We are
investigating on user feedback from a RE perspective, with the aim of defining a struc-
tured approach for managing it. We believe that requirements models can help analysts
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to structure user feedback and to identify the most expert users (among the forum’s
participants) who could be engaged for clarifying or evaluating new requirements.

The main issues to be faced towards this objective are the separation of relevant
and noisy feedback and the definition of criteria for ranking forum participants against
expertise levels. We identified various specific challenges in analysing feedback, includ-
ing: i) coping with the heterogeneous abstraction levels in which it can be expressed;
ii) identifying the key concepts in feedback that can possibly be linked to an existing
requirements specification; and iii) evaluating its impact on system requirements [3].
Concerning expert finding, challenges are: iv) identifying relevant pieces of knowledge
and their relationships for the purpose of modelling the expertises of the users; and v)
building a consistent model that we can query to infer the most expert people in the
group under consideration.

In this paper, we focus on the challenges ii) of feedback analysis and v) of expert
finding, discussing about advantages given by adopting a GO approach. We make the
strong assumption that, for a given software application, a GO requirements specifica-
tion is kept aligned along the phases of system maintenance and evolution.

We envisage a process in which the feedback is analysed and correlated to the key
concepts in a project’s requirements model. In a second step, the links obtained from this
analysis can be exploited, among other data, to identify expert users that can contribute
effectively to the requirements analysis.

To approach the first challenge we propose a meta-model that defines the underlying
structure of user feedback, and relate it to the conceptual entities of the GO modelling
language Tropos [4], while for the second challenge we exploit Markov networks for
processing the information available in forums and goal models in a probabilistic way,
which will support making inferences about users’ expertise.

In Section 2, we state the research objectives and describe an illustrating scenario.
Section 3 presents the contributions along the two lines of feedback analysis and expert
finding, while Section 4 concludes and outlines future work.

2 Research objectives and motivating example

2.1 Objectives

We consider the analysis of user feedback may be guided by a meta-model, thus iden-
tifying its purpose and impact on a goal model. On the other hand, the combination of
this feedback with the goal model may lead to identify the potential experts on relevant
topics, supporting a better requirements refinement process. Consequently, we want to
discuss:
– how we can benefit from a user feedback meta-model, centred around the concept of
purpose and a set of bridging links to the Tropos meta-model, to understand to what
extent the user feedback impacts on a requirements specification;
– how probabilistic models such as Markov networks can be used to exploit the informa-
tion provided in a GO approach in order to identify expert users participating in forum
discussions, and on which we can rely for the improvement of the system.
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Fig. 1. Internal goals of the Timetable manager actor (Tropos notation).

2.2 Motivating example

We envision a software application, called OPEN-MEET, that schedules internal meet-
ings in research groups. This application has been developed adopting the Tropos GO
approach for domain analysis and requirements modelling. An excerpt of the model
is depicted in Figure 1, showing the functionalities performed by the actor “Timetable
manager” (a sub-component of OPEN-MEET). The system schedules meetings by con-
sidering the personal calendar of all the people in the group (the participants), as well as
the availability of meeting resources. To improve the app, its users can provide feedback
in a forum (bug reports, suggestions, wishes, etc.). To do so, they write their concerns,
in such a forum, by giving a short title and a description. Examples of user feedback
are:
-Stefania “It would be nice to have an option to specify certain days of the week on
which I’m fully available” (Concerning calendar information that users should be able
to provide).
-Paolo “I do not want my full Google calendar to be considered, only the periods related
to my working time” (Concerning privacy issues).

3 Scientific contributions

3.1 Analysis of User Feedback

We want to analyse the user feedback and understand whether it impacts on require-
ments expressed in a goal model. In a previous work [3] we reviewed the literature on
feedback and derived a conceptualisation to describe feedback’s rationale and structure.
We extend this conceptualisation in terms of a meta-model with bridging links to the
Tropos meta-model, as described in [4]. Excerpts of both meta-models are shown in
Figure 2, left side depicts the conceptual entities that drive the analysis of feedback,
right side shows Tropos excerpt. User feedback is elaborated in natural language and
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typically based on some topics1. From our perspective, user feedback can have one
or more purposes. We present only three purposes: (1)Improvement, (2)Clarification
and (3)StrategicBehaviour. Number 1 refers to users’ wish of using a better app, 2
for requesting further details (both ways), and 3 refers to the propagation of the im-
pact through system’s functional and non-functional requirements that can receive an
action, for instance modification. The bridging links are high-level expressions of con-
cepts contained in feedback. For example, FunctionImprovement may refer to a specific
behaviour of the app, e.g. “print calendar”. QualityImprovement may refer to a judge-
ment about the operation of the app, e.g. “calendar interface”. ExecutionImprovement
may refer to the steps for performing a function, e.g. “first select day”. Therefore, we see
that the bridging links are linked to a HardGoal, SoftGoal, Plan, respectively. Finally, in
the feedback excerpt “It would be nice. . . an option”, it may refer to a new functionality
because of the expression highlights a wish, i.e. a goal. The entity OwnedBehaviour is
connected to the entity Decomposition to indicate that an Action might be applied to an
element of Tropos by following the means-end links, i.e. to propagate a likely impact.

Fig. 2. Excerpt of the user feedback meta-model with bridging links to the Tropos meta-model.

Recalling the running scenario, Paolo’s feedback could be classified under the topic
“Manage privacy”, which turns out to be a goal (see Figure 1). The meta-model may
help in guiding the identification of the purpose(s) contained in such a feedback, thus
leading to the impacted fragment in the model. In our example, the purpose is a written
expression recognised by the starting words “I don’t want”. This expresses a wish of
avoiding something. The key concepts “full Google calendar” and “to be considered”
point out that there is a request to avoid considering the whole calendar. As Paolo’s
concern may be a correction, the entity OwnedBehaviour triggers first the propagation
with the link modification to a functionality in the model that contains the text calendar,
i.e. the goal “Manage calendar info”. By following the means-end links, the analyst can
deduce that the feedback “. . . full Google calendar. . . ” may refer to modify a plan. So
the impacted fragment to be analysed is the plan related to the goal “Manage calendar
info”. Since the feedback was provided under the topic “Manage privacy”, it needs to be

1 The elaboration of the topic based on system’s behaviour is an issue under research.
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classified as Clarification and discuss it with the users to validate requirements change.
But at this point the analyst will be able to identify likely impacted fragments (elements
shown in Figure 12 in grey).

3.2 GO-based Expert Finding

By investigating expert finding techniques in RE3, we have identified several types of
relationships to exploit, as for instance the concepts related to a broad topic or the topics
a user knows about. In this section, we show that the goal model and the analysis of the
feedback can provide such relationships, although there is uncertainty issues, in order
to identify expert users for the discussion process. Similarly to [5], we build a Markov
network, able to exploit these relations and manage uncertainty, with the information
provided by the goal model and the previous feedback (in the forum), relating the users
to different pieces of knowledge (e.g. concepts and topics). The analysis of the current
user feedback is then used to identify the pieces of knowledge to consider, to query the
network to infer the probability that a given user suits to the discussion, and finally to
rank the users regarding these probabilities.

Concretely, we extract pieces of knowledge from the goal model, which are con-
cepts (in the labels of the goals, plans and so on), topics (concepts in not-leaf elements
like the goal “Manage privacy”) and abstractions of the users (i.e. actors) that we will
call roles. We can also infer their relationships through this goal model: for instance,
as a goal decomposition relates a parent goal to its sub-goals, it also relates the topics
of the former to the concepts of the latter. Then, we exploit the previous feedback con-
tained in the forum, identifying further relations between topics and concepts, but also
the users who have been involved and their relations to the corresponding topics and
concepts (we can use other sources to identify user-to-role relations).

Consequently, we have several relevant pieces of knowledge, namely users, roles,
topics and concepts, and several ways to relate them: each user can play some roles,
know about some topics and use some concepts; playing a specific role can lead to
know about some topics and concepts; knowing about a specific topic can lead to know
some concepts. Thus, considering that each one corresponds to a node in a graph, we
can then relate all the nodes of one kind to all the nodes of another kind, making the
graph almost fully connected (only nodes of the same kind are not related, e.g. a user is
not related to another user). The amount of information we have for each relation can
represents its strength, like in a weighted graph, and more this strength is high more
the data is reliable. For example, if a lot of feedback on the topic “Manage privacy”
mentions “Google calendar” but a few mentions “lunch”, the link between the former
will be stronger than for the latter. Finally, the strong paths linking the users to the
different pieces of knowledge indicate which users are better to involve, considering a
set of topics or concepts we are looking for.

We model this kind of graph via Markov networks, where the nodes are random
variables and the relations correspond to potential functions. In our case, the ran-
dom variables are binary, identifying whether a user/role/topic/concept is concerned

2 This is a late requirements model that represents the results on the elaboration of feedback.
3 Infer Informational Capabilities by Relating Expertises in Requirements Engineering. Techni-

cal report. Matthieu Vergne, 2013. Document available on request.
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by the discussion process or not, and the potential functions compute the strength of
the edges depending on the state of the related nodes. With such a model, we can in-
fer the probability (which is the normalised product of the potential functions) for a
specific user to be of interest given some identified pieces of knowledge, formalised
as P (user|roles, topics, concepts). Computing this probability for all the users, we
can rank them to identify who are the best ones to recommend for the discussion. For
instance, if the analyst identifies with the feedback the topic “Manage privacy” and
the concept “Google calendar”, he computes P (xi|Manage privacy,Google calendar),
where xi corresponds to Stefania, Paolo or any other user, and finds the most suitable
users by looking at the highest probabilities.

4 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we provided a preliminary discussion about the advantages of linking a
meta-model of user feedback with the conceptual entities of the Tropos meta-model. We
also discussed how a GO approach can be exploited to model the relevant knowledge in
a Markov network, and how it relates to the available users to infer the most probable
experts.

So far, the proposed meta-model supports a more focused analysis of feedback,
by revealing a hidden structure that can be exploited to identify the fragments of a
requirements model which are affected by the feedback. The expert finding, on the
other hand, supports the understanding of how this model should be impacted, using
the feedback analysis to identify expert users to discuss with. However, the analysis
is performed manually and the use of the meta-model is merely focused on giving a
structure to user feedback, while the Markov network still need to be parametrised and
assessed with some quality measures.

As future work, we plan to support a semi-automatic identification of feedback pur-
pose, by classifying it with the help of feedback patterns combined with a supervised
learning process, and try to identify parameters that provide a good compromise be-
tween ranking quality and computation time.
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Abstract. In agile methods the user stories are widely used to describe require-

ments. However, the user stories are an artifact too narrow to represent and de-

tail the requirements. Issues like software context and dependencies between 

stories are also limited with the use of only this artifact. The lack of documenta-

tion in agile development environment is identified as one of the main chal-

lenges of the methodology. This work proposes the use of i* model that aims to 

reduce this lack of existing documentation in agile methods. We propose a set 

of heuristics to perform the mapping of the requirements presented as user sto-

ries in i* models. The i* models are used as a form of documentation in agile 

environment, thus the user stories can be viewed more broadly and with their 

proper relationships according to the business environment that they will meet. 

Keywords: i* Models, User Stories, Agile Requirements 

1 Introduction 

Agile methods have been gaining much interest among practitioners and researchers 

[1], because they use more simplified processes with less bureaucratic activities asso-

ciated with the development [2].  However, requirements engineering and agile de-

velopment are often seen as incompatible activities [3], as requirements engineering is 

a traditional process of software engineering and has the documentation to manage 

the project and share knowledge, while the agile methods focus on face-to-face col-

laboration among stakeholders to address the same goals. 

In addition, the elicitation is held with clients that are part of the development 

team. In order to do this, customers write stories according to the system needs to do 

(user stories) and prioritize them according to the value of the concerned business. A 

user story describes the functionality that is valuable to the customer and is used for 

project planning, acting as a reminder to the team since subsequent conversations 

about the story are essential to convey the details [4]. User stories are used to estab-

lish a common understanding of the software requirements using a flexible approach, 
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low overhead and focusing on the user [5]. They are widely used by agile develop-

ment [6] and are therefore considered in this work as an agile artifact. 

The requirements documentation is seen as a bureaucratic activity in the Agile 

methods [2], but their absence is singled out as one of the main challenges of the 

methodology [8]. In addition, the user stories are very limited artifacts to process 

issues such as progress tracking software and that there is a lack of detailed infor-

mation about software in development [9]. The control of the system performed only 

by way of user stories is a challenge both for customers and for the team. To make 

decisions based only on the stories, without any documentation, becomes risky espe-

cially for complex systems [14]. 

This work proposes the use of i* model that aims to reduce this lack of existing 

documentation in agile methods. We propose a set of heuristics to perform the map-

ping of the requirements presented as user stories in i* models. The i* models are 

used as a form of documentation in agile environment, thus the user stories can be 

viewed more broadly and with their proper relationships according to the business 

environment that they will meet.  

In the following section, briefly define the research objectives. In Section 3 we dis-

cuss the scientific contributions. Section 4 provides the conclusions and Section 5 

presents future work. 

2 Objectives of the research 

This work  proposes the use of i* models as an additional resource that aims to reduce 

the lack of documentation of agile software development projects and improve view 

dependencies between user stories and the system and also provide information and 

understanding of the system as a whole. We seek to support the stakeholders, through 

models i* providing a graphical and comprehensive vision of the user stories and their 

relationships.  

The common concern with stakeholders justifies the choice of the technique i* to 

represent the user stories. The focus on stakeholders and their relationships to the 

description of requirements is a feature of the technique i*, where actors depend on 

each other to achieve their goals. The agile methods also focus on human factors and 

bet in delivering value to the customer [10], recognizing people as fundamental part 

of the project success [11]. Therefore, the concepts of user stories are employed to-

gether with the concepts of the i* model [12].  

Although user stories are written in natural language by the client, Mike Cohn sug-

gests a format for writing the stories that has been widely used: "as <role>I want <ac-

tion>to <goal> " [7]. Therefore, for this proposal it is assumed that the same format 

proposed by Cohn [7] will be used. 

The user stories are mapped to i* models generating a graphical and comprehen-

sive vision of the software requirements and their relationships. The concepts and 

notations of the i* model are used according to i* Wiki [13], that represents a simpli-

fied version of the technique. It is also important to report that only a few elements of 

i* are used in accordance with the need of the proposal. In this way, to build the SD 
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model, the elements used are the actor, the goals and the IS_A Association. For SR 

model the tasks, resources, and also the connection of decomposition are used. 

By using i * models from user stories, agility feature of the projects should be 

maintained because the view of stories complemented by i * models can make better 

understanding, easier and simpler. The following presents the correspondence of ele-

ments when mapping the user stories to i* model: (i) Role in User Story is mapping to 

Actor in i* model; (ii) Action in User Story is mapping to Task in i* model; and (iii) 

Goal in User Story is mapping to Goal in i* model. 

To simplify the understanding of the mapping, heuristics were established as a re-

source to arrive at the solution of the mapping proposed in this paper. It is noteworthy 

that the heuristics set must be executed in the order they were made for the mapping 

occur in a more objective. The heuristics to map user stories to SD model are: SD-H1: 

Create the Actor System; SD-H2: Create an Actor in i * model for each different role 

of user stories; SD-H3: Create a meta in i* model for each goal of user stories. If re-

peated the same goals will be defined only once in the model; SD-H4: If repeated 

goals for different actors, create a Generic Actor; SD-H4.1: Create a relationship is_a 

the Actor generic to other specific actors who share the same goal; SD-H5: Connect 

the dependencies of each actor with their goals.The heuristics used to map user stories 

for the SR model are: SR-H1: Create a Task within the Actor System for each share 

of user stories; SR-H2: If there are different actions for the same goal, to create a 

generic task; SR-H2.1: Decomposing the generic task into sub tasks that represent the 

actions associated with the same goal; SR-H3: List the dependencies of each goal 

with the corresponding tasks according to user stories; SR-H4: If there are tasks that 

depend on own Actor that are related, generate a resource with the name of the task; 

SR-H5: Relate the resource depending on the Actor. 

According to the proposed heuristics, the SD model is mapped by first creating the 

System actor. Subsequently, it creates the actors for the roles of user stories, which, in 

this case, the actors are User and Administrator. The goals of the user stories are cre-

ated as goals for the SD model and linked as dependencies leaving from the actors 

that are associated and coming to System Actor. We omitted the result of heuristics 

this example for SD model mapping (from user stories to i* SD model) due to lack of 

space.  

To demonstrate this proposal a login system was used as an example, considering 

the prospect of a user and an administrator. Table 1 presents the stories of user login 

system and the figure 1 shows the result of the mapping. 

Table 1. User stories Login System (Source: IBM, 2012) 

 Role Action Goal 

1 User Having username Access secure content 

2 User Having password Access secure content 

3 User Choose your username Customize account 

4 User Change the default password Customize password 

5 Administrator Assign the user password Automated registration 

6 Administrator Send email registry 
Confirm the account acti-

vation email 

7 Administrator Request to login user Ensuring security of con-
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tent 

8 User Register password reminder Remember the password 

9 Administrator Request password reminder Confirm user 

 

Fig. 1. Model SR in the sample application 

To generate the SR model, every action of the user stories have been generated as a 

task within the system actor, once it is the system actor that will operate them, per-

forming the task in a particular manner in order to meet the goals of the actors. As 

there are, in this example, different actions for the same goal, a generic task was cre-

ated in SR model which was decomposed in the actions in the form of sub-tasks. The 

tasks that depend on the actor himself generate a resource that depends on the actor 

and that has the same name as the task.  

3 Scientific contributions 

Even in an agile environment it is necessary to develop some models before any im-

plementation to ensure a shared understanding by the development team, so that it is 

synchronized with the goals of the business value and context of the project [14]. 

Visual models assist in understanding of how users will need to use the system. In 

addition, those models are effective for the stakeholders to understand the proposed 

solution and also to keep them interested and involved.  

The most important contribution of this work is the development of a proposal that 

uses visual models provided by i* to alleviate the lack of documentation in agile de-

velopment environments that was cited in the systematic review conducted by 

Jaqueira et al. [8]. A set of heuristics is proposed to perform the mapping of user sto-

ries for i* models.  

Since i * models are graphical representations of the requirements, they would 

have a comprehensive and visual way to see the user stories, thus mitigating the lack 
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of documentation in agile software development projects, improving the visualization 

of the system context, facilitating access to requirements, contributing to decision-

making in the development environment. 

In addition, other contributions may be cited as the improvement in understanding 

the context of the system to be developed, the use and easier access to information of 

user stories from the preview of the visual model, improving the decision-making 

process in accordance with the analysis of the stories, as they are described in i* mod-

els, and tooling support enabling the automation of some of its stages (construction of 

SD and SR models). 

4 Conclusions 

To evaluate the approach this work, we performed a case study analyzing qualitative 

issues. From the participants' impressions of use, it was found that the use of i * mod-

els contribute to complement user stories [16]. An approach based on visual models 

can provide more direct and traceable links to system development, promoting an 

analysis with the greatest impact in the design and implementation of software. It also 

works to facilitate communication, understanding, and detecting problems or explore 

what-if scenarios and potential solutions.  

We find that when viewing models, errors and/or neglect could be more easily rec-

ognized [15]. All this facilitates the process of analysis and discussion of the system 

to be developed. 

From the mapping of the user stories to SD and SR i* models, we can organize and 

represent all the stories in a model that provides an overview of the stories and their 

relationships. In addition, all the stories of the same actor were presented in the same 

model, allowing to find them more easily. In this way, it is possible to understand the 

context of the system, its main actors and their goals. 

Viewing through the models makes it easier to identify dependencies between user 

stories and the identification of system tasks to meet each specific actor involved with 

the software. Thus, it is possible to notice that the use of i* models enriches the user 

stories to provide a better view (broader and general); to enable showing the depend-

encies between the stories, contributing to a better understanding of the context of the 

system to be developed; to provide visualization of system tasks associated with the 

goals of each actor; to allow the recognition of possible errors or negligence in the 

stories. Therefore, this work proposes a form of documentation of the requirements on 

agile development, thus a visual artifact will be provided supplementing the user sto-

ries allowing analysis, communication, discussion and better understanding of the 

system.  

5 Ongoing and future work 

In order to continue the research for this work a few suggestions of further work can 

be cited. The development of a tool to perform the transformation of user stories the 

format Mike Cohn [7] used in this work, in order to use this proposal to all user sto-
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ries. The development of a tool for the purpose of this work  in order to fully auto-

mate the mapping of user stories for i* models. The treatment of scalability for the 

system actor. Identify and treat the relationships and connections between tasks in 

System Actor. Furthermore, the development of guidelines to perform the mapping 

back from i* models to user stories.  
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Abstract. Altought widely used and recognized in the scientific com-
munity, the i* framework has, until now, failed to impose itself into
enterprise practices. There are many ways that can be followed to favor
industry-adoption. Among them, we believe that an integration into the
(Rational) Unified Process, which already includes business modeling as
a preliminary step in software development and furnishes custom syn-
tax and semantic to do so could be an interesting approach. This paper
summarizes the ideas of a research aimed at mapping i* model elements
and RUP/UML business modeling ones with the best possible semantic
match. The willingness is to provide RUP practitioners a powerful tool
for capturing and analyzing social and organizational contexts of soft-
ware systems based on the syntax they already know with as closely as
possible related semantics.

Keywords: i*, RUP Business Use-Case Model, Business Modeling

1 Introduction

The practice of modeling the processes of an organization at the inception of –
or continuously during – a software project has been adopted in many methods.
Indeed, within a new information system development, being aware of the sit-
uation as-is is a fundamental prerequisite to define/align the system to-be. For
such purpose, i* (i-star, [7]) has proven well; that is notably why it was adopted
in Tropos [1] and I-Tropos [6] and why we suggest to include it into the RUP.

2 Objective of the Research

To address iterative development with Tropos, I-Tropos adapts the spiral life-
cycle of the RUP in an i*-driven way. The approach followed by I-Tropos is
nevertheless rather a revolution than an evolution for RUP practitionners since
it is not UML-driven but based on a completely different set of artifacts. That is
why, in [5], we have started to focus on mapping the i* semantics with the ones
defined by the RUP business use-case model with the objective to fully capture
the benefits of i* in the inherently iterative RUP. The gain for business analysts
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would be to integrate i* benefits relying on RUP/UML business use-case syntax
and semantics. This could ease the integration of i* in RUP even if the exact
form it would take remains an open issue (see Section 5).

3 Scientific Contributions

3.1 UML Profile for i* Modeling

The research method applied to achieve our objectives firstly consisted in dis-
tinguishing groups of elements both within the ones defined by i* and the
RUP/UML business use-case model. Elements considered here are the ones de-
fined in the business modeling discipline of the RUP knowledge base [4] and
provided into CASE tools like Rational Rose [2] or Rational Software Architect
[3].

As presented in Table 1, three groups of elements have been distinguished
within the i* ones: Dependum Elements (DE ), Actor Elements (AE ) and Links
(iStarLink). Similarly, as presented in Table 2, three groups of elements have
been distinguished within the RUP/UML business use-case model: Inheriting
from Use Case (IUC ), Inheriting from the Actor (IA) and Links (UMLLink).
The groups have been made on the basis of the elements nature to ease the
semantical mapping process.

Dependum Elements (DE ) Actor Elements (AE ) Links (iStarLink)
(Hard)goal Actor (Strategic) Dependency
Task Position Means-end
Resource Agent Decomposition
Softgoal Role Contribution

Actor boundary Actor association
Table 1. i* Elements to be Mapped

In order to compare i* elements and find best matches with UML ones, we
have firstly compared the DE set with the IUC one, such as DE × IUC. We
indeed proceed through a carthesian product in order to compare the seman-
tics of each pairs of elements issued of groups from the two modeling languages.
However, no satisfying match was found for the Softgoal element so that we have
further compared this element with the set IA. After having found the best pos-
sible matches for each element of the DE set, we have proceeded to a comparison
of AE with IA, such as AE × IA. However, no satisfying match was found for
the Actor Boundary so that we further compared this element with the IA set.
Finally, when this was achieved and the best possible match was found for each
element in the set IA, we have compared the iStarLink set with UMLLink like
iStarLink × UMLLink.

(Hard)goal: In a goal dependency, the depender depends on the dependee to
bring about a certain state of affairs in the world.
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Inheriting from Use Case
(IUC )

Inheriting from the
Actor (IA)

Links (UMLLink)

Use Case Actor Unidirectional Association
Business Use Case (BUC) Boundary Dependency or Instanciates
BUC Realization Business Actor Generalization
Use Case Realization Business Entity Association

Business Event Aggregation
Business Goal Include
Business Worker Realize
Control Refine
Domain Extend
Entity Derive
Interface Package
Table
View

Table 2. Target UML Elements

Chosen Element: Business Use Case.

Rationale: Following the RUP knowledge base, a Business Use Case (class)
defines a set of business use-case instances in which each instance is a sequence
of actions that a business performs that yields an observable result of value
to a particular business actor. The Business Use Case (BUC ) element has been
chosen because it is located at business (i.e., organizational) level such as the i*
goal and yields an observable result of value.

Task: In a task dependency, the depender depends on the dependee to carry out
an activity. The dependum names a task which specifies how the task is to be
performed, but not why. The depender has already made decisions about how the
task is to be performed.

Chosen Element: Business Use Case Realization.

Rationale: Following the RUP knowledge base, a Business Use-Case Realization
describes how business workers, business entities, and business events collabo-
rate to perform a particular business use case. This corresponds to the
purpose of the i* Task and is in line with the choice made for the (hard)goal
element since we have selected the BUC at that stage.

Softgoal: In a softgoal dependency, a depender depends on the dependee to per-
form some task that meets a softgoal. A softgoal is similar to a goal except that the
criteria of success are not sharply defined a priori. The meaning of the softgoal
is elaborated in terms of the methods that are chosen in the course of pursuing
the goal.

Chosen Element: Business Goal.

Rationale: Following the RUP knowledge base, a Business Goal is a require-
ment that must be satisfied by the business. Business Goals describe the desired
value of a particular measure at some future point in time and can therefore
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be used to plan and manage the activities of the business. This definition best
corresponds to the purpose of the Softgoal.

Actor Boundary: Actor boundaries indicate intentional boundaries of a par-
ticular actor.
Chosen Element: Package.
Rationale: Following the RUP knowledge base, a general purpose mechanism
for organizing elements into groups. Packages may be nested within other pack-
ages. Organizing elements into groups is precisely what we intend to do so we
have selected this element for this purpose.

The UML Profile for i* Modeling. The result of our study is summarized
in Table 3. The graphical notation is documented in [5].

i* element Selected UML “rich” Use-Case
Model Element

Goal Business Use Case
Task Business Use Case Realization
Resource Business Entity
Softgoal Business Goal
Actor Business Actor
Position Control
Agent Actor
Role Business Worker
Actor boundary Package
(Strategic) Dependency Dependency or Instanciates
Actor association Generalization
Means-end Include
Decomposition Agregation
Contribution Unidirectional Association

Table 3. i* Model Mapping

3.2 Discussion

This section highlights a number of open issues about the proposed mappings
and justifies some choices made/compromises taken in a more global manner.

A functional goal is mapped to a business use-case; the rationale is based
only on part of the definition of the latter element. One could argue that the
definition also emphasizes that each instance of it is a “sequence of actions that
a business performs”, which, based on the corresponding i* definition, matches
better with the notion of task. Nevertheless, a use-case realization is something
even more concrete, so it makes sense to map tasks into something more detailed
and tangible than in what goals are mapped. Still, a goal by itself does not have
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any notion of a sequence of actions in it. Therefore, while the mapping is aligned
to part of the definition, the compromise partly induces a semantic mismatch.

While the definition of a business goal as a desired value of a particular mea-
sure points to being a non-functional objective, the existence of such a desired
value makes the goal objective and binary. Softgoals are subjective and can be
achieved to some acceptable degree; a semantic distance is thus present.

When mapping an actor boundary to a package, an important semantic as-
pect of the model is potentially lost. An actor boundary is indeed not only a
grouping of model elements. Goal refinement and analysis within that boundary
is done from the point of view of the respective actor. Packages can only capture
these semantics if additional constraints are included.

The two notations are consequently rather different and preserving semantics
within such a mapping is a challenge. The form of integration is consequently
of primary importance to higher the chances of adoption. If the purpose was to
translate a particular model from i* to the RUP/UML business use-case model
(or vice-versa), then some knowledge would typically be lost from the original
model and other, new, knowledge would be required to be defined (manually) in
the target model. This way both models could benefit since traceability between
both analysis models is maintained. Also, additional advantage could come from
the representation of the same problem using different modeling perspective. In
[5], we point to the adoption of i* into the business modeling discipline of the
RUP as only model relayed by a traditional use case model in the requirements
discipline. This way, the (system) use case model would be built on the basis
based on the lower-level (most operational) i* elements through a defined pro-
cedure. Other integration scenarios could nevertheless be envisaged and need to
be studied to select the best possible option.

4 Conclusion

The first step in the research aiming to integrate i* within the RUP has been
to study whether the RUP business use-case model provides elements that can
be used as syntax with a semantic understanding that is compliant with the one
associated to the i* ones. We have been able to find answers for each of them
even if most often it was a matter of best possible compromise. Modeling in an
i* fashion with the RUP/UML business use-case model syntax and semantics is
thus possible; the graphical notation and an illustrative example are provided
in [5]. The format of integration as well as reception of the new practice by the
RUP community remain nevertheless open issues.

5 Ongoing and Future Work

In addition to the results presented so far, we highlight the fact that, over the
years, i* modeling has been applied in collaboration with our research team in
the context of multiple real-life industrial case studies to describe the situation
“as-is”. We notably refer to the development of a production management system
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for a coking plant (2002-2007) and the development of a collaborative platform
for outbound logistics actors (2008-2010). Some of these projects followed the
RUP but i* modeling activities were applied “in parellel” rather than integrated
into the unified development methodology. Also, i* was then applied with its
traditional notation using custom CASE-tools. These cases can be used as basic
material to study the alignment of i* models with business use-case ones.

Since our purpose is to integrate the i* approach (and thus its benefits) within
a RUP/UML context we have to formally study the complementarity/overlap
between the models to evaluate the best integration option. Should we leave the
business use case model into the RUP as a complementary/alternative view to
i* models or should we use the i* model with the business use case model syntax
only? This can thus be the subject of an empirical evaluation through an ex-post
analysis of the cases at disposal.

Next to this, if we want to favor industry adoption, we need to study sets
of questions related to the practical adoption of i* by RUP practitioners. More
precisely, we distinguish the following research questions:

– To what extend are industry practitioners able to use the RUP syntax and
associated semantic in an i* context?

– To what extend do industry practitioners perceive the benefits of i* model-
ing?

– To what extend are industry practitioners willing to change their habits to
integrate i* modeling?
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Abstract. According to the Gartner Group, over 70% of Business Inte-
lligence (BI) projects fail. Among the reasons are the different languages
employed by IT and business people and the necessity of a long-term BI
plan describing the goals of the organization. In current practice, when
building the data warehouse (DW), strategic plans are rarely considered.
In this paper, we propose a method to align the business plan with DW
requirements analysis. By aligning the DW, we (i) validate the correct-
ness of each decision makers’ goals, (ii) ensure that their decisions and
the DW contribute towards organization goals, and (iii) provide a long-
term unified BI strategy. We instantiate this alignment by combining i*
for DWs with strategic business models.

Keywords: Business Intelligence, business plan, data warehouses, align-
ment, BIM

1 Introduction

Data Warehouses (DW) integrate numerous heterogeneous data sources in mul-
tidimensional structures in support of the decision-making process. In order to
be successful, recent DW development approaches, such as [5], include a require-
ment analysis step based on goal models. During this step, the requirements of
individual decision makers, who are the users of the Business Intelligence (BI)
system, are gathered by means of questionnaires and interviews.

The main drawback of the techniques used during the requirements step is
that they obtain only a partial view of the problem from each decision maker.
Moreover, these partial views may not always be aligned with the business plan,
which, together with the gap between IT and business people, makes it difficult
to validate the goal models. In turn, the lack of alignment between individual
decision makers and the business plan is translated into a lack of long term en-
terprise BI strategy, which is one of the key factors to successfully apply BI.
This problem arises whenever business goals are not considered during the re-
quirements analysis step. For example, a fictitious car dealer company EURent
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pursues the goal of “Be positioned within the top 10 car dealers”. EURent Sales
Manager is considering how to improve the “Car Sales” process by “Increasing
the margin of benefit per sale”. While this particular goal improves the results
of the sales process, it does not contribute to the increasing number of cars sold.

In this paper, we propose to tackle this problem by aligning the business
strategy with current BI and DW goal models. Therefore, we ensure that our
BI-enabled decision making is consistent with the business strategy. First, we
elaborate a strategic goal model from the business plan to formalize business
goals and trace business indicators. Then, we align and relate decision makers’
goals with business goals. Therefore, we ensure that all the decision makers are
contributing towards the overall goals of the enterprise, and identify business
goals that are being overlooked by decision makers.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the
related work in DW requirements. Section 3 describes the alignment process and
the main contributions of our work. Section 4 presents the conclusions. Section
5 describes the ongoing and future work in this area.

2 Related Work

Until now, most of the attention in DW requirements analysis has been focused
on requirements elicitation. Current techniques [2, 5–7] are focused on gather-
ing requirements by means of interviews and questionnaires. However, although
it has been stated that DW requirements can rarely be gathered correctly and
comprehensively from individual decision makers [7], only in [2] do the authors
consider organizational modeling in the requirements step. Unfortunately, the
focus of organizational modeling in [2] is to identify the information stored in
business processes, rather than obtaining business goals. Therefore, these ap-
proaches do not ensure that decisions being taken are aiming to provide a benefit
for the organization according to the business plan, nor they do ensure that all
the organization’s goals have been considered in the decision making process.

3 Scientific Contributions & Tool

In this section we present the main contributions of our work, as well as the
current tool support for our approach. Our contributions are described in the
following order: (i) a method to perform the alignment between DW requirements
and business goals, (ii) a set of mappings to instantiate the alignment method,
by using i* for DWs [5] for modeling decision makers’ goals, and the Business
Intelligence Model (BIM) [1] for modeling the business strategy, and (iii) show
how these mappings and models can be implemented in a tool.

First, the alignment method is shown in Figure 1. The alignment process
starts by modeling decision makers’ goals by means of techniques used in cur-
rent DW approaches. As a result, an i* for DWs model is created for each decision
maker. In parallel, or after DW requirements have been obtained, the business
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strategy model is created by using the information from the business plan. Busi-
ness plans include information regarding business goals, the objectives associated
with each goal, and may also include information regarding business processes.
Once both models have been obtained, we proceed to the alignment step. First,
we align the concepts used to model decision makers’ goals with those used to
model business goals, in order to ensure that we correctly relate individual goals
with business goals. Then, in collaboration with a domain expert, we align each
concrete decision maker goal to a specific business goal. Finally, we analyze the
alignment and perform changes as necessary.

Since currently there is no standard for modeling decision makers’ goals nor
business strategies, they can be instantiated according to different frameworks,
thus leading to different results. Therefore, in order to instantiate the method,
it is necessary to perform an ontological mapping between the concepts of the
specific frameworks being used. In our case, we make use of i* for DWs in order to
model decision makers’ goals, and BIM for modeling the business strategy. Thus,
we analyze the definitions and characteristics of each concept included in these
metamodels and align them to ensure their correct use. Due to space constraints,
we provide only a brief overview of the metamodels, and focus specifically on
aligned elements.

First, i* for DWs [5] is an extension of i* that includes several types of actor
goals to describe the decision making process rationale: Strategic Goals, Decision
Goals, and Information Goals. Strategic Goals are goals with the highest level of
abstraction, such as “Attract new customers”, while Decision and Information
Goals are included to describe the steps required in the decision process to
achieve the Strategic Goals. We formally describe a Strategic Goal as follows: A
strategic goal Si describes a change from a current situation into a better one, as
seen by one decision maker DMj . The change described by Si must be related
to an objective Ok of one Business Process BPm, e.g. “Sales”. Therefore, it is
said that Si improves BPm. If Si is achieved, it causes an immediate benefit Bp

for the organization, that may or may not be measurable. Finally, i* for DWs
also includes lower level abstraction elements that realize Information Goals
and define the structure of the DW: Contexts and Measures. Contexts describe

Fig. 1. Steps involved in the alignment method
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concepts involved in BPm, such as “Customers”, while Measures are quantitative
values v that evaluate the performance of BPm, such as “Quantity Sold”.

Second, in order to create the business strategy model, we use BIM [1, 4].
BIM includes four core concepts that allow us to formalize the elements within
the business plan: Intentions (business goals), Situations, Indicators, and Pro-
cesses (see [4]). An Intention defines a desired situation for the enterprise, as
defined by one or more persons of authority A = {Ai, ..., An} in the business
plan, where A usually is a subset of the decision makers. Intentions can be clas-
sified as Strategic (long term), Management (medium term), and Operational
(short term), and are realized by one or more Processes, BPi, ..., BPn. An ex-
ample of a Strategic Intention of the organization EURent is “To be a Premium
Brand car rental company”. Next, Situations describe internal or external fac-
tors, such as “Economic Crisis”, that may affect Intentions or Processes, while
Indicators measure the performance of a Process or Intention. Indicators include
a target value t to be achieved, a threshold th that separates average from bad
performance, and a worst value w that describes the worst performance. Finally,
Processes represent Business Processes, such as “Sales” or “Rentals”.

According to the descriptions provided in the i* for DWs and BIM proposals,
Decision and Information Goals, and Contexts from i* for DWs cannot be aligned
with any element in BIM. The main reason is that BIM focuses on representing
the business strategy and does not consider elements specific to the individual
decision making process, such information requirements or actors.

Next, Business Processes and Measures from i* for DWs can be easily aligned
with BIM elements. First, Business Processes refer to the same concept as Pro-
cesses. Second, Measures provide a value vi that measures the performance of
a business process. These values are one of the basic elements used to calculate
Indicators that monitor elements in the business strategy. A Measure can be
related or transformed into an Indicator Ij if (i) vi is used in the calculus of Ij
and (ii) the rest of the values tj , thj , and wj are defined.

Finally, Strategic Goals can be aligned with Intentions as follows: accord-
ing to our formalization, achieving a particular decision maker strategic goal

Table 1. Elements aligned between i* for DWs and BIM and their characteristics

i* for DWs BIM Details i* for DWs Details BIM

Business Business Not detailed, May be detailed,
Process Process Strategic Goals improve Realizes goals

its results

Strategic Goal Strategic Intention Future, Focused, Future, Focused,
Long-term, Qualitative Long-term

or Quantitative, Qualitative,
Improves business process Measured by KPI

Measure Indicator Measures the Future, Time-Targeted,
performance of Long or Short-term,

a Business Process Measures Goal and
without target values Process performance
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Fig. 2. Business strategy editing using the Lucentia BI Tool

Si improves a process BPm. Thus, this improvement helps the organization to
achieve a business intention Ij , realized by BPm. There are, however, two lim-
itations to automate this alignment. First, Si may improve a specific objective
Ok that does not have an impact on Ij . For example, improving the “Car Sales”
process by “Increasing the margin of benefit” does not have an impact on “Be
positioned within the top 10 Car Dealers”. Second, in practice, not every busi-
ness plan or strategy provides references to the business processes that realize
each intention. Thus, it is necessary to collaborate with a domain expert in order
to identify if the particular goals are aligned with the business intentions or not.

The alignment is summarized in in Table 1, along with the informal descrip-
tions provided by the frameworks for each element.

After aligning the concepts, the last step is aligning the elements within
the goal models obtained from decision makers with the business strategy, thus
obtaining a combined model that covers both individual as well as organizational
views. We have successfully tested our approach in an experimental case study,
creating a business strategy from a business plan and interviewing experts in
information analysis to obtain decision makers’ goals. However, due to space
constraints, the case study will be described in a future extended version.

Our approach is supported by our tool, the Lucentia BI suite, which allows
us to model (i) user requirements by means of i* for DWs, (ii) business strategies
by means of a particular implementation of BIM, and (iii) a trace metamodel,
described in [3], that allows us to materialize the alignment between user re-
quirements and the business strategy. The tool is based on Eclipse and includes
a set of modules, each designed to support an specific task. An screenshot of the
tool can be seen in Figure 2.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented an alignment between the business strategy,
modeled using BIM, and DW requirements, represented by i* for DWs. Our
process results in an alignment that allows us to (i) validate DW requirements
according to the business strategy and identify non-aligned goals, (ii) provide a
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long-term BI strategy to be pursued, including what information is being used by
the organization to support each goal, (iii) identify the different decision makers
participating in a business goal, thus providing awareness, and (iv) evaluate if
decision makers are being successful by analyzing the values of indicators related
to business goals.

While extending i* to consider all the elements within the business strategy
would overcomplicate the model, our initial applications have shown that it can
be combined with other models in order to capture both the particular viewpoint
of each decision maker as well as the overall strategy of the organization.

5 Ongoing and Future work

The current ongoing work is focused on making it easier for businesses to apply
our proposal. In order to achieve this, we plan to semi-automate the process of
obtaining an strategic model directly from the business plan. Therefore, we are
analyzing the viability of defining a series of pattern-based transformations in
order to save time and costs.

In the medium-term we plan to apply our approach to a real case study
and evaluate the results. Since then structure of business plans may vary from
one organization to another, we plan to minimize the impact of this variabil-
ity by using the standard Business Motivation Model, proposed by the Object
Management Group group.
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Abstract. Open Source Software (OSS) is a strategic asset for organisations 
thanks to its short time-to-market, the opportunity for a reduced development 
effort and total cost of ownership, and its customization capabilities. OSS-based 
solutions include projects that are developed and co-evolve within the same or-
ganisation, OSS communities, companies, and regulatory bodies, forming an ar-
ticulated strategic business ecosystem. The adoption of OSS in commercial pro-
jects leads to numerous challenges in the wide spectrum of available OSS solu-
tions and risks emerging from the intrinsic structure of an OSS project. In this 
position paper we devise the use of i* models for understanding the strategic 
perspective of OSS ecosystems, representing actors, intentional dependencies 
and responsibilities. We argue that these models can play a crucial role in the 
analysis of organisational risks inherent to OSS component adoption and in the 
definition of risk mitigation activities. 

Keywords. OSS, iStar, Software adoption, risk, goal-oriented requirements en-
gineering.  

1 Introduction 

The strategic importance of Open Source Software (OSS) technologies in the devel-
opment of commercial software is growing steadily. Gartner recently highlighted1: by 
2016 OSS will be included in 95% of all commercial software packages. In spite of 
this trend, IT companies and organizations are still facing difficulties and challenges 
when they decide to adopt OSS solutions. It stands that OSS is about freedom and 
choice, but freedom and choice introduce risks2.  

OSS components integration in the development of complex software systems has 
became a popular way of OSS adoption. However, despite the potential benefits of 

1 Understand the Challenge of Open-Source Software. Gartner Reports, September 2012. 
2 Critical Strategies to Manage Risk and Maximize Business Value of Open Source in the En-

terprise. Gartner Reports, June 2011. 
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reusing OSS components, such integration involves several risks and challenges. As a 
result, traditional project and risk management strategies should be put forward; 
specially for assessing the wide, often complex, interactions of the diverse actors 
related with the internal and external development, maintenance and evolution of the 
OSS component and the context where the OSS component will be integrated. Thus, 
two important viewpoints should be considered and reconciled: the OSS project 
ecosystem and the adopting organization ecosystem. On the one hand, the OSS 
project ecosystem. comprises not only the developers, but the whole community, 
including  users, regulatory bodies, and companies involved with the project (if any). 
It also covers technical support, marketing and possible financial aspects (including 
the business model(s) behind the project). On the other hand, the adopting 
organization ecosystem comprises the technical and business issues of the project 
where the OSS component will be integrated.  Both ecosystems together could be 
considered as the OSS-based ecosystem. In this complex setting several questions 
emerge, e.g.:  
– Which viewpoints should be considered for assessing the OSS-based ecosystem in 

order to ensure a smooth integration and evolution of the OSS component?  
– How to secure that specific properties of an OSS do not harm business models and 

their underlying business strategies?  
– How to implement a systematic approach towards understanding and representing 

dependencies that involve OSS components, for assessing possible risks? 
We believe that the answer to these questions requires a clear understanding of the 
OSS-based ecosystems from a strategic perspective, with the identification of 
strategic dependencies (not just related to software component dependencies) as a 
means to identify risks coming from the adoption of OSS components and to design 
risk mitigation strategies along the lifetime of a software product. 

Along this line the paper introduces an approach, currently explored in the context 
of the European project RISCOSS (RISks and Costs in Open Source Software adop-
tion), that promotes the use of i* to understand the strategic perspective of OSS-based 
ecosystems. 

2 Objectives of the research 

In the RISCOSS project we envision methods and tools for supporting the analysis of 
risks and costs that organizations need to evaluate for deciding the integration of OSS 
components in the development of software products. 

The processes for the adoption of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) components 
are well established in many companies. Many medium and large companies follow 
strict guidelines for risk analysis, cost estimation, and contract agreement. Such 
agreements are typically based on the principles of liability and confidence, in ex-
change of a single or recurrent fee. However, when it comes to OSS components, the 
situation is different. On the one side, there is access to the source code, making pos-
sible (depending on license implications) to use and customize the component without 
any contract agreements and payment authorization [1]. This opens the possibility for 
a less bureaucratic but uncontrolled use of OSS components without a thorough anal-
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ysis of risks and undesirable implications, as evidenced in industrial surveys [2]. On 
the other side, the own characteristics of the OSS project ecosystem are highly differ-
ent from that of traditional software. The community behind the OSS component is 
not generally driven by a single business goal, the motivations and objectives of the 
contributors are manifold, the software is provided without quality of service agree-
ments and the community cannot formally commit on the future roadmap.  

Consequently, to evaluate risks and opportunities of OSS components adoption, it 
would be crucial to further understand the strategic perspective of the OSS project 
ecosystem in order to evaluate its adequacy to the strategic perspective of the adopt-
ing organization (i.e., the adopting organization ecosystem). 
Important risks related to the OSS project ecosystem [1] [2], could be for instance: the 
lack of a roadmap and/or ownership of the project, unclear liability/responsibility, and 
bug fixing time. From the point of view of the adopting organization, liability and 
support can sometimes be commissioned, to a certain degree, to specialised compa-
nies, thus de facto forcing the component to go through the COTS adoption process. 
However, this is not always possible and often not a favourable solution, both from 
the point of view of costs and additional risks. Moreover, the uncoupling of compa-
nies, developers and software gives rise to issues with which traditional risk analysis 
processes are not able to cope, as evidenced in various empirical studies [4].  

In this context, our first objective is to support the risk assessment processes of 
OSS adoption by using i* models as a basis for the analysis of the strategic perspec-
tive of the OSS-based ecosystem that involves the assessment of the OSS project 
ecosystem and the adopting organization ecosystem.   

 

 
Figure 1: An excerpt of the strategic diagram representing the XWiki project. 
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Figure 1 displays an excerpt of the strategic diagram for an OSS project called 
XWiki (www.xwiki.org), which is one of the case studies of the RISCOSS project. It 
shows the structure and responsibilities related with the XWiki community, composed 
by developers (contributors and active committers) and other community members. 
Note that some of the roles are not “assigned”, i.e. there is no formal commitment to 
these roles. E.g., users of XWiki become community members when they send bug 
reports and feature requests or discuss on forums and mailing lists. The XWiki project 
development is mainly driven by the company XWiki SAS (www.xwiki.com), which 
is also part of the model in order to explicitly show the influence of the company on 
the project and to understand the influence of its business strategy.  

These models could be a valuable tool for the adopting organizations, for having an 
overview on the OSS project ecosystem and evaluating the risks implied in a potential 
adoption. For example, lack of ownership could be evaluated by analysing the com-
panies and individuals that have prominent (business) dependencies and responsibili-
ties in a project, while the lack of a roadmap could be investigated by analysing the 
structure of the community, identifying the amount of distributiveness, the presence 
of heroes, and the roles and business objectives of the companies involved. 

We plan to provide specific guidelines and measures for a qualitative assessment of 
an OSS project ecosystem and its related risks, to support the decision process and to 
provide an entry point for enacting proper mitigation activities. 

3 Scientific contributions 

In this work we envisage several scientific contributions that are mainly related to the 
use of i* for supporting the assessment of risks in OSS-based ecosystems.  

Patterns of ecosystems and organisations. A first research challenge is the possibility 
to extract and represent OSS-based ecosystem patterns (at different levels of abstrac-
tion). These patterns would allow abstracting the roles, goals and dependencies in the 
OSS project ecosystem and in the adopting organization ecosystem; and identifying 
schemas that have the property to be more prone to risks or to be particularly useful to 
implement organisational risk mitigation strategies. They should identify and high-
light properties of an ecosystem, such as ownership and leadership in the structure of 
the community, its stability (distributiveness, centralism, presence of heroes), the role 
and involvement of companies in the project (e.g., technical support, financial promo-
tion, developer contribution, community support and influence), as well as their busi-
ness model. 

To do so, we have identified several dimensions to classify the entities involved in 
such ecosystems: 
– Role: producer, consumer, community. 
– Setting: industrial (large, medium, small), academia, public administration. 
– Business strategy: from full OSS collaboration to OSS exploitation. 
– Business process: adoption, migration, consolidation, and improvement. 

Each data point determined by these dimensions provides a scenario that may be 
analyzed and characterised by different patterns. In RISCOSS we are currently ap-
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proaching several of these scenarios by analysing 5 use cases that cover situations 
from very limited OSS implication in the business strategy to a full collaborative ap-
proach. Such real cases will help to establish a solid evidence for the design of our 
patterns. For instance, we have a large industrial company that produces highly relia-
ble software products and aims to integrate an OSS component in its software product 
line. Its business strategy regarding OSS is to just exploit the component functionality 
(without involvement in the OSS project) and does not have interest to change pro-
cesses. On the other hand, we have also the case of a medium-sized company, whose 
business strategy relies entirely on OSS adoption and development and therefore 
adapted its processes and the whole organization to such an approach. 

Level of abstraction in the models. Another important issue is related to the need of 
representing the ecosystems at several levels of detail, at both class and instance level, 
to facilitate the reasoning about the model, focusing on the high level structure of the 
ecosystem or going into further details, with a particular focus on OSS-specific actors 
such as individuals, community groups, etc. In line with previous experiences in other 
settings [3], in order to use i* models as a communication means, we need to keep the 
models as simple as possible, so they could be understood by all the industrial part-
ners of the RISCOSS project. So far, we are using general actors without classifying 
them except for those that clearly are agents. Also we limit the use of soft goals to the 
most fundamental ones. The number and relationships of actors has driven us to adopt 
a third kind of model, the Strategic Actor Diagram as proposed by Leite et al. [4], 
which gives a useful perspective on the system. 

Guidelines for the specification of the models and repositories. To support the speci-
fication of the OSS-based ecosystems, a clear process is needed to specify a set of i* 
diagrams.  We have taken as a starting point the RiSD methodology for SD diagrams 
[5], and we plan to refine it and to create similar versions for the other types of i* 
diagrams. A shared or company-internal repository of such models could be imple-
mented to allow the evaluation of the structure of the OSS-based ecosystem, based on 
organisational patterns. Thanks to this repository, analysts could get an overview of 
the OSS project ecosystem and adopt analysis guidelines to identify risks and to man-
age them for getting pursuable criteria for OSS adoption decisions. 

New modelling concepts. We are also considering the need of enriching the set of i* 
modelling concepts on the basis of specific characteristics of the ecosystems and of 
domain risks [6]. Concerning the ecosystems, there could be a need for concepts able 
to express aggregation between actors for a direct representation of teams or commu-
nities. Also, some specification relationships between actors may be expected to 
emerge. Moreover, in a community-driven environment, central i* concepts such as 
delegation and responsibility need to be re-discussed. In OSS, the strict concept of 
delegation changes to a more relaxed concept of expectation and observance of 
norms. Responsibility is scattered and can often not be clearly identified, and must 
thus often be taken over by the companies adopting the software for their products. 
Moreover, in this context many roles are defined by access rights and by own interest 
and can dynamically change. Concerning risks, we plan to follow a strategy similar to 
the one used in Nomos [7], namely incorporating new concepts for the representation 
of risk, of the impact that the risk has on the structure of the organisation and of pos-
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sible mitigation activities. Available i* risk modelling approaches such as [8], defin-
ing risks, events, affected assets and treatments, will be taken into account for this as 
well. 

4 Conclusions, ongoing and future work 

In this paper we described one of the main objectives of the European project 
RISCOSS that is to support decision making related to the assessment of risks in the 
integration of OSS components.  We envision the use of i* models to capture the 
intentional aspects that drive the OSS project ecosystem as well as the adopting or-
ganization ecosystem, in order to analyse both points of view and their potential risks.  

Based on the analysis of five adopting organizations represented by the industrial 
partners of the RISCOSS project, we are currently: applying existing guidelines for 
the specification of i* models, identifying elements and relationships that may repre-
sent potential patterns or new modelling concepts. Furthermore, we are performing 
systematic literature reviews on OSS ontologies, OSS ecosystems and OSS risk man-
agement with the purpose of developing an ontology to be linked to the i* core. We 
plan to use some foundational ontology (e.g., UFO, DOLCE) to connect these two 
worlds, aligning with ongoing research on the semantic meaning of i* constructs [9].  
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Abstract. A Socio-Technical System (STS) is an interplay of humans,
organizations and technical systems. STSs consist of interacting actors,
which depend on one another to achieve their objectives. In previous
work, we have proposed STS-ml, a security requirements modelling lan-
guage (using i*-like primitives such as actor, goal, delegation) for the
design of secure STSs. STS-ml represents security requirements as con-
straints over the interactions (goal delegation and document exchange)
among actors in the STS. In this work, we present the current version of
STS-ml, which introduces further modelling primitives as well as sophis-
ticated reasoning mechanisms to detect conflicts in security requirements.

1 Introduction

Socio-Technical Systems (STSs) are an interplay of social (human and organ-
isations) and technical subsystems, which interact with one another to reach
their objectives, making an STS a network of social relationships [1]. Each sub-
system is a participant of the STS, acts according to its business policy (it is
autonomous), and interacts with others. When relying upon others for carrying
out tasks and manipulating information, a participant would like its own security
requirements to be fulfilled. For example, if a buyer sends its personal data to a
seller, the buyer may require the data to be used only for shipment purposes.

To deal with security in the early phases of STS design, we have previously
proposed STS-ml [2] (Socio-Technical Security modelling language), an actor-
and goal-oriented security requirements modelling language. STS-ml is based on
the idea of relating security requirements to interaction. As such, the language
allows stakeholders to express security needs over their interactions to constrain
the way interaction is to take place, as in the buyer/seller example above.

STS-ml specifies security requirements as social commitments, promises with
contractual validity made by an actor to another. One actor commits to another
that, while delivering some service, it will comply with the required security
needs. In the example above, a security requirement is that the seller commits
not to disclose personal data to other parties.

These specifications guide the design of a STS that satisfies the security
requirements. However, in certain cases, the specification may be inconsistent,
i.e., one or more requirements might be conflicting. It is, thus, not possible to
implement a STS that satisfies all requirements of the specification.
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Coping with such conflicts at requirements-time avoids developing a non-
compliant and hard-to-change system. We propose to rely on automated reason-
ing to identify and resolve these conflicts. This choice is justified by our gathered
evidence [5] that requirements models are large and that even skilled analysts
would be unable to identify all the conflicts in a model.

2 Objectives of the research

We aim at creating a framework that supports the identification of inconsisten-
cies (conflicts) among security requirements in a STS-ml specification. We focus
on two types of conflicts: (1) among security requirements: two or more security
requirements cannot be implemented by the same system. For instance, access
to some information may be granted from one stakeholder, and prohibited from
another. The different authorisations are conflicting, and one of them needs to
be relaxed and adapted, perhaps by negotiating the needs of the authorisee; and
(2) between actors’ business policies and security requirements: an actor’s policy
may specify that some information shall be accessed, while no authorisation is
granted by the information owner. We provide examples in Sec. 3.1.

While analysts may detect some conflicts by looking at the graphical models,
others are harder to spot—especially in large models—and require computer-
aided support. To such extent, we have formalised the semantics of the STS-ml
primitives and that of its security requirements. This effort enables us developing
automated reasoning techniques for the identification of conflicts. Our longer-
term objective is to support the resolution of conflicts too.

3 Scientific contributions

STS-ml is an actor- and goal-oriented security requirements engineering method.
It is composed of the modelling language and its support tool STS-Tool 3. The
contributions of this research are as follows:

– a revised version of the STS-ml language, including a wider set of security
requirements;

– a formal framework to identify conflicts among security requirements, as
well as among actors’ business policies and the security requirements they
are required to comply with;

– an implementation of the framework in disjuctive Datalog. STS-Tool sup-
ports the graphical visualisation of conflicts in STS-ml diagrams.

3.1 The STS-ml framework for security requirements engineering

STS-ml has been first proposed in [2], here we present the current version of
STS-ml. STS-ml includes high-level organisational concepts such as actor, goal,

3 http://www.sts-tool.eu
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delegation, etc. Security requirements in STS-ml models are mapped to social
commitments [4]—contracts among actors—that actors in the STS shall comply
with at runtime. STS-ml modelling consists of three complementary views of the
same model, namely social, information, and authorisation view (see Fig. 1), so
that different interactions among actors can be analysed by concentrating on a
specific view at a time. Interview consistency is ensured by STS-Tool 4.

Example 1 (Travel Planning). A tourist wants to organise a trip using a Travel
Agency Service (TAS ). TAS allows end users to read about various destinations,
book flights and hotels, hire a car, etc., and uses the Amadeus flight service to
book flight tickets. To book hotels, the Tourist has chosen to directly contact
the Hotel himself, without interacting with TAS.

The social view (Fig. 1a) represents actors as intentional and social entities.
Actors are intentional as they aim to attain their goals, and they are social,
for they interact with others by delegating goals and exchanging documents.
STS-ml supports two types of actors: agents—concrete participants, and roles—
abstract actors, used when the actual participant is unknown. In our example,
we represent the TAS as a role, and the Amadeus flight service as an agent, as it
refers to a specific flight service. Actors may possess documents, they may use,
modify, or produce documents while achieving their goals. For instance, Tourist
wants to achieve the goal trip planned, for which it needs to both have tickets
booked and hotel booked. To book the hotel it needs document ID Doc copy.

The information view (Fig. 1b) gives a structured representation of actors’
information and documents, and the way they are interconnected. Information
can be represented by one or more documents (through TangibleBy), and on
the other hand one or more information entities can be part of some document.
For instance, information Personal data is represented by both ID Doc copy
and Flight tickets documents. We keep track of how information and documents
are interconnected to identify which information actors manipulate, when they
use, modify, produce, or distribute documents to achieve their goals. We take a
pessimistic approach assuming that whenever a document is altered, the infor-
mation it makes tangible is also altered. For instance, the Amadeus flight service
modifies information Personal data when modifying document Flight tickets.

The authorisation view (Fig. 1c) shows the authorisations actors grant to
others over information, specifying which operations they are allowed (prohib-
ited) to do, for which goals (scope), and whether authorisation can be further
transferred or not. For instance, Tourist authorises TAS to use (U selected) in-
formation Personal data and Itinerary in the scope of the goal Tickets booked
granting a transferrable authorisation (authorisation’s arrow line is continuous).
Through its three views, STS-ml supports different requirements types:

– Business policies are expressed by specifying actors, their goals, delegations,
document provisions, and how actors manipulate documents to fulfil goals.
In a nutshell, they are represented by an actor’s goal model.

4 http://www.sts-tool.eu
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Fig. 1: Multi-view modelling for the travel planning scenario

– Interaction (security) requirements are security constraints on goal delega-
tions and document provisions. STS-ml supports non-repudiation, four types
of redundancy, no-redelegation, availability and integrity-of-transmission in-
teraction security requirements. For instance, TAS requires the Amadeus
flight service not to repudiate the delegation of goal Flight tickets booked,
and also not to redelegate this goal. The Amadeus flight service, on the other
hand, requires that the integrity of document Itinerary details is preserved.

– Authorisation requirements determine which information can be used, how,
for which purpose, and by whom; at the same time they define also prohi-
bitions over the same information. In this category, STS-ml supports non-
reauthorisation, need-to-know of information, non-usage, non-modification,
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non-production and non-disclosure of information. While authorising TAS
to use (U selected) information Personal data and Itinerary in the scope of
the goal Tickets booked, the tourist is prohibiting TAS to perform the rest of
operations, requiring non-modification, non-production and non-disclosure
of the given information. Moreover, since authorisation is limited to a goal
scope, this expresses a need-to-know requirement over information, demand-
ing it to be used only for the specified scope;

– Organisational constraints determine constraints on the adoption of roles
and the uptake of responsibilities. STS-ml supports separation and binding
of duties both over roles and over goals. For instance, a separation of duty
is expressed between goals Flight tickets booked and Train tickets booked
requiring TAS not to ever achieve both these goals.

Together, interaction requirements, authorisation requirements, and organi-
sational constraints are the security requirements of STS-ml. A STS-ml model is
consistent if the actors’ business policies comply with the security requirements.

3.2 Detecting conflicts in security requirements

We are concerned with the verification of two types of inconsistencies that relate
to security requirements: (i) identifying conflicts among security requirements,
that is, verifying whether the simultaneous specification of different security re-
quirements brings up conflicts; and (ii) identifying conflicts raised by the specifi-
cation of the security requirements with respect to an actor’s business policy. For
each of these two categories, we identify conflicts in our running example, and
provide insights on how they could be fixed. Here we provide just the intuition
behind the identification of these conflicts. The formal framework, its implemen-
tation in disjunctive Datalog, and experimental results from an industrial case
study on eGovernment are presented in a technical report (see [3]).

The first challenge is to obtain a set of security requirements that is con-
sistent, which enables us to build a secure socio-technical system (that violates
no security requirement). The focus of STS-ml is mainly on information secu-
rity; thus, we have begun by tackling authorisation conflicts. Detecting conflicts
among other types of security requirements is still work in progress.

For instance, the Tourist does not authorise the Amadeus flight service to
use his/her Personal Data, while TAS authorises the Amadeus flight service to
use Tourist ’s Personal Data. This situation represents an authorisation conflict
for the Amadeus flight service. Specifically, this conflict relates to the “use” op-
eration. Our framework supports also conflicts about modification, production,
distribution, and authorisation transferibility (i.e., an actor is granted authorisa-
tion to perform operations but not that of further distributing the authorisation).

The second challenge is to verify if one or more security requirements conflict
with the private business policy of an actor (as dictated by its goal model). For
instance, suppose the Hotel ’s business policy requires handling all bookings by
means of a reservation system service. When Tourist specifies a no-redelegation
security requirement over the delegation of the goal Hotel booked, there is a
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conflict between what the security requirement demands the Hotel to do, and
what its internal requirement dictates. Let us show another example of this
kind of conflict. The Amadeus flight service modifies Flight tickets when achiev-
ing goal Flight tickets booked. Flight tickets makes tangible tourist’s personal
data, for which no authorisation on modification (M) is granted, instead a non-
modification authorisation requirement is specified. The Amadeus flight service
might need to modify Flight tickets to accommodate changes in the itinerary of
the Tourist, so either the Tourist decides he/she does not want the flight tickets
modified, or he/she should grant the permission to the Amadeus flight service.

4 Conclusions, ongoing and future work

STS-ml is a framework to model and reason over security requirements for STSs.
The current version of the framework is a result of an iterative approach, of vari-
ous evaluations conducted with industrial partners of the FP7 European project
Aniketos. The framework has proven suitable to model real case studies span-
ning from eGovernment to Air Traffic Management Control. STS-ml supports a
rich set of security requirements, for which we can identify conflicts.

Ongoing work includes different directions: (i) developing a new version of
the tool with improved usability, and (ii) exploring how STS-ml can inform later
phases in the design of secure STSs, e.g., the definition of access control policies.

Future work includes: (i) devising other reasoning techniques for more so-
phisticated reasoning, (ii) exploring techniques for conflict resolution, and (iii)
reducing the learning curve for STS-ml, also via self-learning mechanisms.

Acknowledgments. The research leading to these results has received fund-
ing from the European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013)
under grants no 257930 (Aniketos) and 256980 (NESSoS).
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Abstract. Organizations’ assets are subject to different threats; which
are addressed, usually, by different security solutions. Nonetheless i*
modeling language was not developed with security in mind, which mo-
tivated the development of other languages (e.g., SI*) that focused on
capturing the security requirements (e.g., privacy) of the system-to-be,
but far less attention has been paid for capturing information integrity re-
quirements. Capturing information integrity requirements represents an
important need for safety critical systems, where depending on incorrect
or inconsistent information may lead to disasters and loss of humans’ lives
(e.g., Air Traffic Control Management Systems). In this paper we present
a novel methodology for developing safety critical systems that extends
i*/ SI* modeling languages with the required concepts and primitives
for modeling and analyzing the requirements of safety critical systems,
with a special emphasis on information integrity requirements.

1 Introduction

Organizations’ assets, especially information, are subject to different kinds of
threats. Usually, these threats are captured, prevented or mitigated by different
security solutions. The last few years have seen growing efforts for integrating
security into the early system development process, since it is the best way to deal
with the organizational requirements. For instance, SI* [3] offers a conceptual
framework for modeling and analyzing security requirements (mainly privacy
and confidentiality) starting from the organizational setting of the system-to-be.

Nowadays, we are more and more experiencing complex systems that are
not simply composed by technical components but where organizations, people,
and processes become integral part of the system itself. Considering only the
technical aspects of the system leaves human, social, and organizational aspects
outside the system’s boundary and then opening to vulnerabilities that may
arise at business and organizational level. For example, in an ATM system, the
ground controller, based on its role, is not allowed to issue any taxiing informa-
tion concerning active runways, unless he was permitted by the local controller.
This can be captured only by the analyzing the system organizational aspects.
Furthermore, Air Traffic Controller Officer (ATCOs) depends on the captain
to report the airplane’s position when the airplane is out of the radar coverage
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area, i.e., ATCOs trusts that the captain will keep updating (modifying) the lo-
cation information as required, which prevents inconsistent information within
the system that might lead to disasters. Similarly, trust can be only captured by
the social aspects of the system.

To this end, we advocate that any solution for information integrity related
problems should consider the social, organizational and the technical aspects of
the system. In this work, we propose a novel methodology for developing safety
critical systems that extends i*/ SI* modeling languages [2,3] with the required
concepts and primitives to capture the requirements of safety critical systems
with a special emphasis on information integrity requirements. The rest of the
paper describes the research objectives, scientific contribution, and finally we
outline our conclusions, and discuss the ongoing and future work.

2 Objectives of the research

The main objective of this research is to provide a requirements engineering
methodology for developing safety critical systems. In particular, it will provide
the following contributions: 1- a modeling language for designing safety critical
systems that extends i*/ SI* modeling languages with the required concepts and
constructs for capturing the requirements of such system (especially information
integrity requirements); 2- a requirements engineering methodology, that allows
for the systematic design of safety critical systems, it aim to support all activities
related to requirements analysis. 3- a formal framework to support designers in
the requirements verification and validation; and 4- CASE tool to assist designers
during the system development process.

3 Scientific contributions

We introduce the new concepts in section (3.1), and the methodology in (3.2).

3.1 The extended modeling concepts

Our modeling language extends the i*/ SI* modeling languages with several
concepts to capture information integrity requirements, including critical in-
formation, critical goal, information producer and consumer, and information
integrity provision. The first is used to determine which information is critical
to the system performance and its integrity has to be preserved, while the second
is used to represent the stakeholders’ critical objectives, and it is used to deter-
mine where information integrity requirements are needed. The third is used to
define the initial sources of information and the actor who has full modification
permission control over information it produces, while information consumer is
used to determine if the integrity of information has been preserved at its final
destination. The last is used to represent information provision that is able to
preserve the integrity of the provided information. Furthermore, we refine the
notions of delegation by introducing the delegation degree based on the trust
degree. In the following sections, we define each of these concepts.
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Information and information integrity Information can be produced by
information producers (represent the initial source of information) in several dif-
ferent ways. For instance, information can be generated internally or acquired
from physical objects (e.g., ATCOs is able to acquire information about air-
plane location by depending on the radar). Moreover, we call the actor(s) who
consume(s) information as information consumer(s), i.e., information is within
the objectives of information consumer(s). In the case of safety critical systems
depending on incorrect or inconsistent information to perform some activities
is not acceptable since it might produce disaster. Thus, preserving informa-
tion integrity (information integrity requirements) represents an important need
for such systems. In this work, information integrity can be evaluated by 3 di-
mensions, namely, accuracy, completeness and consistency. While information
integrity requirements mean preserving these 3 dimensions.

Critical information and critical goals It is well known that not all goals
have the same criticality to the organization’s performance. Thus, we introduce
the critical goal concept, which is used to represent the stakeholders’ critical
objectives, and can be described as any goal that its failure might results in
major problems to the organization, i.e., such goals should never fail.

Currently, we define two reasons that might threaten the satisfaction of crit-
ical goal: 1- consuming incorrect or inconsistent information; 2- problems that
may rise and negatively effects the satisfaction of the goal. The first reason can be
avoided by preserving the integrity of information consumed by the critical goal.
To this end, we call such information as critical information that its integrity
should be preserved at any given time. While the second reason can be avoided
if all problems that might arise and negatively affect the critical goal satisfaction
were detected 1 and solved before its occurrence. For example, ATCOs should
“manage the airplanes traffic safely” (critical goal) that is why the integrity of
information consumed by this goal should be preserved. Furthermore, if ATCOs
detects that there will be an air traffic increase in his sector, and “manage the
air traffic safely” is threatened, he should take some actions to solve this problem
by avoiding its occurrence (e.g., delay or change the path of some flights).

Delegation and trust An actor might not have the capabilities to fulfill his
objectives (goals). Thus, it delegates them to other actors. SI* introduces the
notion of goal delegation, which identifies the transfer of responsibilities concern-
ing a goal satisfaction among actors, where an actor (delegator) delegates the
achievement of a goal (delegatum) to another actor (delegatee). In this work, we
proposed a refinement of goal delegation by introducing the notions of delega-
tion and trust. Moreover, we introduce 4 different degrees of trust [full, partial,
limited, no] trust. Consider for example, an ATCOs delegates the goal “manage
safely separation with other planes” to the airplane captain, the trust between
ATCOs and the airplane captain concerning the goal satisfaction, will be eval-

1 Certain information is used to detect the expected occurrence of each problem
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uated based on the airplane captain’s capabilities, problems detecting 2 and
solving.

Full trust: ATCOs has a full trust that the airplane captain is able to satisfy
the goal “manage safely separation with other planes”, if and only if, the
captain is able to satisfy the goal, and he is able to detect and solve all
problems that may rise during the goal satisfaction.

Partial trust: ATCOs has a partial trust that the airplane captain is able to
satisfy the goal “manage safely separation with other planes”, if the captain
is able to satisfy the goal, but he is not able to detect all the problems that
may rise during the goal satisfaction, even he is able to solve them.

Limited trust: ATCOs has a limited trust that the airplane captain is able to
satisfy the goal “manage safely separation with other planes”, if the captain
is able to satisfy the goal, but he is neither able to detect nor solve all the
problems that may rise during the goal satisfaction.

No trust: ATCOs has no trust that the airplane captain is able to satisfy the
goal “manage safely separation with other planes”, if, simply, the captain is
not able to satisfy the goal.

Furthermore, we extend the notion of goal delegation introduced in the pre-
vious languages (e.g., SI*) based on the different degrees of trust. We introduce
three types of goal delegation: 1- full delegation; 2- partial delegation; and 3-
limited delegation, they can be defined as follows:

Full delegation: The delegator fully trusts that the delegated goal will be sat-
isfied, since the delegatee is able to satisfy the goal, and it is able to detect
and solve any problem that may arise during the goal satisfaction.

Partial delegation: The delegator partially trusts that the delegated goal will
be satisfied, since the delegatee is able to satisfy the goal, but it is not able
to detect all problems that might rise during the goal satisfaction even if it
is able to solve them.

Limited delegation: The delegator limitedly trusts that the delegated goal
will be satisfied, since the delegatee is able to satisfy the goal, but it is
neither able to detect nor solve problems that might rise during the goal
satisfaction.

Ex1. ATCOs fully delegates “manage safely separation with other planes” to
captains, if they were flying under Visual flight rules (VFR), where VFR
require a captain to be able to control the airplane’s attitude, navigate,
and avoid obstacles by itself, i.e., they are able to detect and solve all the
problems that may rise during the satisfaction of the goal.

Ex2. ATCOs partially delegates “manage safely separation with other planes”
to captains at airways intersections, since captains are not able to detect
if the intersection is being used by others, even they are able to solve such
problem.

2 The integrity of information used to detect the expected occurrence of each problem
has to be preserved, especially in the case of goal delegation, since it is not necessarily
that the actor who detect the problem is the same actor who supposed to solve it
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Ex3. ATCOs limitedly delegate “airplane safely landing” to airplane captains,
since captains are not able to neither detect nor solve any unexpected prob-
lem that might rise during the satisfaction of this goal.

In this case of partial and limited delegation the goal satisfaction is threat-
ened, since the delegator does not have a full trust that the delegatee can satisfy
the goal. It is well known that the lack of trust can be tolerated with monitoring
the delegatee performance. In this work, we introduce two types of monitoring:

Partial monitoring: the monitoring actor knows all the possible ways in which
the achievement of the goal can be performed by the monitored actor, i.e.,
the monitoring actor is able to detect if the monitored actor is not performing
the achievement of the goal by one of these ways.

Full monitoring: the monitoring actor knows exactly how the achievement of
the goal should be performed by the monitored actor, i.e., the monitoring ac-
tor is able to detect if the monitored actor is not performing the achievement
of the goal as planned at any moment.

Ex4. In Ex2 ATCOs should partially monitor the delegated goal satisfaction,
since only the ATCOs is able to detect such problems, and asks the captain
to alter his flight path when it is needed.

Ex5. In Ex3 the ATCOs should fully monitor the delegated goal satisfaction,
since captain is not able to neither detect nor solve any unexpected problems
that may rise during the satisfaction of this goal.

3.2 The requirements engineering methodology

The methodology aims for the systematic design of safety critical systems, it is
intended to support all activities related to requirements analysis process, includ-
ing the requirements verification and validation process to determine whether
the model satisfies the stakeholders’ requirements, and to ensure that the re-
quirements are correct, complete, and consistent 3. The process starts with the
actor modeling, in which actors are modeled along with their objectives, entitle-
ments, and capabilities. Then, critical goals are defined, goals are analyzed and
refined, and the criticality is propagated in the case that the critical goal. Based
on the criticality of the consuming goal critical information is determined. Goal
delegation, information [integrity] provision are modeled. Furthermore, social
modeling starts with trust modeling, and based on the trust degree the delega-
tion types are determined and modeled. Finally, based on the goal delegation
type, full or partial monitoring are added. The methodology, including the new
concepts, notations and the tools, will be evaluated using an ATM case study.
Figure 1 shows the main phases of the requirements analysis process.

3 Not included in this paper, some of the concepts are formalized in [1]
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Fig. 1. Requirements Analysis Process

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we extended i */ SI* with several concepts for capturing the
requirements of safety critical systems, we focus more on information integrity
requirements, and refine the notions of goal delegation based on the different
degrees of trust. Furthermore, we showed how the requirements of the system-
to-be will be constructed by the methodology.

5 Ongoing and future work

We are considering the following topics for the future work:

– The modeling language will be extended for capturing the related informa-
tion integrity dimensions (accuracy, completeness and consistency).

– The methodology will be extended to capture the requirements of business
critical systems beside the safety critical systems.

– We intend to increase the number of the design properties that our model is
able to check (currently we have 8).

– A CASE-Tool that allows designers to verify the correctness of the model
will be developed.
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under grant no 257930 (Aniketos) and 256980 (NESSoS).
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Abstract. The growing interest in developing adaptive systems has led
to numerous proposals for approaches aimed at supporting their develop-
ment. Some approaches define adaptation mechanisms in terms of archi-
tectural design, consisting of concepts such as components, connectors
and states. Other approaches are requirements-based, thus concerned
with goals, tasks, contexts and preferences as concepts in terms of which
adaptation is defined. By considering only a problem- or a solution-
oriented view, such proposals are limited in specifying adaptive behavior.
In this paper we present ongoing work on supporting the design and run-
time execution of adaptive software systems both at a requirements and
architectural level, as wells as its challenges, ranging from architectural
derivation from requirements to refined adaptation control mechanisms.

Keywords: adaptive systems, architectural design, adaptation control
mechanisms, requirements

1 Introduction and Objectives

In [1], the authors conducted a comparative study, concluding that requirements-
and architecture-based approaches for software adaptation share common ele-
ments, such as the use of feedback loops and of external control mechanisms.
However, there are also differences that reveal complementary advantages and
disadvantages of the two approaches. On one hand, requirements-based ap-
proaches capture and model the objectives of the system, but they lack awareness
about the capabilities and the limitations of the proposed solution. On the other
hand, architectural models provide guidance for the deployment of the monitor-
ing mechanisms and the effectors that apply the adaptation process on the target
system. The objectives of the system, however, are coded into the adaptation
strategy, making it difficult to handle changes at the requirements level.

Based on the results of this study, the authors have embarked on a research
project to better link requirements and architectural models by (a) developing
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techniques for deriving architectural models from requirements, and (b) extend-
ing existing techniques for designing adaptive software so that they exploit both
requirements and architectural models.

2 Baseline

Our baseline is the Zanshin framework for the design of adaptive systems [2–4],
which in turn is founded on Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) [5].
Adopting from Control Theory the concept of feedback loop for adaptation, Zan-
shin augments goal models with requirements for monitoring and adaptation of
such loops.

To illustrate, Fig. 1 shows a goal model for an adaptive Automated Teller
Machine (ATM). Traditional i? elements (goals and tasks) are connected by
refinement/operationalization relations, using AND/OR Boolean semantics for
goal satisfaction. Zanshin introduces Awareness Requirements (AwReqs, repre-
sented by small circles) and Control Variables (rep. by diamonds).

Terminate1Session

Use1Cash1Sensor

Shutdown1ATM

Conduct1ATM
Transaction

Authenticate
Customer

Serve1Customers

Make1ATM
Available

Setup1Connection
to1BankDetect1Cash

Amount

Turn1ATM1On

Start1ATM

Provide1ATM

dt14

dt11

g10

g9

g8

g8 g9* dt14
(g8 g9)+ dt14

g7

t6

t5

dt11
dt12

dt11 dt12?
i1 (dt11|dt12)

t4

t3

t3 t4 t5 t6

g2

g2 g7* g10

g1

AR1:1Never1fail

VP1

Use1Operator
Entrydt12

NOA

Fig. 1. Goal-based requirements specification for an ATM.

AwReqs are the requirements for the monitoring component of the feedback
loop and impose requirements on the success/failure of other requirements by
talking about the states assumed by other requirements at runtime [2]. As such,
they represent situations in which the stakeholders would like the system to
adapt. In Fig. 1, AwReq AR1 states that task Detect Cash Amount should
never fail.

Control Variables (CVs) are elicited during System Identification [3], along-
side Variation Points (VPs) and qualitative relations between these two pa-
rameters (CVs and VPs) and indicators of requirements convergence, namely,
AwReqs. Examples in Fig. 1 are the VP for Detect Cash Amount (two ways of
satisfying it) and the CV Number of Operators Available (NOA). Differential
relations, e.g., ∆ (AR1/NOA) > 0 indicate how changes in parameters affect
indicators (in this case, increasing NOA increases the success of AR1 ).
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Lastly, Evolution Requirements (EvoReqs) [4] specify when and how should
other requirements change at runtime. For example, an EvoReq may be “If re-
quirement R fails three times in a row, replace it with requirement R−”, where
R− is a weaker (i.e., easier to fulfil) requirement. Using these new classes of
requirements, Zanshin1 implements a feedback loop that supports adaptation of
a base system.

3 Research Agenda

We are interested in taking further the baseline by combining requirement models
with software architectures. Towards this end, we propose a systematic method-
ology for deriving architectural models from requirements. This research will
allow us to design adaptive software systems that exploit combined goal and
architectural models, thereby capturing allowable adaptations at both levels of
abstraction. Therefore, the system would have the maximum variety of alterna-
tives when it has to deal with failures or with environmental changes. The second
part of this work involves extending Zanshin to exploit combined goal and ar-
chitectural models, but also making it quantitative, in order to acquire higher
precision. Moreover, Zanshin will be extended to deal with multiple failures,
exploiting techniques inspired by Control Theory.

3.1 Architectural derivation

Architectural derivation is concerned with the generation of architectural models,
which can include: (a) components & connectors models for describing the system
structure; (b) statecharts for describing system behavior; and (c) feature model
for expressing the variability of system configuration. These different models
are complementary, each one capturing a particular view of the system being
designed, thus requiring different derivation approaches.

In previous work [6] [7], we proposed methods to derive the aforementioned
models from goal models. The key of that proposal was to derive the models
in such a way as to preserve the variability expressed in the goal model. How-
ever, when considering architectural derivation and its design decisions for the
particular case of adaptive systems, there are three new concerns that arise:

a. Additional variability — there may be different alternatives to accomplish a
given task. For instance, different algorithms and different technologies can
be applied, each with its different benefits and drawbacks. The alternatives
identified during architectural derivation will expand the space of adaptation
possibilities.

b. Additional control elements — besides referring to requirements concepts,
Zanshin elements (such as AwReqs and Control Variables) may also refer
to and have an influence on architectural concerns. For instance, the time
interval for a timed transition could be defined as a Control Variable, rather
than as a pre-defined, static interval.

1 See https://github.com/sefms-disi-unitn/Zanshin/wiki
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c. Additional features to support adaptation — the support of self-adaptation
may require the inclusion of new features in the system. This is the case, for
instance, when the system requires some kind of instrumentation in order to
monitor the satisfaction of AwReqs.

In [8] we handled the identification of additional features, considering the
monitoring capabilities required to monitor runtime context. There, we were
concerned with the derivation of components & connectors. An approach for
eliciting future requirements, which can be used to identify additional variability
(both at requirements and architectural level) was presented in [9]. In [10] [11]
we explore additional variability derived from different web services that are
available in a pool of services.

Currently, we are working on including additional variability and additional
control elements, while supporting the derivation of statecharts. After all, stat-
echarts capturing system behavior constitute the most important architectural
view for adaptive systems.

The process for deriving statecharts from goal models comprises 7 steps. The
first step, Identify design tasks and constraints, allows to refine the requirements
model by including elements that are relevant from the architectural point of
view. Next, Assign tasks, consists of assigning the tasks that will not be per-
formed nor supported by the base software system — e.g., tasks that will be
performed by an external actor (human or otherwise). In the next step, Define
basic flow, the architect analyzes all refinements of the goal model and defines
flow expressions that define their runtime behavior. These expressions, which
allow to define flows with a notation akin to regular expressions, are used in
the next step (Generate base statechart) to create a skeleton of the statechart.
The statechart depicted in Fig. 2 was derived from the goal model in Fig. 1.
For this statechart, we selected the third flow expression of Detect Cash Amount
(dt11 dt12? — perform dt11, then optionally perform dt12) and the first flow
expression of Serve Customers (g8 g9* dt14 — perform g8, then perform g9
zero-or-more times, lastly perform dt14).

Shutdown ATM

Start ATM

Turn ATM 
On

Setup 
Connection 

to Bank

Make ATM 
Available

Use Cash 
Sensor

Use Operator 
Entry

Detect Cash
Amount

Authenticate 
Customer

Conduct ATM 
Transaction

Serve Customers

Terminate 
Session

Fig. 2. Statechart for a partial behavior refinement of the ATM system
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In the remaining steps the statechart skeleton is refined, as follows. First, dur-
ing Specify transitions the architect defines events and conditions of the derived
transitions. Then, the statechart is enriched to describe the system’s adaptive
behavior, including the interaction with an external component that provides
adaptation-related functionality. This takes place during Specify adaptive behav-
ior. As a last step, Perform further refinements allows the architect to expand
the model in order to include technical details and other concerns that may not
have been handled earlier, by exploiting the statechart concept of sub-states.

3.2 Advancing runtime software adaptation mechanisms

Section 2 sketched Zanshin and how it defines adaptation mechanisms based on
parameters and indicators as well as qualitative relations among them. Given
the subjective nature of requirements, it is important to support such qualitative
mechanisms. However, in some scenarios, it is possible to identify quantitative
relations instead of qualitative. This is especially true for architectural models,
which are more tangible than requirements ones.

The use of quantitative relations will allow finer tuning of parameters when
restoring failed indicators, which in turn can reduce critical overshooting and
redundant oscillations. Methods such as regression analysis can then be used
to extract quantitative information about the relation among parameters and
indicators.

Moreover, such quantitative relations assist in solving the issue of multi-
ple failing indicators. Usually, software systems involve conflicting requirements
(e.g., cost and performance) that result in conflicting indicators (i.e., when one
is failing the other is succeeding and vice versa). When several indicators fail it is
hard to perform a trade-off analysis with a good degree of confidence using only
qualitative information. Thus, the quantitative relations, combined with priori-
tized indicators, can be exploited in order to apply optimization techniques and
identify the best possible adaptation.

4 Conclusions

We have presented ongoing work towards improving support for the development
of adaptive software systems. On one hand, the combination of requirements
and architectural models will provide a richer space of possible adaptations. The
proposed derivation methodology will facilitate the creation of adaptive systems
based on the Zanshin framework. On the other hand, the control mechanisms
of the framework itself will be improved, by tackling the occurrence of multiple
(and possibly conflicting) failures and using quantitative relations to increase
the precision of adaptation mechanisms.

As mentioned in Section 2, a prototype implementation of the Zanshin frame-
work is available. This implementation will be extended in order to support the
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enhancements proposed in Section 3.2. A prototype tool for the derivation of
statecharts, as presented in Section 3.1, is currently under development2.
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Abstract. The need for software to fit to diversity of numerous consumers has 
become a norm. Furthermore, technology innovations stimulate the growth of 
such software, thus making it even more available and appealing to consumers.  
Although how economic values relate and influence IT systems is an area that 
has been addressed, it is not clear whether and how consumer values do so. To 
address this challenge, this study aims to using i* establish a link between 
preferences of consumers and system requirements for Software Product Line 
(SPL) as a seamless way for systematically realizing variations. The presented 
results are grounded in an empirical study related to the development of a 
system for Online Education. 

Key words. Consumer Value, SPL, Goal Modeling, i*, System Requirements 

1 Introduction 

There are a number of types of value: quantitative, or  economic, are generally 
understood as an amount in goods, products, services or money, considered as a 
suitable equivalent for something else: a fair price or return for an investment [1]. In 
contra poise are values with a qualitative nature, detailing how a good, product, or 
service is delivered to, or perceived by, the consumer. These have been variously 
termed non-economic values, internal values, and most often - consumer values [2]. 

While the impact of quantitative values on information systems is readily seen and 
acknowledged, particularly within software engineering, qualitative values have been 
researched to a much lesser degree, in particular consumer values. Several attempts to 
address this deficiency in non-economic values within the development space have 
been made, however, none have had an explicit consumer focus. This is a failing 
because the values of an individual have an effect on their behavior as consumers [3].  

Take, for instance, a situation where Consumers A and B both want “convenient” 
book delivery. For A that means downloading an electronic book immediately, while 
for B it means dispatching the book via post quickly to a location near to the 
consumer’s residence. The consumer value “convenient” is not clearly defined, so the 
business cannot develop the proper support systems required to deliver what the 
consumers’ desire. As both a theory and a set of practices Software Product Lines 
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(SPL) promises to address the challenges outlined above through the design of 
software products sharing a common set of features, which at the same time are 
specialized to satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment. 

2 Objectives of the Research 

The objective of this study is to present how consumer preferences can be captured in 
the development of IT systems, by using the theory for the design of a collection of 
similar software products, namely SPL. We propose a method for linking consumer 
values with Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) approaches, as they 
are acknowledged for effective exploration of alternatives in requirements, and more 
specifically, for elicitation of variable and common requirements of SPL.  Using the 
i* framework as the example for GORE, we also leverage from the existing proposals 
the ability to link goals to feature models, leading further to the configuration of SPL.  

The research approach taken in this paper is conceptual and empirical. Concepts 
used in value modeling and consumer representation are integrated with those of i* 
and SPL. The theory is tested through a study on Online Education systems.  

3 Scientific Contributions 

3.1 Consumer Values 

Holbrook’s Typology of Consumer Value [2] classifies the preference of individuals 
concerning the goods or services that they evaluate for a potential use, or appraise 
from their previous consummations. According to Holbrook, a consumer value is a) 
interactive, as it entails an interaction between a subject and an object, b) relativistic 
refers to consumer values being comparative, c) preferential as consumer values are 
the outcome of an evaluative judgment, d) and experience meaning that consumer 
values not reside in the product/service acquired, but in the consumption experience.  

Three consumer value dimensions are the basis of Holbrook’s typology: 
Extrinsic/Intrinsic, Self-oriented/Other-oriented, and Active/Reactive.  Based on them, 
eight archetypes representing distinct types of value in the consumption experience 
are derived (Table 1): 

Table 1. Holbrook’s Typology of Consumer Values 

Extrinsic Intrinsic   
Efficiency Play Self-Oriented Active 
Excellence Aesthetics  Reactive 
Status Ethics Other-Oriented Active 
Esteem Spirituality  Reactive 

 
Empirical Study. The main challenges in online education concern creating software 
for courseware appealing to diverse students. To encourage students’ attention and 
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learning, one of the crucial factors is to design software systems in the way to support 
both intrinsic and extrinsic motivations/values of students. 

In our research we have performed an empirical study with the students of 
Stockholm University, Non-Master and Master, to examine their preferences for the 
online education system, as well as to assess their importance. For the first, we have 
profiled Consumer Values through individual interviews, where the students were 
asked to describe their preferences for an online education system in terms of each of 
the eight Holbrook’s value archetypes. From around 220 value examples that were 
collected, in Table 2 below we present some of them.  

Table 2. Examples of Consumer Values obtained during the interview process. 

Holbrook Value Example (Measure) 

Ethics -Prevent cheating 
-Provide materials  
-Communication rules 
-Promote professionalism 

Play -Discussion with others 
-Whimsical 
-Provide fun learning 
-Make layout customizable 
-Provide push-pull functions 

Aesthetics -Access (through web browser or app) 
-Interactive 
-No mountains of text 

Efficiency -Save time 
-Access whenever/wherever 
-Time limits for completing assignments 

 
To assess the importance of 8 archetype values (Table 1), we have used the survey 

instrument of the Basic Value framework of Schwartz [2], administered as the 
European Social Survey (ESS) - we have collected the weights (importance) of 
generic values of a large sample of students (>200), and owing to the established 
mapping between the value frameworks of Schwartz and Holbrook [4], we assessed 
the importance of the concretizations of Consumer Values of Holbrook elicited in the 
individual interviews (Table 2) according to the survey’s results. As an illustration, 
the survey results showed that Ethics is the most important to Non-Master students, 
while Play to Master students. Another finding was that Aesthetics and Efficiency are 
highly weighted from the both student segments, though in the opposite order. 

3.2 From Consumer Preferences to Requirements for SPL 

Once a product is examined by different consumer segments for desired properties 
and their importance, the collected information can be transformed further to a 
requirements model, with the purpose to configure a Software Product Line. Based on 
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[5], where the mappings between e3 value model and i* goal framework are analyzed, 
we propose the construction of an i* SR model from Holbrook’s consumer framework 
by mapping:  

• Consumer (Student) and product Provider (University), to distinct Actors in i*. 
• The exchange of the economic value (Online Education), to Resource Dependency 

in i*, further elaborated within Provider, through a System type sub-Actor. 
• Consumer Value to the Beliefs of the consumer i* actor, i.e. to the conditions about 

the world that the consumer holds to be true; the beliefs become the Soft Goals of 
the Provider, i.e. the intentions without a clear-cut criterion of achievement, thus 
requiring further refinement (decomposition). 

• The weight of a population’s consumer value, to a numbered annotation* in the 
belief representing the value (ex. Play has priority 3 for non-master, and 1 master) 

* Another way to manage priorities is based on the notion of precedence of goals, and 
among goals [6]; however, since there is no i* implementation available, we have not 
considered this extension in our study.  

 

 

Fig. 1. An excerpt of the top-level i* model for the Online Education System product line. 
Apart from the elements derived from the mappings from the Consumer Value framework, the 

model also captures the core goals of the University, and of the Online Education System.  

The refinements of Holbrook’s consumer values (see Table2 for examples), 
concretizing (i.e. measuring) the eight archetype values from Table 1 for a software 
product in the consideration, are modeled as Resources or Tasks in i* through the 
decompositions of the soft goals corresponding to the values. In the following figure 
we present a detailed part of the i* SR model where Ethics, the value highly assessed 
by the both student sub-populations (priority 1 for non-master, and 3 for master) is 
further elaborated: 
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Fig. 2. Decomposition of Soft Goal "Ethics be Respected". 

The “system” (Online Education System in Figure 2) is the actor representing 
future SPL. To link the i* SR model with a configuration for SPL, the theory of 
feature modeling is applied, where features are used as the basis for analyzing and 
representing commonality and variability of systems in a solution domain [7].  

For the elaboration of the requirements for SPL from an i* SR model using 
features, the guidelines concerning feature identification presented in a goal oriented 
approach for SPL (G2SPL) [8] are considered. The main difference is that in our 
approach the features originate from consumer values, and as such, in addition to their 
elicitation, they are classified (as common or variable) and prioritized in an early 
stage of the requirements collection - i.e. within i*, according to the mappings from 
consumer preferences. A small sub-set of the feature elicited in the empirical study 
for the value Ethics is presented in Table 3 below.  In the table, common features are 
the ones identified in both segments. For example, Prevent Cheating for Exams is a 
feature elicited as a preference by the both student segments. Variable features are the 
ones not identified in both segments, i.e. including a priority number for some 
segments and “-” for at least one segment. For example, Provide Communication 
Rules is a feature elicited only by Non-Master students. 

Table 3. Excerpt with features for the soft-goal “Ethics be Respected”. 

Element FatherElement Feature Priority 
NonM Master 

Prevent cheating for 
exams 

Prevent cheating Prevent cheating for 
exams 

1 3 

Log information Notify about 
logging 

Log all events and 
documents 

- 3 

Provide communication 
behavior  

- Provide communication 
behavior 

1 3 

Communication rules Provide 
communication 

behavior 

Provide Communication 
rules 

1 - 
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The features identified valid for Master students will be the subjects of the 
requirements for the online education system product developed for them, while the 
features identified to be valid for Non-Master students will be part of the other 
product. For more details about mapping the features to requirements, see [8]. 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we have presented a consumer-based approach to collecting 
requirements for SPL. The use of the consumer framework for elicitation of requirements for 
SPL is argued and demonstrated through the mappings of a consumer value framework to the i* 
goal framework for RE. The objective has been to elevate the alignment between user 
needs and the final software by proposing a systematic approach for structuring of a 
diversity of preferences of consumers bundled into a SPL. 
 

5 Ongoing and Future Work 

The main ongoing work concerns further development of our Consumer Preference 
Meta-Model (CPMM) [9], meant to integrate the core elements of the business value 
modeling, as well as those of consumer frameworks, such as preferences, 
segmentation, context of use, and preference measures.  
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Abstract. Goal models have been extensively utilized in requirements
engineering as they provide an expressive and qualitative way to repre-
sent requirements, while recent extensions related to contextual variabil-
ity have further increased the expressiveness of the models. In addition to
their application in requirements engineering however, goal models have
been also proposed in the literature as a formal way to define the internal
design of agents in multi-agent systems. In this paper we adopt the idea
of applying goal models with contextual elements, i.e. conditional goals,
decompositions and contributions, as a mean to model the internal de-
sign of agents. Furthermore, we express the way those agents can interact
with each other in terms of commitments, a recently introduced modeling
concept that can be used for the definition of communication protocols
in multi-agent systems. In this context, we introduce a transformation
process that maps all conditional elements to commitments and contri-
butions, and hence, reasoning techniques that exist for commitments can
be applied to contextual models with no further changes.

Keywords: goal models, agent-oriented models, commitments

1 Introduction

Goal models, which have been extensively utilized in requirements engineering,
have been proposed in the literature as a formal way to define the internal de-
sign and objectives of agents in multi-agent systems. This idea has been also
adopted by Chopra et al. in [1], where they additionally introduce the notion of
commitment as a way to model the communication protocol, i.e. the way agents
can interact with each other, in multi-agent systems. More specifically, in [1], the
internal design of each agent, along with the goals it wants to achieve, are defined
in terms of AND/OR decompositions, and contributions. Given that an agent
has the capability to fulfil only a subset of its intended goals on its own, it can-
not help but depend on others for the fulfilment of the remaining ones. These
dependencies are expressed via roles the agents can adopt, and commitments
that exist between agents that play those roles. In a more detailed manner, a
commitment of the form Commitment(Debtor,Creditor, antecedent, consequent)
means that the Debtor is committed to the Creditor for the consequent if the
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Fig. 1: Two agents that participate in an online marketplace application.

antecedent holds, where both Debtor and Creditor are roles that an agent can
adopt. Once the goal model of each agent, as well as the sets of roles and com-
mitments have been specified, the authors provide the semantics of a reasoning
process that can be used to check whether the achievement of a specific agent’s
goal can be supported by the underlying protocol.

As an example consider the case illustrated in Fig. 1, where two agents,
namely Alice and Tom, participate in an online marketplace application (ignore
the conditional goal node for the moment). In this example Alice, who adopts
role “Customer”, can satisfy her goal “Product paid” on her own as this is a
capability of hers. The satisfaction of her goal “Product shipped” however, can
be only supported by the commitment denoted as “c” in the figure. In a nutshell,
because of the existence of the commitment “c”, Tom, who participates in the
application as a “Merchant”, is committed to provide “Product shipped”, if Alice
(the “Customer”) fulfils “Product paid”.

2 Research Objectives

In this paper, we utilize the ideas of [2] and [3] related to contextual variability
of goal models, in order to capture the variability that may exist in the internal
design of an agent as a consequence of alterations in the context an agent acts in.
In this case however, the problem that needs to be solved is slightly different. We
are now interested in studying whether a specific agent’s goal can be supported
by the underlying protocol and within the given context. Hence, the reasoning
process described in [1] does not apply any more.

To overcome this problem, and in an attempt to keep the reasoning mech-
anism unchanged, we propose the framework illustrated in Fig. 2. In a more
descriptive manner, we firstly extend the metamodel introduced in [4] so as to
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Fig. 2: The proposed framework.

support contextual elements, i.e. goals, decompositions and contributions (see
section 3.1), and we then introduce a transformation process that will allow us
to express those context-related modeling elements in terms of commitments
and contributions (see section 3.2). Thus, by applying this transformation, we
can produce a model that captures the multiple variations that may exist in
the initial model, while at the same time we can reuse the reasoning semantics
proposed in [1]. It is important to note that the produced model is only intended
to be used for the generation of the rules required for the reasoning process.

3 Scientific Contribution

3.1 Agents with Context-dependent Goal Models

Using the conceptual model defined in [4] as a starting point, and taking into
consideration the way contextual variability is captured in goal models in [2]
and [3], we ended up with the metamodel depicted in Fig. 3. While the part
of the metamodel related to the definition of a service engagement in terms of
commitments and roles is identical to the one introduced in [4] (and thus not
included in the figure), the goal-oriented representation of agents is extended
with the addition of conditions. More specifically, the proposed metamodel allows
for goals, decompositions, and contributions to be defined as conditional, in the
sense that each one of those modeling elements can be related to one or more
conditions, the truth values of which dictate the existence of the corresponding
element in the goal model. Hence, a conditional element is included in the model
only if at least one of the attached conditions is true, otherwise it must be
removed. In this respect, the metamodel can capture the contextual variability
of the internal model of an agent, where a specific context is mirrored by the
assignment of truth values to all conditions in the model.

For the example illustrated in Fig. 1, lets assume that the online marketplace
application serves only e-shops that are located in Europe, and that the goal node
“Phone call confirmation” is conditional and exist in the model only if Alice is
located in Europe when she interacts with the application (Ceu is true), and is
removed otherwise. Lets also assume that Alice happens to be in the USA (i.e.
condition Ceu is false), and hence she can only receive a confirmation via an
e-mail or an SMS. As Tom cannot provide neither of them to Alice, she will not
be able to achieve her goal as a consequence of the context she acts in.
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Fig. 3: The metamodel for the contextual variability of agents’ goals.

3.2 From Conditional Elements to Commitments

In this section we are going to define a transformation process for the mapping
of conditional elements to commitments. Initially, we define a dummy agent
called ContextAgent which has no goals to achieve, and always adopts the role
Reasoner. The purpose of this agent is to provide other agents with goals that
belong to the set of its capabilities (set GC), something that can be done by
enriching the existing protocol with additional commitments. More than that,
for each condition in the model we create a corresponding role that can be
adopted by the agents that participate in the application.

The mapping from conditional contributions to commitments for the four
possible types (++S/D and −−S/D) 1, along with the corresponding transfor-
mation steps are summarized in Table 1. Because of space limitations we will
only discuss in detail the transformation process for the −−D conditional con-
tribution. We start by adding two new goal nodes to the model, namely g′s and
g′t, with the latter being a capability of the ContextAgent. Those two goal nodes
are then connected to the goal model via two unconditional contributions, one
of type −−D from gs to g′s, and a second one of type ++S from g′t to gt. Sub-
sequently, the commitment Commitment(Reasoner,rcond,g′s,g

′
t) is inserted in the

protocol of the application. What remains to be proved is the soundness of the
mapping from the −−D conditional contribution, to the rules that use commit-
ments and unconditional contributions. In other words, we must show that when
condition Ccond is true, and gs is not satisfied, goal gt is fulfilled.

Actually, if gs is denied, g′s is satisfied because of the existence of the −−D
contribution from the former to the latter. This implies that if the agent adopts
the role rcond (this is the role that corresponds to Ccond), and because of the
commitment previously specified, ContextAgent will provide it with g′t which is
one of ContextAgent’s capabilities. Finally, the truth of g′t has as a consequence
the satisfaction of gt goal node because of the ++S contribution introduced
earlier. Hence, if gs is denied and the agent adopts the role rcond, gt becomes
true, while if rcond is not adopted, gt can not be satisfied as a consequence of the

1 In the context of this paper we adopt the semantics of [1] for contributions
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5

Table 1: Mapping conditional contributions to commitments.

Conditional Contribution Mapping to Commitments

gs
++S−−−−→
{cond}

gt
Commitment(Reasoner,rcond,gs,g′t)

g′t ∈ GC , g′t
++S−−−→ gt

gs
−−S−−−−→
{cond}

gt
Commitment(Reasoner,rcond,gs,g′t)

g′t ∈ GC , g′t
−−S−−−→ gt

gs
−−D−−−−→
{cond}

gt
Commitment(Reasoner,rcond,g′s,g′t) , g′t ∈ GC

gs
−−D−−−→ g′s , g′t

++S−−−→ gt

gs
++D−−−−→
{cond}

gt
Commitment(Reasoner,rcond,g′s,g′t) , g′t ∈ GC

gs
−−D−−−→ g′s , g′t

−−S−−−→ gt

denial of gs, as in this case the corresponding commitment cannot be applied.
This means that by substituting the initial −−D conditional contribution with
a commitment and an appropriate combination of unconditional contributions,
we end up with a model that does not contain the initial conditional element
but still has the same behavior as if it was part of the model.

Finally, the remaining two conditional elements, i.e. decompositions and
goals, can be fully described by utilizing conditional contributions, and so, the
same transformation process can also apply in those cases. The way a conditional
decomposition, and an OR-child node are encoded as conditional contributions
is illustrated in Fig. 4a and 4b respectively, while because of the duality between
AND and OR-decomposition the former has been omitted.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we use goal models with conditional elements as a mean to capture
the contextual variability of agents that participate in a multi-agent application.
Consequently, we propose a set of rules for the transformation of those condi-
tional elements to commitments and contributions. This transformation allows
us to apply the same reasoning process introduced in [1] even in the presence of
conditional goals, decompositions and contributions. Hence, we have succeeded
in increasing the expressiveness of the metamodel introduced in [4], while at the
same time the proposed reasoning techniques can still apply without changes.

5 Ongoing and future work

The extended metamodel presented in this paper is intended to be used for
modeling policies that must apply in multi-layer systems at run-time. The for-
mal representation of those policies, along with a proper reasoning engine, and
in combination with advanced monitoring techniques, can then be utilized in
order to check whether the system complies with the required policies or not.
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Fig. 4: Conditional a) decomposition (G1 is AND-decomposed if C1 holds, or
OR-decomposed if C2 holds) and b) goal encoded as conditional contributions.

In our work we mainly focus on the former two parts, namely policy modeling,
and reasoning, and we examine the applicability of probabilistic and fuzzy logic
reasoners to the problem of policy validation.

An application of the proposed modeling is presented in [5]. The problem we
are trying to solve in this paper is quite different, as we are interested in predict-
ing the satisfaction of goals related to software project development. However,
we show how a goal model with conditional modeling elements can be trans-
formed to a first order logic knowledge base, which can then be used to perform
probabilistic reasoning.
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Abstract. Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering (GORE) is founded on the 

premise that functional and non-functional requirements (NFRs) are stakeholder 

goals to be fulfilled by the system-to-be. Moreover, functional requirements are 

“hard” goals with clear-cut criteria for fulfillment, while traditionally NFRs are 

usually “soft” goals (aka softgoals) lacking a clear-cut criterion for success. We 

argue against this distinction and in favor of a different one: traditional NFRs 

(e.g., security, reliability, performance, usability etc.) are requirements for qual-

ities that existentially depend on the subject they qualify. We give examples in 

support of our argument, and sketch an abstract syntax and semantics for goal 

models that follow our proposal.   

Keywords: Goal Model, Softgoal, Quality, Quality Constraint, Ontology 

1 Introduction 

The rise of goal orientation as a research paradigm for Requirements Engineering 

(RE) is founded on the premise that functional and non-functional requirements can 

be modeled and analyzed as (stakeholder) goals. According to this view, functional 

requirements are modeled as hard goals with a clear-cut criterion for fulfillment, 

while non-functional requirements (hereafter NFRs) are modeled as soft goals (aka 

softgoals) with no such criterion [1], hence their name. This paradigm served as re-

search baseline for i* [2], but has also enjoyed much broader attention within the RE 

community during the past 20 years.     

In this position paper we challenge this orthodoxy. In particular, we argue that tra-

ditional NFRs, such as performance, reliability, maintainability, etc., are not softgoals, 

but rather requirements for qualities that existentially depend on the subject they qual-

ify [3]. Moreover, as quality requirements, these kinds of NFRs are very special opta-

tive statements: they constrain the space of allowable quality values for their subject. 

This key insight, missing from earlier treatments of NFRs, influences in important 

ways both the abstract syntax and the semantics of requirements models.   

To capture this missing existential dependence, we distinguish quality requirements 

from NFRs and promote them to first-class status in our framework. At the same time, 

to allow the “defuzzification” of vague quality requirements, we follow Techne [4], 

which made the satisfaction of softgoals measurable by operationalizing them as 

“quality constraints” – though at the time the term “quality” did not have the ontolog-

ically technical meaning to be introduced in this paper. Based on these, we revisit the 

requirements model and give examples in support of our proposal.     
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2 Quality Requirements  

DOLCE [3] is an ontology that aims at capturing the ontological categories underly-

ing natural language and human common sense. It provides a rich theory of qualities, 

which we adopt here. According to DOLCE, a quality is a particular which applies to 

a particular subject, and inheres in that subject, unable to exist independently from it. 

This existential dependence makes the semantics of qualities different from those of 

softgoals: we can only assess the satisfaction of a quality if its subject exists. For ex-

ample, we cannot assess the security of the goal “Message be Sent” unless the mes-

sage has been sent (this is also noted in [5]). However, this important existential de-

pendence of qualities has not been captured in previous GORE techniques, such as i* 

[2], the NFR framework [6], Tropos, and Techne [4].  

The original proposal in DOLCE associates a particular quality, say c#1, of quality 

type Cost, to an individual, say trip#1, in class Trip; and then associates with c#1 the 

particular cost value, say 1000  , in the Cost quality space EuroValues. We rephrase 

this by using a single, higher-order function hasQualityValue, which takes as argu-

ment the quality type QT, and returns a function that maps particular subjects to their 

quality values. Thus hasQualityValue(QT) can be used as in hasQualityValue(Cost) 

(trip#1) to obtain the cost value 1000 . Meanwhile, we overload this function to apply 

to a class/type Subj, by applying hasQualityValue(QT) to all instances of Subj, obtain-

ing the set of quality values for all these individuals. E.g., hasQualityValue(Cost) 

(Trip) returns the set of all trips‟ costs. Note that in order to accommodate different 

degrees of accuracy, DOLCE views a quality space as consisting of regions with sub-

regions. So a trip might have “Low” cost, with “Very Low” being a sub-region.  

We view a quality requirement (QR) as a constraint over the region of expected 

quality values (e.g. low, fast, or high) of relevant QT (e.g. cost, speed, or performance) 

for a subject (type). On the basis of the above defined function, this can be formalized 

as hasQualityValue(QT)(Subj)   RG, where QT is a quality type, Subj is a class of 

subject individuals, RG is a possibly underspecified region of desired quality values. 

To make the quality region RG measurable, quality constraints (QCs) are introduced 

to precisely define its boundary [4][7]. For example, the quality requirement “the Cost 

of Trip should be Low”, formally written as hasQualityValue(Cost)(Trip)   Low Cost, 

can be made more precise by specifying a QC: Low Cost = * |         +.   

On this view, we can express the vagueness of quality requirements using the de-

sired regions of quality values (of corresponding qualities), which are fuzzy (e.g. low, 

fast). QRs can be made measureable by operationalizing them as quality constraints. 

Keep in mind that NFRs are not only quality requirements; e.g., the NFRs “Response 

Time ≤ 5sec” and “Take a Nice Trip” can be modeled as hard goals and softgoals resp. 

The foundational concepts related to NFRs in our framework are defined as follows.    

 A softgoal is a goal without a clear-cut definition of satisfaction [2], but an inde-

pendent existence. Its satisfaction is determined by its refinements, which can in-

clude softgoals, hard goals and quality goals.   

 A quality goal (QG) represents a quality requirement, which consists of a quality 

type, a desired quality region and a subject, with a different representation; e.g., a 

QG “Low Cost[Trip]” represents a QR “the Cost of Trip should be Low”. A quality 

goal can be refined as quality goals or operationalized by a quality constraint. Its 

satisfaction is determined by its subject and refinements/operationalization.    
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 A quality constraint precisely defines a desired quality region in the quality space 

of a quality type and is achieved or denied by tasks. In our framework, quality con-

straints are metrics, but they are ontologically broader than metrics according to 

Techne [4], from which this concept is adopted.      

3 A Framework for Goal Models with Quality Goals 

To address the observed deficiency, we propose a revisited goal modeling framework 

on the basis of Techne [4], which extends i* with quality constraints, preferences and 

inconsistency handling. We use extended EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) to 

sketch an abstract syntax, wherein “+” means one or more, “ ” means zero or more, 

“   ” means „and‟, “|” means „exclusive or‟, “ ” means substitution, and “ ” with a 

label at the top indicates particular relationship. We intend to describe a graphical 

notation and don‟t impose an order for elements on the right-hand side of the rules.     

( )      
  
           |          |            

( )          
      
→              

( )          
                
→                  

( )          
      
→                                      

( )             
      
→                 

( )             
                
→                               

( )                      ,    - 

Fig.1  The Abstract Syntax of the Revisited Goal Modeling Framework 

The revisited requirements model is shown in Fig. 1 and visualized in Fig. 2. As the 

baseline, we use goals as a means to represent requirements (thus a quality require-

ment is now represented as a quality goal). Quality Goal is the key concept in our 

framework: it is expressed in the form of Quality'[Subj] (Q' [Subj] for short, e.g. “Low 

Cost[Book Flight]”), in which Q' is an intentional quality with both quality type and 

the desired region of quality values (e.g. Low Cost) and Subj is the type of subjects 

(e.g. Book Flight) that Q' inheres in; its operationalization, namely quality constraint, 

clearly specifies the region within the entire quality space.  

 
Fig.2  The Visual Representation of the Revisited Goal Modeling Framework 

A travel example is used to illustrate the concepts in the framework. In this scenar-

io, an employee Lily plans to take a leisure travel in Europe. As shown in Fig. 3, the 

top-level goal is a soft goal “Take a Nice Trip”, which is refined to a hard goal “Take 

a Trip” and a quality goal “Nice[Take a Trip]”. The hard goal is iteratively refined 

and finally operationalized as tasks; the quality goal is refined to other quality goals 

which are operationalized by quality constraints.  
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Fig.3  A Travelling Example  

The refinement of a quality goal Q' [Subj] has two forms: via the intentional quality 

Q' and via the subject Subj. The refinement of Q' can be performed by following the 

existing quality type/dimension standards (e.g. ISO standards 9126 and more recently 

25010), or using domain-specific knowledge. The refinement of Subj depends on 

either the hierarchy of hard goals or the ontology of subjects in Fig. 4. For example, 

refining by quality, Nice for subject Take a Trip usually includes Low Cost, Comfort, 

Convenient and Timeliness. In our example, only a subset of them is considered: 

“Nice[Take a Trip]” is refined as “Low Cost[Take a Trip]” and “Comfort[Take a 

Trip]”. Refining by subject, taking a trip is composed of booking flight and hotel in 

the hard goal hierarchy, so the quality “Low Cost[Take a Trip]” is refined as “Low 

Cost[Book Flight]” and “Low Cost[Book Hotel]”. In brief, the refinement of quality 

goals can be summarized as two rules:  

(                         )  
 
 *           +   

  ,    -
 
 *   ,    -    ,    -     ,    -+ (            |            ) 

(                         )    
 
 *                 +   

  ,    -
 
 *  ,     -   ,     -   ,     -+ (            |            ) 

In trying to understand the semantics of quality goals, we adopt a holistic perspec-

tive: a software system isn‟t just code, or code plus design and requirements; rather, it 

includes all the things that concern its existence, its makeup, development processes 

and history. Accordingly, quality goals can have any of these aspects as subjects. To 

clarify this, we give a simple ontology in Fig. 4, which defines the scope over which 

qualities apply. We intend for such subjects to cover both the problem and solution 

domain, allowing us to express both “as-is” and “to-be” quality requirements. Our 

ontology is not claimed to be complete and can be extended on demand.    

( )         
  
                 

( )               
        
→                            

( )        
        
→                              

( )             
        
→                                                

( )      
        
→                        

( )          
        
→                                              

Fig.4  An Ontology for the Subjects of Qualities 

In our proposal, the partial contribution links help and hurt are excluded, only make 

and break are preserved to represent the achievement of quality constraints by tasks. 
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We omit help and hurt because they force on us a four-valued logic (satisfied S, de-

nied D, partially satisfied PS and partially denied PD) [8]. As such, potential conflicts 

arise: if a quality goal receives both help and hurt or two competitive quality goals are 

both partially satisfied/denied, it is problematic to identify which alternative solution 

(i.e. a set of tasks) better satisfies given hard goals, along with concerned quality 

goals [5].  

    Meanwhile, make and break allow us to deal with the achievements of quality con-

straints using a simpler two-valued logic (S/D). By incorporating preferences and 

priorities, our framework is able to facilitate the selection of the best alternative re-

quirements. In our goal models, the “HasPriotityTo” links will be drawn from pre-

ferred quality goals to less preferred ones, and priorities will be assigned to concerned 

quality goals. In this way, we are able to obtain an ordered sequence of quality goals 

based on stakeholder preferences. Future work will focus on describing use of our 

framework for the requirements selection problem.   

4 The Semantics of Quality Goals 

Reasoning about the satisfaction of goals can be performed on goal models by using 

inference rules and label propagation algorithms [8][9]. The core of existing goal 

semantics can be summarized as [8]: if a goal G is AND-refined to a set of goals G1, 

G2 …Gn (    ), then G can be satisfied only if all the sub-goals are satisfied; if G is 

OR-refined, G will be satisfied if any of the sub-goals is satisfied; if a goal G1 makes 

(resp. breaks) a goal G2, then G2 will be satisfied (resp. denied) if G1 is satisfied.   

In our framework, the semantics of quality goals are two-fold: (i) they existentially 

depend on subjects (ii) they constrain regions of quality values, which are clearly 

specified by quality constraints. The existential dependence indicates: if the subject 

Subj of a quality goal QG is not satisfied, then the satisfaction of QG is unknown. We 

use symbol N for this situation, which means “no evidence” (axiom 1). If the subject 

Subj is satisfied, then the satisfaction of QG is determined by its refinements (axiom 2 

~ 4). Take axiom (2) as an example, given that QG = Q' [Subj], and QG is AND-

refined to G1…Gi …Gn (     ), then QG will be satisfied if its subject Subj is 

satisfied and all of the sub-goals are achieved. The other axioms are structured simi-

larly.  

( )      ,    -  (    )   (  ) 

( )      ,    -   
          
→        *           +   (    )  (   (   ))   (  )(     ) 

( )      ,    -   
          
→        *           +  (    )  (   (   ))   (  )(     )  

( )      ,    -   
      
→    *           +    (    )  (   (   ))   (  )(     ) 

( )      ,    -   
      
→    *           +   (    )  (   (   ))   (  )(     ) 

In accordance with the ontology in Fig. 4, the subjects can be processes or things 

instead of goals. In such cases, we can speak of process execution or thing existence 

instead of goal satisfaction. Moreover, in our framework, we use AND-refinement 

and refinement, and avoid the use of explicit OR.   

( )      ,    -   
                
→                 
         ( )                 (    )      (  ) 

( )      ,    -    
                
→                

    
→        ( )   (  )   (    )   (  )   (  ) 
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( )      ,    -    
                
→                

     
→        ( )   (  )  (    )   (  )   (  )    

The axioms (6 ~ 8) deal with the satisfaction of quality goals at the bottom of the 

quality goal hierarchy. A quality goal QG will be satisfied, if the actual quality value 

of each individual in Subj on quality type QT belongs to the region RG being speci-

fied by a quality constraint QC (axiom 6). Axiom (7 ~ 8) show the semantics of make 

and break: if a task T makes (resp. breaks) a quality constraint QC, then the corre-

sponding quality goal QG of QC will also be satisfied (resp. denied). It is worth men-

tioning that to deny QG, we also need its subject Subj to be achieved; otherwise the 

satisfaction of QG is unknown.  

5 Conclusions and Future work  

In this paper, we identified from NFRs quality requirements and model them as quali-

ty goals. Accordingly, we proposed a revisited goal modeling framework, sketching 

an abstract syntax and semantics. There are several interesting and challenging prob-

lems open for discussion: How to properly and systematically handle ambiguous qual-

ities (e.g. inexpensive and low cost)? How will tasks influence the quality values of 

the concerned qualities? How to incorporate context in our goal models? These will 

be the key concerns in our next steps.   
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Abstract. In organizing the knowledge in a field of study, it is common to use 

classification techniques to organize concepts and approaches along dimensions 

of interest. In technology domains, an advance often appears in the form of a new 

way or method for achieving an objective. This paper proposes to use goal 

modeling to map the means-ends knowledge (“know-how”) in a domain. A 

know-how map highlights the structure of recognized problems and known 

solutions in the domain, thus facilitating gap identification and prompting new 

research and innovation. We contrast the proposed goal-oriented approach with 

a claim-oriented approach, using Web Page Ranking as a sample domain.  

Keywords: Knowledge mapping, Knowledge exploration, Goal-oriented 

1 Introduction 

The term know-how is generally used to refer to  knowledge about how to accomplish 

something effectively and efficiently. While it is widely acknowledged that a great deal 

of know-how is tacit, the body of literature in each technical domain reflects the 

cumulative store of the articulated know-how for that domain. Mapping out the 

conceptual structure of a body of know-how facilitates learning about the domain. 

Practitioners can use a map to seek out solutions to problems, and compare strengths 

and weaknesses of alternate solutions. Researchers can use a map to uncover gaps and 

guide research directions.  

Our research is motivated by the observation that at the core, know-how involves 
means-ends relationships. Most existing approaches for mapping knowledge, such as 

classification [1], citation graphs [1,3], concept maps [5] and claim-oriented 

argumentation [6, 7] do not give special attention to the means-ends relationship. Since 

the means-ends relationship is also at the core of goal modeling approaches such as i*, 

we are interested in exploring a goal-oriented approach to mapping know-how. In our 

preliminary investigation, we have applied goal-modeling to map know-how from 

published literature in several domains. In this paper we motivate our research with a 

brief comparison with ScholOnto, a claim-oriented argumentation framework used to 

describe and debate scholarly literature [6, 7].  
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2 Objectives 

This research aims to eventually offer a framework that: 

 Provides a language to construct a map of the high-level structure of problem-

solution relationships in a domain, along with strengths and weaknesses of known 

solutions, thus facilitating identification of knowledge gaps,  

 Requires little or no special training to contribute or dispute know-how, so as to 

accommodate a wide range of users from novice to expert, 

 Supports multiple viewpoints with differing assumptions,  

 Provides guidance on possible integration of know-how from diverse sources and 

viewpoints, 

 Supports trust management based on know-how sources and contributors, for 

example by identifying influential sources, 

 Provides tools for knowledge acquisition – for example, semi-automated extraction 

of means-end structures from knowledge sources (e.g., research papers or technical 

reports) to be weaved into the know-how maps,  

 Supports reconciliation or integration of know-how from different domains, so as 

to facilitate interdisciplinary understanding and collaboration. 

3 Scientific Contribution 

To meet the needs of a wide range of users, we face a trade-off between ease of use 

and expressiveness. Greater language expressiveness contributes to more sophisticated 

reasoning capabilities, while ease of use is essential for attracting users.  

We begin our exploration by adopting a subset of an existing goal-oriented language, 

i* [8], as a baseline language for mapping know-how. i* goals and softgoals are used 

to characterize problems in terms of desired domain outcomes and properties. 

Alternative solution approaches are modeled as i* tasks. Tradeoffs are revealed through 

contributions to softgoals. Contextual assumptions are modeled as beliefs (not 

illustrated in this paper). 

In this paper we report on one exploration of the trade-off between ease of use and 
expressiveness, in which we compared a rich ontological argumentation approach, 

ScholOnto [6, 7] with our light-weight goal-oriented approach. A ScholOnto model 

consists of concepts and links. A concept could be a verbal description of a problem, 

data, a methodology, a theory, etc. Concepts connected by links represent claims. 

Although ScholOnto offers link types called “addresses” and “solves” (under the 

“Problem-Related” category) among its fairly large number of link types (Figure 1), its 

focus is on argumentation on claims rather than on the structure of know-how. Figure 

2 shows a ScholOnto argumentation model taken from [6, 7]. The model captures some 

scholarly claims that appear in a paper on Page Ranking algorithms [2].  
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Figure 1: ScholOnto Link type Ontology [7] 

 

Figure 2: Argumentation Model Fragment using ScholOnto (adapted from [7]) 

In the study reported in [2], researchers submitted queries to different page ranking 

algorithms. They observed that pages that are part of tightly linked (page) communities 

show up higher when searched using some algorithms. They call this the Tight Knit 

Community (TKC) effect. Another family of algorithms favored pages drawn from 

different communities. This is referred to as SALSA behavior, as the search randomly 

goes back and forth between incoming and outgoing links of a selected pool of web 

pages. Authority is a measure of importance of a web page.  
In Figure 2, the claim that there is a difference between these two types of behavior 

is expressed by the “is different to” link between the concepts “TKC effect – algorithm 

favors tight knit communities” and “SALSA behavior – algorithm that mixes 

authorities from different communities”. Another claim states that a “Hub threshold” 

mechanism in a ranking algorithm “is capable of causing” the TKC effect. “Hub 

threshold” is a technique that discounts “hub” pages if they do not themselves have 
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certain authority ranking. The TKC effect in turn is capable of causing “topic drift”, 

where a search term leads to unrelated results.  

 

Figure 3: Contrasting page ranking algorithms using goals 

Figure 3 shows a goal model representation of the Page Ranking analysis1. At the 

top, the goal graph indicates that the overall task of “Order page results from web 
query” should be addressed reliably, indicated by the quality goal “Reliable ordering.” 

One way to achieve this is to “Rank pages according to authority” with the following 

associated quality goals: reducing “topic drift” (results off the query topic), increase 

results that are of relevant authority, and stability of results ranking with respect to 

small changes in the page links. To rank pages according to authority, two families of 

                                                        
1 The model includes some of the concepts included in Figure 2, as well as a few 

other concepts drawn directly from [2]. 
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algorithms are identified: Graph theoretic and Bayesian. These, in turn, can be designed 

to include specific features such as “Page base set”, “Hub Threshold” and “Hub 

Averaging”. Each of these alternatives affects some of the higher level design (soft-) 

goals.   

Contrasting the goal model in figure 3 with the argumentation model in figure 2, we 

observe that argumentation model is primarily concerned with claims and their validity. 

The goal model, on the other hand, is focused on possible ways or methods for 

achieving goals, and how alternate methods contribute differently to various quality 
objectives. While the two models cover roughly the same domain, the know-how goal 

model is better suited to support design activities, such as seeking solution to problems, 

comparing alternatives, and making trade-offs.  

We note that although the ScholOnto ontology includes “solves” and “addresses” as 

link types (Figure 1), these are merely used to document such relationships as claims 

(potentially refutable by another author). They are not meant to support analysis of goal 

achievement, unlike in goal-oriented modeling frameworks such as i*.   

4 Conclusion  

Today, there are a number of approaches that can be used to map the knowledge 

structure of a domain. However, they aim to cover knowledge structures in general with 

no special support for means-ends relationships or problem-solution reasoning.  

Unlike ScholOnto, which offers a large number of link types, we considered a light-

weight approach using a small number of concepts focusing on problem-solution 

structures. We aim to explore to what extent this light-weight approach can already be 

useful for the specialized purpose of know-how mapping.  

This initial investigation suggests that a goal-oriented language, with limited 
expressiveness focusing on means-ends and problem-solution structures, may suffice 

for know-how mapping. Its compact representation could contribute to ease of use (to 

be validated), due to its minimal set of modeling constructs. 

To-date we have explored a goal-oriented conceptualization of know-how in several 

domains and at different levels of abstraction, including Big Data, Goal-Oriented 

Software Architecting, Web Data Mining, and Agent-Oriented Software Engineering 

and found that the minimal set of concepts used by the goal-oriented approach allows 

us to identify problems and their associated qualities, solutions to these problems and 

their evaluation following the problem qualifier properties, and thus opportunities for 

innovation. 

5 Future Work  

We will continue to investigate the appropriateness and adequacy of representing 

domain know-how in terms of goal model structures. For added expressiveness, we are 

considering the incremental overlay of conceptual structures such as beliefs, 

assumptions and preconditions. We will explore modular structuring approaches, such 

as modules and intentional actor concepts.  
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We will consider the use of actor boundaries as an abstraction mechanism to 

delineate knowledge communities (research communities and communities of 

practice). The aim is to provide a simplified and readily accessible view of the know-

how of a domain to non-specialists, recognizing that the full details of in-depth solution 

considerations are of interest primarily to “insiders” of a specialist community. We are 

exploring how know-how mapping can help when attempting to bridge neighbouring 

domains, such as Requirements Engineering and Architectural Design.  

We are developing guidelines and methodologies on how to approach the mapping 
of domains without prior knowledge of goal modeling.  We need to address issues of 

readability and scalability of know-how maps expressed as goal-graphs. We are 

experimenting with tool support and visualization strategies. We plan to perform 

empirical studies with users to test the effectiveness of various know-how mapping 

approaches under different use cases, including getting acquainted with a domain using 

a know-how map, navigating the structure inside a know-how map, and extracting 

know-how from knowledge sources to add to an existing know-how map.  
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Tool Fair Preface 

Many tools have been created to facilitate modeling and analysis with i* and related 

frameworks. The 2
nd

 International iStar Tool fair aims to update community knowledge about 

the current offering of i* tools. The Fair occurs as part of the 6th International i* Workshop 

(iStar’13), collocated with CAiSE’13 in Valencia, Spain. 

We received six tool submissions that were reviewed by three members of the iStar’13 

programme committee, providing feedback and suggestions. All the proposals were 

considered interesting to the community, and were accepted in the form of a three-page 

description. The authors were also requested to either create or update the description of their 

tool available in the i* wiki. 

The Tool Fair is organized as a plenary session in the i* workshop. It includes a short 

overview and summary of tool submissions made by the Tool Fair chairs, then short 

“lightening presentations” by each demo presenter, and finally the floor is opened for 

individual tool demos. This year the Tool Fair session includes presentation of a regular paper 

by Almeida et al. which performs a systematic comparison of i* tools. 

The iStar Tool fair includes an update of an existing modeling and analysis tool: the 

improved modeling and analysis of GRL models in the jUCMNav Tool is described by 

Amyot et al.  The fair also includes descriptions of several tools which are new to the Tool 

fair, several of which support extensions of i*.  The CSRML Tool by Teruel et al. allows 

drawing of CSRML diagrams, an extension of i* for Computer Supported Cooperative Work 

Systems.  Paja et al.’s STS-Tool allows drawing and reasoning over STS-ml, an i*-based 

security modeling language. Dalpaiz et al. provide the BIM tool, allowing for modeling and 

reasoning over the goal-based Business Intelligence Modeling language. 

Several tools map i* concepts to other languages or notations.  The TAGOOn+ tool, 

provided by Najera et al., allows for organizational ontologies to be extracted from extended 

i*/Tropos models. RE-Tools (Supakkul et al.) integrates and several popular RE modeling 

notations, including i*, problem frames, KAOS, and UML. 

We thank the authors for their valuable contributions, and look forward to seeing all of the 

tools in Valencia! 

      

Jennifer Horkoff, University of Trento, Italy 

iStar’13 Tool Fair Chair  
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Abstract. This work describes the CASE tool that provides support for CSRML 
(Collaborative Systems Requirements Modeling Language), an i* extension for 
specifying CSCW systems requirements. The tool has been implemented as a 
Visual Studio 2012 extension by using the Visualization and Modeling SDK. It 
supports all the CSRML characteristics, such as the specification of collabora-
tive tasks with Workspace Awareness features, as well as the management of 
actors, roles and groups of users involved in the system. Among other features, 
this tool supports also the automatic validation of the generated models, an in-
tegrated context-sensitive help system and automatic updates. 

1 Introduction 

A powerful CASE tool that supports modeling and validation of a Requirements En-
gineering (RE) language is a cornerstone for its success. That is the case of CSRML 
Tool (a.k.a. CSRMT), the tool that provides support for CSRML (Collaborative Sys-
tems Requirements Modeling Language) [2, 4], the i*-based Goal-Oriented RE lan-
guage developed to specify the special requirements of Computer Supported Coopera-
tive Work (CSCW) systems, otherwise difficult or even impossible to model with 
classical RE techniques [3]. These special requirements are related to collaboration, 
communication and coordination (3C) tasks modeling, the actors, groups and roles 
management and, specially, the specification of Workspace Awareness (WA), which 
involves knowledge about, for example, who is available to collaborate, what are the 
other users doing now (or what they did in the past), where in the shared workspace 
are they working, when an artifact was modified or how a certain operation happens. 
Moreover, CSRML has been empirically validated by means of a family of experi-
ments [5]. 

Because of all the CSCW features that CSRML is able to represent, it can be con-
sidered a graphically complex language, so that a powerful CASE tool is needed in 
order to guide the specification of a CSCW system by using this language. In order to 
lead that requirements specification, CSRML Tool was developed by implementing 
the CSRML metamodel with Microsoft Visualization and Modeling SDK, thus creat-
ing a Visual Studio 2012 (VS’12) extension that is presented in Section 2. 
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Additional details about the modeling elements, models editor, validation features 
as well as help and documentation can be found in [1]. Furthermore, it is worth noting 
that, because CSRML is based on i*, this tool can also be used for specifying i* re-
quirements models, as it supports all its modeling elements and relationships, which 
are actually a subset of the CSRML ones. 

3 Conclusions and Further Work 

CSRML is a Goal-Oriented RE language, based on i*, supporting the whole CSCW 
requirements modeling process. CSRML Tool is the software that supports the model-
ing of all the CSRML complex elements, relationships and diagrams. Therefore, 
CSRML and its supporting tool allow us to specify and validate CSCW systems, sup-
porting 3C tasks modeling, WA specification and actors, roles and groups manage-
ment. 

In spite of being in a stable version, the tool is currently being modified to include 
the last CSRML features. In addition, usability testing has been recently performed in 
order to find any possible flaws regarding the tool user interface. Finally, this tool will 
be extended with new Model-Driven Development features in order to transform the 
RE specification to an analysis / design stage in a semi-automatic way. 
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Abstract. We present TAGOOn+, a tool that supports: 1) the auto-
matic generation of organizational ontologies from models expressed with
i*, Tropos and Service-Oriented i*, and 2) the automatic integration of
those organizational ontologies with generic or domain ontologies.

Keywords: iStar, organizational modeling, ontology, ontology integra-
tion, Model-Driven Engineering.

1 Introduction

TAGOOn+1 is a tool that automatically generates organizational ontologies and
automates their integration with other ontologies. It has two main purposes:
1) It supports the automatic generation of organizational ontologies from or-
ganizational models expressed with i*, Tropos and Service-Oriented i* [2]. To
do this, the ontological metamodel for these variants, called OntoiStar+ [3] has
been developed. Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) ideas have been applied to
transform organizational models into ontologies derived from OntoiStar+.
2) It supports the automatic integration of enriched organizational models with
general or domain ontologies [4]. To do this, semantic annotation suggestions [4]
are the guidelines to annotate organizational models with concepts coming from
ontologies. The iStarML format [1] has been extended with the attribute “san-
notation” [5] to store semantic annotations for each model element.

2 The TAGOOn+ tool
The overview of TAGOOn+ is presented in Fig. 1. TAGOOn+ receives as inputs:
(i) an organizational model M1 expressed with i*, Tropos or Service-Oriented i*
represented in the iStarML format. M1 can be a semantically annotated model,
i.e., a model annotated with concepts from a generic or domain ontology OD [4,
5]; and (ii) the ontology OD, required if M1 has been semantically annotated
with OD. The outputs of the tool are: (i) an organizational ontology OiStar,

1 TAGOOn+ is developed by INFOTEC-CENIDET-FBK. The current ver-
sion 1.0 is downloadable under GPL license from the tool homepage
http://tagoon.semanticbuilder.com
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2

Fig. 1. Overview of TAGOOn+ tool

which represents the knowledge described in M1; (ii) an ontology Ojoin, which
integrates OiStar and OD and represents the knowledge described in M1 and OD;
and (iii) a text file TDoc, that describe the OiStar and OD integration process.
These ontologies are described in the standard Web Ontology Language OWL.

TAGOOn+ has been developed using the environment of the Eclipse project
and the Java programming language. It runs on Windows, Linux and Mac.

The tool is based on three main modules:

Automatic Transformation module. This module implements a transforma-
tion process following MDE ideas. Therefore, the ontological metamodel OntoiS-
tar+ has been developed in order to integrate (into an ontology) the i*, Tropos
and Service-oriented i* construct definition [3]. Moreover, transformation rules
have been defined in [2] to transform a model M1 into an OiStar ontology. OiStar

corresponds to the ontology OntoiStar+ instantiated with individuals that rep-
resent the knowledge depicted in M1, including semantic annotations [5].

We ilustrate the transformation process with a short example. Let’s assume that
we have an i* based model describing a disease detection process and an ontology
OD that describes diseases and the parts of the human body. A task element
of the model labeled as Revise esophagus is annotated with the concepts swal-
low, stomach and animal-organ taken from OD. This task in iStarML format is
represented as: <ielement id="01" name="Revise esophagus" type="task"

sannotation="swallow stomach animal-organ"/>. After applying the trans-
formation process, the task corresponds to an individual of OiStar (see Fig. 2).

Automatic Integration module. This module integrates a semantic anno-
tated model M1 represented as ontology Oistar with the ontology OD used to
annotate M1. It parses OD to obtain its hierarchical structure and the description
of each concept. Then, each individual of Oistar is related with one or more con-
cepts of OD through links of type is a. In this way, Oistar and OD are integrated
in Ojoin. Ojoin contains the knowledge included in the semantically annotated
i* based model M1 integrated with the knowledge included in the ontology OD.
Following with the example (Fig. 2), the Oistar individual Revise esophagus is
related by is a links with the concepts swallow, stomach and animal-organ.

Automatic Documentation module. This module generates a text file that
describes the Oistar and OD integration process.
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3

Fig. 2. A semantically annotated task element represented in OWL

A fragment of the generated documentation is: type="task" name="Revise

esophagus" annotation="swallow" description="To cause a bolus of

food or drink to pass from the mouth/throat into the esophagus".
The semantic annotations are useful to discover hidden information. In the exam-
ple, annotations add information to the task about the fact that the esophagus
is used to swallow, and it is related with the stomach and it is an organ.
Using the Semantic Web Rule Language SWRL, we could generate a simple rule
expressing that a person is related with two elements stomach and esophagus,
and these element are related too. If this person has problems with its stomach,
then is necessary to revise the esophagus. The rule in SWRL would then be:
Person(?x) ∧ stomach(?y) ∧ esophagus(?z) ∧ hasRelation(?y,?z) ∧
hasProblems(?x,?y) → hasRevise(?z). This rule is a short example applying
reasoning over the organizational knowledge.

3 Conclusion
We have presented the tool TAGOOn+. With this tool, we bring the advantages
of ontologies such as querying and reasoning, to the organizational modeling do-
main. Moreover, as the organizational knowledge is represented in OWL, it could
be available to be exploited and consumed in the Semantic Web by paradigms
such as Linked Data. On the other hand, we provide the integration of organiza-
tional models enriched with semantic annotations with ontologies, which makes
organizational knowledge clearer for humans and more accessible to machines.
Morever, we believe that a concept which integrates different model elements is
a strong indicator to implement a new business services inside the organization,
improving the understandability and expressiveness of an organizational model.
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Abstract. The ability to represent stakeholders’ goals and their opera-
tionalizations, through tasks, resources, system requirements and spec-
ifications, helps better ensure that the projected system meets its in-
tended goals. To offer such an ability, various notations have been de-
veloped, but somewhat independently of each other, each for its own
concepts and with its own tool. As a result, it is difficult to establish
end-to-end traceability among the various concepts. This paper presents
RE-Tools - a toolkit towards an integrated modeling of such concepts, us-
ing i*, the NFR framework, KAOS and Problem Frames. RE-Tools uses
a meta-model approach to representing and integrating the notations,
which includes shared, generalized meta-classes and cross-notational goal
achievement contribution links. This approach is intended to allow for a
uniform application of the Label Propagation Procedure in determining
goal achievement across the supported notations, using either the open
or closed world assumption.

1 General Information

Name RE-Tools[1]
Version 2.0
Information http://www.utdallas.edu/~supakkul/tools/RE-Tools

Frameworks i* [2], NFR Framework [3], KAOS [4], Problem Frames [5], UML
Purposes Modeling and reasoning support, foundation for other tools [6]
Features Integrated modeling environment, automated and integrated

Label Propagation Procedure using open or closed world
assumption, UML Profile-based meta-model, navigatable in-
memory models, interchangeable XMI/XML file format, exten-
sion via plug-in and APIs, open-source, Windows OS supported.

Status Publicly available since 2009, with around 1,300 downloads from
around 65 countries to date, for use in teaching, research, and
industrial practice, including Australia, Brazil, Canada, China,
France, Italy, the Philippines, Spain, UK, and the US

Industry use Internal use at Sabre and Pentathlon Systems Resources
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2 Integrated Modeling and Tracing Goal Achievement

RE-Tools previously supported independent modeling of the supported notations
and limited integration [1]. The tool has recently been enhanced to support a
more comprehensive integration across multiple notations. Fig. 1 illustrates the
key features of the enhancements, with the corresponding meta-classes shown in
blue. Suppose the Record ambulance location Requirement in Problem Frames
is determined to be satisficed (denoted by a check mark) by the system. Using
the Label Propagation Procedure [7], the satisficing is propagated across the
Make(++) contribution to derive that the Ambulance location recorded Goal
in KAOS is also satisficed. The propagation is then repeatedly applied across
the next contribution links in a cascading fashion upward the graph until the
propagation cannot proceed any further because the needed information along
the various paths is not available (e.g., the achievement of some sub-goals of an
AND decomposition is undefined) or it has reached and evaluated the top-level
Agents’ goals (e.g., Timeliness[Ambulance arrived at scene] Softgoal).

To support the integrated modeling and reasoning, achievement contributions
are represented as links between a parent Proposition and its offspring Proposi-
tion(s). Proposition is captured as a generalized meta-class in the meta-model,
which is shared by the concepts in the supported notations (e.g., Hardgoal,
Softgoal, BehavioralGoal, Task, Resource, Requirement). By applying the Label
Propagation Procedure at the shared generalized Proposition meta-class level,
RE-Tools performs reasoning about goal achievement generically and uniformly
across the different notations.

3 Discussion and Future Work

The notion of (hard) goal achievement in i* and KAOS are generally treated in
an absolute sense (satisfied or (absolutely) denied), while the notion of Softgoal
achievement in the NFR Framework is “good enough”, reflecting the more sub-
jective, interacting, relative nature (satisficed, weakly satisficed, denied, weakly
denied). To support a more general and uniform label propagation, RE-Tools
adopts and applies the weaker notion (satisficing) with an assumption that sat-
isficed and (soft) denied could at least roughly be translated to the notions of
satisfied and (absolutely) denied in some cases. However, additional research is
required to better understand this approach, compare it with other integration
approaches, as well as understand how to use multiple notations together.

Additionally, RE-Tools currently requires human intervention to trigger the
automatic cascading label propagation process by first manually labelling the
goal achievement of leaf-level nodes, which could be inaccurate or time-consuming.
We are investigating ways to help alleviate these problems in some situations by
integrating RE-Tools with other development notations and tools (e.g., BMPN
[8] and URN [9]), and simulation tools [10] to automatically obtain the actual
or simulated goal achievement of the leaf-level nodes. Furthermore, from the re-
quirements modeling perspective, the tool may need to be extended to support
other ontological concepts, such as quality constraints and domain assumptions.
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Fig. 1. A Sample Screenshot of an Integrated Model with Goal Achievement Reasoning
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Abstract. STS-Tool is the modelling and analysis support tool for STS-
ml, our proposed actor- and goal-oriented security requirements mod-
elling language for Socio-Technical Systems (STSs). STS-Tool allows de-
signers to model an STS through high-level primitives, to express security
constraints over the interactions between the actors in the STS, as well
as to derive security requirements once the modelling is completed. The
tool features a set of automated reasoning techniques for (i) checking if a
given STS-ml model is well-formed, and (ii) determining if the specifica-
tion of security requirements is consistent, that is, there are no conflicts
among security requirements. We have implemented these techniques us-
ing disjuntive datalog programs.

1 The Socio-Technical Security modelling language

The Socio-Technical Security modelling language (STS-ml) [1] is an i* based
security requirements modelling language. STS-ml includes high-level organisa-
tional primivites such as actor, goal, delegation, etc. A distinguishing feature
of STS-ml is the ability to relate security requirements to interactions: actors’
security needs constrain the interactions they enter into with other actors. Se-
curity requirements are mapped to social commitments [3]—contracts among
actors—that actors in the STS shall comply with at runtime.

STS-ml modelling uses three complementary views, in which the analyst
examines different types of interactions among actors.

The formal semantics of STS-ml [2] defines the behavior of STS-ml concepts
and relationships, allowing to perform: (i) well-formedness analysis to determine
if the model complies with well-formedness rules that are set to preserve the
semantics of the STS-ml primitives (e.g., decompositions are not cyclic), and (ii)
security analysis, i.e., if there are potential conflicts of security requirements.

2 STS-Tool

STS-Tool is the modelling and analysis support tool for STS-ml. It is an Eclipse
Rich Client Platform application written in Java, it is distributed as a com-
pressed archive for multiple platforms (Win 32/64, Mac OS X, Linux), and it is
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freely available for download from http://www.sts-tool.eu. The website in-
cludes extensive documentation including manuals, video tutorials, and lectures.
STS-Tool has the following features:

– Diagrammatic: the tool enables the creation (drawing) of diagrams. Apart
from typical create/modify/save/load operations, the tool also supports:
• Providing different views on a diagram, specifically: social view, infor-

mation view, authorisation view. Each view shows specific elements and
hides others, while keeping always visible elements that serve as connec-
tion points between the views (e.g., roles and agents). Inter-view con-
sistency is ensured by for instance propagating insertion or deletion of
certain elements to all views.

• Ensuring diagram validity (online): the models are checked for syntactic/
well-formedness validity while being drawn.

• Exporting diagrams to different file formats (png, jpg, pdf, svg, etc.).
– Automatic derivation of security requirements: security requirements are

generated from a model as relationships between a requester and a respon-
sible actor for the satisfaction of a security need. Security requirements can
be sorted or filtered according to their different attributes.

– Automated reasoning
• Offline well-formedness analysis: some well-formedness rules of STS-ml

are computationally too expensive for online verification, or their contin-
uous analysis would limit the flexibility of the modelling activities. Thus,
some analyses about well-formedness are performed upon explicit user
request. In Fig. 1, offline well-formedness analysis has found no errors.

• Security analysis: verify (i) if the security requirements specification is
consistent—no requirements are potentially conflicting; (ii) if the dia-
gram allows the satisfaction of the specified security requirements. This
analysis is implemented in disjunctive Datalog and consists of comparing
the possible actor behaviors that the model describes against the security
requirements. The results are enumerated in a tabular form below the
diagram, and rendered visible on the diagram itself when selected (see
Fig. 1). A textual description provides details on the identified conflicts.

– Generating requirements documents: the modelling process terminates with
the generation of a security requirements document, which supports the com-
munication between the analyst and stakeholders. This document is cus-
tomisable: the analyst can choose among a number of model features to
include in the report (e.g., including only a subset of the actors, concepts
or relations he or she wants more information about). The diagrams are ex-
plained in detail providing textual and tabular descriptions of the models.
An example report is provided in 3.

The current version of STS-Tool (v1.3.1) is ready for public use. This version
of the tool is the result of an iterative development process, having been tested
on multiple case studies and evaluated with practitioners [4] in the scope of the

3 http://www.sts-tool.eu/Documentation.php
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Fig. 1: STS-Tool screenshot: multi-view modelling, automatic derivation of secu-
rity requirements, and visualisation of security analysis results

FP7 European Project Aniketos 4. It has proven suitable to model and reason
over models of a large size from different domains [2], such as eGovernment,
Telecommunications, and Air Traffic Management Control.
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under grant no 257930 (Aniketos) and 256980 (NESSoS).
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Abstract. The BIM-Tool provides graphical modeling and analysis support for
the Business Intelligence Model (BIM). BIM-Tool is a standalone application
built on top of Eclipse. The tool supports two kinds of automated reasoning: (1)
bottom-up “what-if” analysis: given input labels about some elements of a BIM
model (for example, success/failure for leaf goals), do these propagate to other
elements in the model?; and (2) top-down “is it possible?” analysis: is there a
plan that leads to the satisfaction of goals, occurence/non-occurence of situa-
tions? BIM-Tool answers these questions through an encoding of BIM models in
disjuntive datalog programs.

1 The Business Intelligence Model

The Business Intelligence Model (BIM) [1,2] is a goal-oriented language for model-
ing organizational strategies. BIM relies on a set of modeling primitives that decision
makers are familiar with, such as goal, task/process, indicator, situation, and influence
relations among them. BIM is intended to support the notions from SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) analysis by modeling the internal and externals
factors (situations) that are (un)favorable for fulfilling strategic business goals.

Some of the primitives of BIM (goals, tasks, refinement) are adopted from i*. Un-
like i*, BIM does not support strategic dependencies, for BIM focuses on the high-level
strategic goals of the organization, and does not ascribe goals to specific actors. BIM
does not distinguish between hard- and soft-goals; rather, it includes measurable indi-
cators that determine the degree of satisfaction of goals.

BIM is endowed with a formal semantics [3] that enables a variety of automatic rea-
soning techniques [2]: (i) goal analysis (both top-down and bottom-up), (ii) probabilistic
evaluation of strategies, and (iii) reasoning with composite and qualitative indicators.

2 BIM-Tool

The BIM-Tool aims to provide a comprehensive graphical modeling and analysis sup-
port for BIM. BIM-Tool is a standalone Rich Client Platform application built on top
of Eclipse that exploits the Eclipse Graphical Modeling Project (GMP) framework 1

1 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/gmp/?project=gmf-tooling
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for metamodel-based development of graphical modeling environments. The analysis
procedures are implemented through an encoding in disjunctive datalog programs.

The main features of BIM-Tool are as follows:

– Creating graphical models using the latest version of BIM [2]. The models are
checked for syntactic validity while the elements and links are drawn, through the
evaluation of OCL constraints.

– Automated reasoning about “what-if” scenarios using the bottom-up algorithms
described in [3]. Given evidence (labels) about the satisfaction, denial, and pursuit
of BIM elements (goals, situation, indicators, domain assumptions), our analysis
propagates the input evidence through refinement and influence relationships in the
model. The output is shown in a window at the bottom of the application.

Fig. 1. BIM-Tool screenshot: running a top-down “is it possible?” analysis

– Automated reasoning about “is it possible?” scenarios. The analyst specifies a query
that is expressed as a logical conjunction of BIM elements that the analyst wants to
partially/totally satisfy/deny. The analyst can also specify that she wants to avoid
the partial/total satisfaction/denial of some of the elements in the query. The tool
returns a possible strategy—evidence and pursuit assignments—that satisfies the
query, if such a strategy exists. Figure 1 shows the tool in action, while answering
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a query of the “is it possible?” type. The results are shown in the table at the very
bottom of the screenshot.

– Supporting the organization of models in projects, zooming, navigating the dia-
grams, concurrent handling of multiple diagrams, and exporting diagrams to a va-
riety of image formats (both raster and vector). These functionalities are provided
by including appropriate Eclipse plugins.

The tool is publicly available from the website www.cs.toronto.edu/˜jm/bim/.
Currently, the released versions support Microsoft Windows (both 32 and 64 bits) and
Linux distributions (32 bits). The website includes basic usage tutorials through screen-
casts. One screencast is about how to model BIM diagrams, while other two screencasts
show the two supported reasoning techniques. Readers can refer to existing BIM publi-
cations for information about the BIM language and reasoning [3,2,1].

3 Limitations and Outlook

The tool is intended to be a proof-of-concept prototype. As such, it can be freely down-
loaded and used, but it is not ready for industrial adoption. Additionally, BIM-Tool
is currently supporting only a subset of the reasoning techniques developed for and
adapted to the BIM language.

Our future work includes addressing current limitations of the tool, making it more
robust for usage by practitioners (extensive testing is required), exploring interoperabil-
ity with other tools (e.g., importing goal models from other tools), providing additional
tutorials and more extensive documentation about the tool, and supporting the Mac OS
operating system.
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Abstract. jUCMNav is an open-source Eclipse tool for modeling and analyzing 

stakeholder goals, scenarios, and requirements with the User Requirements No-

tation (URN) standard. This paper gives a brief overview of this tool, with an 

emphasis on recent improvements targeting URN’s Goal-oriented Requirement 

Language (GRL) found in version 5.x. 

Keywords: GRL, jUCMNav, URN. 

1 Overview of the User Requirements Notation and jUCMNav 

The User Requirements Notation (URN) integrates (i) the Goal-oriented Requirement 

Language (GRL) for stakeholder objectives and decision rationales and (ii) Use Case 

Map (UCM) for scenarios and business processes combined with architectural com-

ponents. One important feature of GRL is the support for strategies, which define 

initial satisfaction values (qualitative or quantitative) for some intentional elements in 

a goal model that are propagated to other elements of the model (including actors) 

through various evaluation algorithms [5]. GRL and UCM have been used individual-

ly and together for more than a decade, in dozens of application areas [2]. The second 

version of the URN standard was released in October 2012 [6], four years after the 

first release, with several major improvements to GRL that include: 

 Indicators to handle real-life values (beyond simple satisfaction values) in 

goal models. Indicators (symbol: ) convert real-life values into GRL sat-

isfaction values based on linear extrapolation or based on a mapping table. 

 Strategy inclusion to improve the reuse, consistency, and maintainability of 

large collections of GRL strategies. 

 Contribution changes to enable the description of sets of modifications to 

contribution weights in a GRL model (e.g., from different modelers). 

 Actor importance values to better enable tradeoffs between strategies. 
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jUCMNav is an Eclipse-based environment for modeling and analysis with URN. Its 

development started in 2005, and an overview of version 4.x was given at 

iStar’2011 [3]. This is a mature tool that has been used in academia (for teaching and 

research), in industry, and even in government agencies for many years, by thousands 

of people [2], on academic systems and on real ones. The tool can be installed from 

its Wiki site [7], where tutorials, examples, and documentation are also available. 

Primary features include the editing of URN models with palettes and context-

sensitive menus. The tool prevents the creation of syntactically incorrect models, but 

it also offers users the chance to create, select, and check their own correct-

ness/consistency rules, written in OCL. GRL/UCM elements can also be linked, ste-

reotyped, and grouped, hence enabling the tailoring of the notation to particular do-

mains (e.g., for i*-like modeling [1], or for legal compliance [9]). Copy/paste of mod-

el portions, multiple undo/redo, and many navigation facilities contribute to the usa-

bility and scalability of the tool (e.g., models composed of hundreds of diagrams and 

thousands of elements). On the analysis side, UCM scenarios can be defined, run, and 

transformed to sequence diagrams. GRL strategies can be defined, evaluated (see 

Figure 1), and imported/exported to CSV files. Reports (in HTML, PDF, and RTF) 

can be generated to summarize models and analysis results. Models can also be ex-

ported to DOORS. Advanced features for indicators, performance, and aspect model-

ing can each be disabled to simplify the user interface for beginners. 

Figure 1, jUCMNav 5, with GRL strategy and GRL trends for group “Revenues”. 

2 Recent Developments in Version 5 of jUCMNav 

The fifth major release of jUCMNav contains many important improvements, espe-

cially for GRL. The tool now supports the new concepts introduced in the second 

release of the standard. While quantitative indicators were already available for mod-

eling and analysis [3], jUCMNav now also supports qualitative indicators (illustrated 

in [9]), which enable modelers to provide a mapping between enumerated domain-

specific values (e.g., bad, average, good, excellent) and quantitative GRL values (0, 
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Evaluated GRL model, with  

quantitative  contributions 

and satisfaction levels, 
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Group 

of 3 
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33, 67, 100) or qualitative GRL labels (e.g., WeaklySatisfied and Satisfied). Strategy 

inclusion and contribution changes are well illustrated in [4], together with advanced 

analysis features such as strategy differences (computing and visualizing the differ-

ences between the evaluations of two GRL strategies), model differences (highlighting 

the differences between two versions of a model), and sensitivity analysis (based on 

ranges of contribution or satisfaction values in strategies, instead of on specific val-

ues). Note that recent experience in using GRL for modeling laws [4,9] also led us to 

introduce a new alternative GRL satisfaction scale ([0..100], in addition to the stand-

ard [-100..100] scale), considered as more intuitive by many users. Also, given that 

laws in Canada are written in French and English, jUCMNav now supports bilingual 

models, where the labels and descriptions of elements can be switched from one lan-

guage to the other (in addition to having the tool’s interface in both languages). 

Recent additions also include: i) simpler and more efficient UI to create, delete, 

and navigate URN links, ii) new capabilities to show the actors or intentional element 

related (through links or inclusion) to another actor/element (to various depths), iii) 

the possibility to define possible stereotypes and the type of model elements they can 

apply to, with appropriate pop-up menus to apply these stereotypes (useful in the 

context of [1,9]), iv) OCL rules and improved propagation algorithms that support 

goal model families, which enable the modeling and analysis of many variants in one 

GRL model [8], and v) the computation and visualization of trends (up , stable , 

down , varying , and insufficient data , see Figure 1) based on a sequence of 

strategies in a strategy group. Trends are also included for GRL elements in reports. 

jUCMNav is still evolving. Future plans include further usability improvements, a 

textual syntax for URN, and better support for aspect-oriented extensions to GRL. 
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